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ABSTRACT 

Sialylation, a posttranslational modification of both glycolipids and glycoproteins, 

is typically found on the terminal positions of glycan chains.   Unique among most other 

sugars, sialic acids are nine carbon sugars that are negatively charged and undergo a 

variety of side group modifications, which contribute to its role in cell-cell interactions 

and receptor recognition.  While the majority of Drosophila glycoproteins do not 

terminate in sialic acid compared to mammalian glycoproteins, a sialic acid synthetic 

pathway is present in Drosophila but it is developmentally regulated and appears to be 

restricted to the nervous system (Kim et al., 2002; Koles et al., 2004).  In order to 

investigate the role of the sialic acid pathway in Drosophila, we generated a null 

mutation of the sialic acid synthase gene (SAS) by imprecise excision of a nearby 

transposable element.  Homozygous null flies exhibit partial lethality, male sterility and 

undergo age dependent neurodegeneration as evidenced by  loss of locomotion and  

increased vacuolization in the brain.  Mutant flies also have a shortened life span and 

display increased sensitivity to heat as they age. To identify protein targets of sialylation 

that possibly contributed to these phenotypes, a very sensitive solid-phase extraction 

method was used to capture sialylated glycopeptides from head extracts of wild type and 

SAS null flies. In collaboration with M. Betenbaugh and H. Zhang at Johns Hopkins 

University, I identified three sialylated peptides; the major peptide target was derived  

from the  Shaker voltage-dependent potassium channel. The other two peptides were 

encoded by genes of unknown function.  Electrophysiological measurements performed 

on control and SAS mutant larvae at the pre- and post-synaptic larval neuromuscular 

junction (in collaboration with T. Dean and A. Seghal, University of Pennsylvania) 
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showed that loss of sialylation induced a depolarizing shift in the gating parameters of the 

Shaker ion channels, similar to what was previously reported in mammalian cell culture 

(Johnson and Bennett, 2007).  Pre-synaptic neurons from the mutants displayed a two to 

three fold increase in the number of miniature excitatory peaks suggesting that the 

neurons were hyperactive. Since Shaker is a major target of sialylation in brain neurons, I 

suggest that the loss of sialylation of Shaker plays a major role in the  neurodegeneration 

phenotype observed in our SAS null mutant flies.   

     SAS mutant flies are unusually sensitive to starvation, typical of flies that cannot 

maintain metabolic homeostasis. Upon  24 h of starvation, mutant flies differed from 

control flies in that they consumed most of their triglyceride stocks, they displayed poor 

locomotion, had smaller sized cells in their fat body, and reduced their  glycogen stores 

significantly. Mutant flies expressed and likely secreted an excess of insulin like protein, 

hyperinsulimia, for the first five days after eclosion. However, as the flies aged (14-21 

days)  they had high hemolymph sugar, low insulin like protein expression and fewer 

number of insulin producing cells. All these phenotypes are similar to diabetic patients, 

as diabetic patients also have metabolic inflexibility, high blood sugar, low insulin 

secretion, and fewer number of insulin producing cells. It is now known that the Shaker 

homolog KV1 is expressed in human pancreatic β cells which secrete insulin (Ma et al., 

2011).  I propose  that in our mutants the failure to sialylate the Shaker channel, which is 

known to be present in insulin producing cells (IPC ), will result in those cells secreting 

an excess of  insulin , which in turn causes the metabolic defects leading to a diabetic 

state. By studying our sialic acid null mutants we can obtain  useful information about 

how diabetes develop. Using the powerful genetics of flies, we can perform screens to 
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identify novel genes that either enhance or reduce the sensitivity to starvation of our SAS 

mutants and thus play a role in the development or potential treatment of diabetes 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to determine the role of sialylation in Drosophila, our laboratory generated a 

null mutation in the sialic acid synthase gene, eliminating all endogenous sialic acid. 

These mutants displayed a range of phenotypes affecting neuronal function, resulting in 

neurodegeneration. In collaboration with the M. Betenbaugh and H. Zhang laboratories at 

Johns Hopkins,  I identified protein targets of sialylation  from adult  fly heads, and the 

major target  was the Shaker voltage gated potassium channel.  Loss of sialylation in the 

mutants altered the  Shaker channel kinetics at the larval neural muscular junction (work 

of Terry Dean and Amita Sehgal, University of Pennsylvania), which may be the cause of 

the neurodegeneration observed in the mutants. These mutants also displayed a range of 

metabolic defects leading to a diabetic state. I provide evidence that loss of sialylation 

affects the function of the Drosophila insulin producing cells (IPC), causing them to 

release excess insulin at early ages, ultimately leading to diabetes as the flies aged. Due 

to the phenotypes  observed in our mutants, I have organized the introduction as  follows:   

The first part of the introduction reviews glycosylation and sialylation and their 

biological significance.  I then discuss other Drosophila mutants that cause 

neurodegeneration, which leads to the role of  ion channels in neuronal activity and 

neurodegeneration. I will review what is known about the effects of glycosylation on 

voltage-gated potassium channels and discuss specifically the properties of the Shaker 

voltage gated potassium channel. In the last part of the introduction, I will review  

metabolic homeostasis, regulation of insulin secretion and how altered insulin secretion 

leads to diabetes. Finally,  I discuss the regulation of homeostasis in flies and their 
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parallel to humans, as I believe that our sialic acid null flies can serve as a model 

organism to study the metabolic dysfunction that leads to diabetes.  

 

1.1 Sialic acid 

Protein glycosylation-sialylation is a very complex system involving many enzymes 

adding a sugar chain with a terminal sialic acid on a specific site on the target on 

membrane proteins or secreted proteins that are involved in cell adhesion and cell 

communication, (Varki and Varki, 2007), T cell maturation (Bi and Baum, 2009), cell 

membrane integrity, cell-cell interaction, transmembrane trafficking, and receptor 

function (Schauer, 2000). Involvement of sialic acid in this wide range of reactions 

reflects its importance for higher organisms. More than 1% of the genome is involved in 

generating the developmentally regulated and tissue-specific glycosylation that are 

characteristic of each cell type in humans and other vertebrates (Varki and Varki, 2007). 

The glycan chains of glycoconjugates are mostly composed of five and six carbon sugars, 

except sialic acid (Angata and Varki, 2002). Other monosaccharides found in the glycan 

chain are mannose (man), glucose (glc), fucose (fuc), galactose (gal), N-Acetylgalactosamine 

(GalNAc), and N-Acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc). 

Sialic acids are a subset of nine-carbon nulosonic acids (KDN) (Chen and Varki, 

2010) (Fig. 1.1). The name sialic acid (also known as neuraminic acid) is a designation 

given to this family of more than 40 (redundant) naturally occurring nine-carbon keto 

sugar acids derived from the parent compound 2-keto- 3-deoxy-5-acetamido-D-glycero-

D-galacto-nonulosonic acid (N-acetylneuraminic acid [Neu5Ac]) (Vimr et al., 2004). 

They are negatively charged at physiological pH due to the carboxyl group at position 
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one (C-1) and mainly occur as terminal components of cell surface glycoproteins or 

glycolipids. To date, more than fifty different types of sialic acids known to exist, with 

Neu5Ac as the most abundant sialic acid (Angata and Varki, 2002).   

 

 

Figure 1.1: Structure of sialic acid, and KDN. N-acetyl group is added onto the fifth 
carbon instead of an hydroxyl group on KDN (Tanner, 2005). 
 

1.1.1 Biosynthesis of Sialic Acid 

The biosynthesis of the most common sialic acid, Neu5Ac, begins with the 

formation of N-acetylmannosamine (ManNAc) from UDP-N-acetylglucosamine (UDP-

GlcNAc) (Angata and Varki, 2002). In mammals and Drosophila, the ManNAc is then 

phosphorylated to give Man-NAc 6-phosphate (ManNAc-6P) (Kim et al., 2002). The 

second step involves the condensation of MacNAc-6P with phosphoenolpyruvate to give 

NeuNAc or NeuNAc-9P, respectively (Comb et al., 1966; Kim et al., 2002). Sialic acids 

are the only nine-carbon sugars found in prokaryotes (Angata and Varki, 2002), 

suggesting a conserved role for sialic acid from prokaryotes to eukaryotes. The synthesis 

of sialic acid in prokaryotes differs from mammals and Drosophila (Fig. 1.2). For 

example bacteria uses ManNAc instead of ManNAc-6P to synthesize NeuNAc.  
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Figure 1.2: Difference between bacterial and mammalian sialic acid synthesis. Bacteria 
used ManNAc, while higher organisms like mammals uses ManNAc-6P to synthesize 
Sialic acid (NeuNAc, neuraminic acid) (Tanner, 2005) 
 

Sialic acids utilize an unusual nucleotide sugar donor, cytidine mononucleotides 

(i.e., CMP-Sialic acid), in contrast to most other sugars which use guanine or uridine 

dinucleotides (Angata and Varki, 2002).  A CMP-sialic acid synthetase generating the 

activated sialic acid substrate is one of the critical enzymes in the sialic acid pathway.  

Work in our laboratory has shown that Drosophila, similarly to mammals, encodes a 

CMP-sialic acid synthetase and its encoded protein was functional both in vivo and in 

vitro (Viswanathan et al., 2006).  

Sialic acid is very important for the development of animals, as mice knockout of 

sialic acid synthesis die during embryogenesis (Angata and Varki, 2002). However, 

Drosophila sialic acid null flies are viable, suggesting that sialic acids are only involved 

in some specialized processes in flies (Kildong Kim’s Dissertation ; Characterization of 

the sialic acid phosphate synthase gene and the biological roles of sialic acid in 

Drosophila melanogaster, 2006, Temple University and this thesis). Abnormal sialylation 
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has also been implicated in a number of diseases, including neurological diseases, 

immunodeficiency (Varki, 2008), and cancer (Hedlund et al., 2008). However, due to 

complexity of the system and redundancy between the enzymes of sialylation pathway, it 

has not been possible to understand the specific roles of the different genes of this 

pathway in mammals (Harduin-Lepers et al., 2001).  

 

1.1.2. Sialyltransferase 

 The transfer of sialic acids to carbohydrate chains is performed by specific 

sialyltransferases (Harduin-Lepers et al., 2001; Takashima, 2008; Takashima et al., 

2003). Therefore, the sialyltransferases are considered to be key enzymes in the 

biosynthesis of sialylated glycoconjugates. Many sialyltransferases have been obtained in 

organisms from bacteria to mammals (Harduin-Lepers et al., 2001; Takashima, 2008; 

Yamamoto, 2010). They are classified into four families according to the carbohydrate 

linkages they utilize: the beta-galactoside α2,3-sialyltransferases (ST3Gal I–VI), the beta-

galactoside α2,6-sialyltransferases (ST6Gal I, II), the GalNAc α2,6-sialyltransferases 

(ST6GalNAc I–VI), and the α2,8-sialyltransferases (ST8Sia I–VI) (Yamamoto, 2010). 

Mammals overall have more than 20 sialyltransferases, at least 15 of them have been  

cloned from humans (Harduin-Lepers et al., 2001). 
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Figure 1.3: Protein sialylation in higher organisms. Sialic acid is synthesized in 
cytoplasm, while the other sugars are added onto the protein in endoplasmic reticulum. 
Sialic acid then is transferred to golgi by a sialic acid antiporter, then added onto the 
glycan chain of the protein by a specific sialyltransferase. 
  

  1.2  N-glycans of Drosophila melanogaster 

Sialic acids have been thought to be specific for the deuterostome lineage of 

animals and certain types of bacteria (Angata and Varki, 2002). Protostomes like 

Drosophila was thought not to synthesize sialic acid until Roth et al. (Roth et al., 1992) 

found sialic acid during  late stage Drosophila embryogenesis. However, sialic acid 

bearing compounds seem to be very low in abundance. The majority of the glycans in 

Drosophila embryo (Aoki et al., 2007) and adults (Koles et al., 2007) are not sialylated, 

but contain paucimannose and high mannose types of sugars and can undergo 

fucosylation of the inner GlcNAc. The presence of sialylated N-linked glycans were 

detected in very small quantities in both embryo and adult head (Aoki et al., 2007; Koles 

et al., 2007) by mass spectrometry, suggesting that only a very small number of proteins 
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in specific tissues are targets of sialylation. However, none of these target proteins were 

identified  in Drosophila until our research (this thesis). Drosophila has recently been 

shown to have a functional sialic acid pathway including  a sialic acid synthase (DmSAS), 

a CMP-sialic acid synthase (DmCSAS), and a sialyltransferase (DmST) that adds sialic 

acid onto a target via a alpha 2-6 linkage (Kim et al., 2002; Koles et al., 2004; 

Viswanathan et al., 2006) (Fig. 1.3). Interestingly, Drosophila DmCSAS was found to 

localize to the  endoplasmic reticulum, whereas its mammalian counterpart localizes to 

the nucleus (Viswanathan et al., 2006). The Drosophila sialyltransferase (DmST) joins 

sialic acid in a  α2,6 linkage to N-acetylgalactosamine (or galactose) of a N-glycan, 

suggesting that the glycoconjugate containing sialic acid in insects is likely to be a 

protein (Koles et al., 2004). Supporting this finding came from the fact that Drosophila 

lipids do not carry sialic acid at their terminal sugar (Seppo and Tiemeyer, 2000), 

meaning sialic acid is only added onto glycoproteins in flies. Our lab (this thesis) and 

others have shown that DmST is expressed in a small subset of neurons during 

embryogenesis and larval stage and only in adult head (Koles et al., 2004; Koles et al., 

2009; Repnikova et al., 2010) suggesting that sialylation has a specific role in the 

Drosophila melanogaster nervous system. The neuronal phenotypes observed in flies 

carrying a deletion of DmST suggests that sialylation has an important role in the 

maintenance of neuronal function (Repnikova et al., 2010). I hereby also present that 

deletion of another gene in sialylation pathway, DmSAS, also causes neural dysfunction 

leading to neurodegeneration. 
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1.3 Congenital Disorders Of Glycosylation 

The importance of correct glycoprotein processing for human health and 

development became more obvious by the discovery of a series of life-threatening 

congenital disorders of glycosylation (CDGs) (Grunewald et al., 2002; Jaeken, 2010), 

which were previously called carbohydrate deficient glycoprotein syndrome. Mortality is 

about 20% in the first 5 years of life, but then decreases. As a result, many adults with 

CDGs probably remain undiagnosed because these disorders were unknown at the time. 

All CDGs are autosomal recessive (Freeze, 2006). Often patients can be diagnosed in the 

neonatal or early infantile period on the basis of typical clinical features (inverted nipples 

and fat pads) in addition to strabismus, muscular hypotonia, failure to thrive, and elevated 

transaminases, often dominated by neurological defects resulting in psychomotor  

retardation, seizures and ataxia (Bohles et al., 2001; Grunewald et al., 2002). 

 

Figure 1.4: Simplified drawing of protein glycosylation. Defective enzymes/steps 
causing CDGs are shown (Grunewald et al., 2002) 
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CDGs are characterized by hypoglycosylation, which can be divided into two 

general types. Patients with Type 1 CDGs comprise 12 out of 19 types and generally have 

a reduced number of glycosylated sites leading to inefficient glycosylation of proteins 

(Fig. 1.4). Proteins end up having unoccupied glycan positions. A range of nucleotide 

substitutions, micro deletions and occasional larger deletions and splice mutations cause 

this hypomorphic type I CDG. CDG Ia is the most prevalent among them and 

characterized by a mutation in the phosphomannomutase gene converting mannose 6-

phosphate to mannose 1-phosphate, resulting in unoccupied residues in proteins (Freeze, 

2006).  

Patients with Type II CDGs have defects that impair a particular step of the 

glycosylation pathway resulting in glycans chains with reduced complexity. Mutations in 

the Golgi-localized nucleotide sugar transporter for GDP-fucose cause CDG-IIc, while 

CMP-sialic acid transporter mutations cause CDG-IIf. In both cases synthesis of the O-

linked glycan sialyl LeX is eliminated. In CDG-IIc circulating leukocytes are elevated 

even in the absence of infection, whereas in CDG-IIf it produces giant platelets with 

abnormal membranes, thrombocytopenia and moderate neutropaenia (Freeze, 2006). 

Developmental delay, particularly that which affects brain development, is one of the 

most consistent findings in CDG. Some of these defects manifest themselves in the 

central nervous system causing problems like ataxia, epilepsy, seizures and cerebellar 

hypoplasia (Freeze, 2006; Grunewald et al., 2002). 
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Interestingly, glycosylation is known to affect ion channel stability (Khanna et al., 

2001) and function (Johnson et al., 2004; Schwetz et al., 2010; Watanabe et al., 2003). 

Since ion channels play crucial roles for neurons, it is tempting to speculate that ion 

channels could play roles in these diseases caused by CDGs.  

CDG 1a, 1b and 1d have been associated with hyperinsulinemia (Palladino et al., 

2008), similar to what we observe in our sialic acid null flies when they are young. These 

findings point to the importance of glycosylation/sialylation in regulation of insulin 

secretion. 

 

1.4 Neurodegeneration in Drosophila melanogaster   

Neurodegeneration generally affects humans by mid life, drastically decreases the 

person’s quality of life. As the world population ages, the suffering of those afflicted with 

progressive degenerative diseases and the associated socio-economic costs will continue 

to rise. Research efforts have made important advancements toward understanding of 

these diseases; however, their progressive nature and the complexity of the nervous 

system are tough challenges that impede progress (Celotto and Palladino, 2005). Model 

organisms shed some light into the molecular mechanisms of these devastating diseases. 

Studying neurodegeneration in a model organism like mice is very complicated and time 

consuming. Simpler model organisms like Drosophila melanogaster are successfully 

employed to understand the genetic basis of such diseases (Celotto and Palladino, 2005; 

Lessing and Bonini, 2009). Flies can learn and remember, an indication of a complex 

nervous system with diverse neurons, ion channels and neurotransmitters. A recent study 

made it clear that more than 70% of disease related loci in humans have orthologs in flies 
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(Lessing and Bonini, 2009). The high degree of conservation revealed through proteomic 

analyses, the presence of a complex nervous system in an intact organism amenable to 

genetic manipulation, and the relatively short life-span of flies (approximately sixty days) 

make Drosophila ideal for studying mutants that display the phenotypes that characterize 

progressive human neurological conditions. 

Different approaches are utilized to study neurodegeneration in flies. One 

common approach is using reverse genetics, in which transgenic add-in flies are created 

that express human genes playing roles in development of neurodegenerative diseases 

like Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and Huntington (Celotto and Palladino, 2005; Lessing and 

Bonini, 2009). However, reverse genetic screening relies heavily on gene that is 

ectopically expressed in flies, therefore missing other possible genes involved in the 

disease progression. In order to obtain a comprehensive catalog of genes involved in 

neurodegeneration an unbiased method forward genetic screen is adopted, in which a fly 

homolog of human disease genes are determined by loss of function mutations. Many ion 

channel mutations were detected in temperature sensitive mutations causing 

neurodegeneration in flies (Fergestad et al., 2006a; Palladino et al., 2003; Palladino et al., 

2002a). Flies undergoing neurodegeneration display shortened life span, loss of 

locomotion, heat sensitive paralysis and increased vacuoles in their brain. It is not a big 

surprise to obtain several ion channel mutants causing neurodegeneration using this 

method, because the activity of neurons is mediated by ion channels. Similarly, ion 

channel mutations are found to play roles in many diseases in humans (Ashcroft, 2006) 

such as cardiac arrhythmia, renal failure, epilepsy, migraine and ataxia.  
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1.5 Action Potential and Ion Channels 

1.5.1 Action Potential 

The cell membrane is a major barrier for ions to freely move between the intra 

and extracellular environment. An unequal distribution of ions across the membrane 

creates a voltage called the resting membrane potential. The action potential, a transient 

change in the membrane voltage, occurs in several types of cells called excitable cells, 

including neurons, muscle cells, and endocrine cells (Barnett and Larkman, 2007; 

Jacobson and Philipson, 2007). The action potential can be divided into three main 

phases. The initial phase is a rapid change in membrane potential from around −70 to +40 

mV (depolarization). The second phase is a return towards the resting membrane 

potential (repolarization), and the third phase is a slowly recovering overshoot of the 

resting potential, termed the after-hyperpolarization. An action potential is a mechanism 

that involves the opening and closing of voltage-gated ion channels usually the Na+ and 

K+, which are located on the cell membrane as well as the neuron's axon hillock. These 

voltage-gated channels respond to the changes in membrane potentials and can trigger an 

action potential. Usually, these channels are opened by depolarization of the membrane 

following an influx of Na+ cations into the cell. The influx of Na+ increases the potential 

of the cell to a certain potential, the threshold potential that triggers the action potential. 

At the threshold potential, an "all or nothing" mechanism occurs. Subsequently, K+ 

voltage-gated channels also become activated and slowly open and fully open at about 

+30mV. Na+ channels are automatically inactivates themselves and the cell undergoes 

repolarization and becomes more negative as the K+ ions exit the cell.  
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Often there is sufficient release of K+ from the cell therefore cell becomes 

hyperpolarized before the channels actually close (Fig. 1.5). The Na+/K+ pump restores 

the original distribution of the two ions in the cell (Barnett and Larkman, 2007).  

 

 

Figure 1.5: Action potential and ion channel functions during an action potential (Barnett 
and Larkman, 2007) 
 

1.5.2 Ion Channels 

Special membrane proteins called ion channels carry out the movement of these 

charged water-soluble molecules across the membrane. The action of these ion channels 

creates an electric gradient between inside and outside the cell.  Over 340 genes encode  

ion channels in humans (Ashcroft, 2006). Because of their important functional roles, 

their membrane location, structural heterogeneity and the restricted tissue expression of 

some channel types, ion channels are attractive targets for drug therapy (Wulff et al., 

2009). Indeed, ion channels are the third largest group of molecules targeted by drugs 
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(Harmar et al., 2009) such as local anesthetics (Ashcroft, 2006), and antidiabetic drugs 

(Rendell, 2004). K+ channels make up about half of this gene superfamily with 78 

members (Wulff et al., 2009).  Given the importance on ion channels in cellular 

homeostasis, altered function of ion channels can lead to many disease states. For 

example, KV1.3 is overexpressed in various tumors, and ectopic expression of the 

KV channel Eag1 triggers tumor formation (Pardo et al., 2005). Another family member, 

KV1, is associated with epistotic ataxia (Browne et al., 1994; Imbrici et al., 2006). KV1 is 

also implicated to play a role in associative memory and learning in animal models (Meiri 

et al., 1997). Since KV channels set the repolarization of the excitable cells, a small 

change in channel function would create deleterious effects, just like what I observed on 

our mutant flies. 

Ion channels are composed of one or more pore-forming subunits, often in 

association with accessory subunits. Most channels form a common structure in which 

the central pore, through which the ions move, is formed by four to six transmembrane 

subunits. High-resolution structures of several ion channels, or their bacterial 

homologues, have clearly shown this conformation, including those of Kir (Kuo et al., 

2003; Mikhailov et al., 2005) and KV (Doyle et al., 1998; Long et al., 2005) channels. Ion 

movement through a channel pore depends on the electrochemical gradient across the 

membrane and the permeability of the pore. Ion channels are very selective about the ions 

they allow through. K+ channels are 100-1,000 times more permeable to K+ than Na+, 

despite the fact that the unhydrated Na+ ion is smaller (Ashcroft, 2006). This delicate 

discrimination takes place at the narrowest part of the pore, known as the selectivity filter 

as shown by the structure of the bacterial K+ channel KcsA (Doyle et al., 1998). All K+ 
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channels possess an almost invariant GYG sequence that earlier functional studies had 

shown lies at the heart of the selectivity filter (Heginbotham et al., 1994). The X-ray 

structure revealed that the backbone carbonyls of the GYG residues line the pore and 

substitute for the waters of hydration, so that K+ passes through the filter by slipping from 

one binding site to the next (Doyle et al., 1998). The carbonyl oxygens are too far apart to 

enable them to interact intimately with Na+ ions, so that Na+ is effectively excluded from 

the selectivity filter because the energy required to remove the waters of hydration is 

greater than that gained by interacting with the carbonyl oxygens. 

 

1.5.3 Voltage-gated K+ (KV) channels 

The opening and closing of most channels is regulated by biological signals, such 

as binding of intracellular or extracellular ligands (ligand-gated channels), changes in 

membrane potential (voltage-gated channels), changes in temperature (Ramsey et al., 

2006) or mechanical stress (Chang et al., 1998). In many cases, gating is also influenced 

by biochemical reactions such as phosphorylation, a process known as modulation. 

Inactivation of some KV channels is produced by a tethered N-terminal blocker, which 

swings into the pore and physically plugs it (Kukuljan et al., 1995).  

Voltage-gated channels are opened or closed by changes in transmembrane 

voltage. In excitable cells such as neurons or cardiac myocytes, stimulation of a cell leads 

to Na+ entry and depolarization of the cell. This depolarization causes a neuron to 

respond to it, such as sending the signal to the next neuron, or to the muscle. To be able 

to respond to the next stimuli, the cell has to regain its membrane potential. The 

concentration of potassium is usually ∼25-fold higher on the cytoplasm than the 
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extracellular side of the plasma membrane. This electrochemical gradient provides the 

basis for K+ channels to generate an outward current (Pongs, 2008). The first step is the 

sensing of voltage change by the voltage-gated K+ channel, that will cause the movement 

of three to four positively charged residues in the fourth transmembrane segment 

(Sanguinetti and Tristani-Firouzi, 2006) leading to the opening of the channel. Because of 

the above-mentioned concentration gradient for K+, the opening of KV channels results in 

an efflux of positive charge, which will serve to repolarize the membrane. KV channels 

are therefore often expressed together with voltage-gated Na+ and/or voltage-gated 

Ca2+ (CaV) channels and are responsible for repolarization after action potential firing.  

Therefore, K+ channels regulate the action potential duration, in other words neuronal 

excitation (Pongs, 2008). KV channels are composed of 2, 3, 6 or 8 transmembrane 

domains. Shaker like channels contains six transmembrane domains. The fourth domain 

is a voltage sensor and fifth and sixth domains form the channel pore. Native channels 

contain four of these subunits and four regulatory beta subunits (Jan and Jan, 1997; 

Pongs, 1999). Molecular cloning approaches have led to the identification of a large 

family of distinct voltage-gated K+ channels that can be divided into four subfamilies, 

Shaker (Kv1), Shab (KV2), Shaw (KV3), and Shal (KV4). Shaker and Shal type channels 

are fast inactivating channels, acting as the first voltage-gated K+ channels to start the 

membrane repolarization phase of the action potential. Shab like channels are delayed 

rectifier channels and act after Shaker like channels and bring the membrane potential 

down to hyperpolarized state, and Shaw like channels are leaky K+ channels that are 

thought to act at a hyperpolarized state (Gasque et al., 2005). KV channels are probably 

the most diverse set of voltage gated ion channels. For example, mammals have 40 genes 
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coding for KV channels. In Drosophila melanogaster, the diversity comes during splicing, 

such that a single Shaker gene gives rise to 7 splice variants. Different subcellular 

localization of KV channels also points to the importance of KV channels in diverse set of 

cellular functions. For example, KV1 channels are found in axons, KV2 and KV4 channels 

are found in dendrites of a neuron (Lai and Jan, 2006). Peripheral neurons fire 20 times / 

second. Central nervous neurons can fire 20 times/second, 200 times/second or even 300 

times/second. Therefore, any mutation altering the kinetics of K+ channels will 

automatically affect the excitability of the cells (Barnett and Larkman, 2007) that could 

lead to neurodegeneration or muscle paralysis. 

  

1.6 Channelopathies 

Disorders caused by defective ion-channel function result from several different 

causes but the term channelopathies is usually confined to disorders resulting from 

mutations in ion-channel genes themselves. To date, mutations in over 60 ion-channel 

genes have been associated with human disease. Inherited channelopathies are usually 

very rare. An exception is cystic fibrosis, which is a disease affecting a Cl- ion channel 

that  affects around 1 in 2,000 people in Northern Europe and the United States. This is a 

recessive disease, and as many as 1 in 20 people are carriers (Ashcroft, 2006). 

The form and severity of the clinical phenotype manifested by individuals 

carrying a given ion-channel mutation depends on several factors. The extent to which 

the mutation modifies channel function is obviously crucial. However, the relative 

contribution of the channel to the electrical activity of the cell is also important. Because 

cells in different tissues have variable complements of ion channels, their electrical 
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activity can be affected differently. For example, KATP channels are found in tissues as 

diverse as brain, muscle and pancreatic β-cells, but only the most severe mutations 

produce extra-pancreatic effects (Gloyn et al., 2004; Proks et al., 2004), because only in 

beta-cells is the resting potential determined predominantly by the KATP channel 

(Ashcroft and Rorsman, 2004). KV channels mediate action potential repolarization. 

Unsurprisingly, therefore, loss-of-function mutations in KV channel subunits prolong the 

action-potential duration, inducing a hyperexcitability that leads to epilepsy, and 

myokymia as well as cardiac disorders (Browne et al., 1994; Sanguinetti and Tristani-

Firouzi, 2006). Mutations in the KCNA1 gene, which encodes KV1.1 subunits, have been 

associated with episodic ataxia type 1 (EA1) (Browne et al., 1994). In another study, a 

mutation changing Val408Ala of KV1.1 channel in cerebellar Purkinje cells produced 

spontaneous GABAergic inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) at increased frequency 

and amplitude (Pongs, 2008). It is known that KV1 channels are located mostly in 

presynaptic axon terminals (Jensen et al., 2011; Lai and Jan, 2006). Therefore, mutations 

like the Val408Ala change in KV1.1 can alter the neuron- muscle relationship and cause 

motor coordination problems. Truncated form of KV1.1 that is characterized by the loss 

of carboxy terminal half of the protein is found to be associated with megencephaly in 

mice (Petersson et al., 2003) 
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1.7 Ion Channel Glycosylation-Sialylation 

Glycosylation is known to affect ion channel stability (Khanna et al., 2001) and 

function (Johnson and Bennett, 2008; Johnson et al., 2004; Watanabe et al., 2003). Sialic 

acid is usually the terminal sugar on a glycan chain, carrying a negative charge at 

physiological pH. Recent studies have demonstrated that glycosylation-sialylation plays 

and important role in voltage-gated potassium channel function studied in mammalian 

cell culture. For example, enzymatic removal of sialic acids or the entire glycosylation 

structure shifts gating of the KV channels in the depolarized direction (Thornhill et al., 

1996; Ufret-Vincenty et al., 2001). Loss of sialylation changed Drosophila homolog of 

KV channel, Shaker kinetics in vivo (this thesis). 

Treatment of Na+ channels with sialidase shifted its steady state activation curve 

to more positive voltages when they were analyzed in planar lipid bilayers (Recio-Pinto 

et al., 1990). Expression of Na+ channel in sialylation deficient cells also shifted gating to 

more depolarized state (Bennett et al., 1997). A cell line that can be a model for CDG IIf 

is used for both NaV and KV kinetics analysis suggesting that voltage gated channels 

could be responsible for some of the phenotypes seen in some of CDGs. Sialic acid seems 

to donate a negative electric charge to affect the voltage sensor of both Na+ and K+ 

channels (Bennett et al., 1997; Johnson and Bennett, 2008). However, not all the Na+ and 

K+ channel functions are affected by sialylation. For example, KV1.4 and NaV1.4 

(hSkM1) are modulated by glycosylation-sialylation, while KV1.5 and NaV1.5 (hH1) 

channels are not (Bennett, 2002; Schwetz et al., 2010) 
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1.8 Shaker Channel 

The ionic currents found in Drosophila are similar to those seen in other 

organisms. As in other organisms, the greatest variety is found among K+ currents: 

Several K+ currents activated by either changes in voltage or calcium concentration have 

been identified using whole-cell recording techniques (Papazian et al., 1988). Shaker was 

the first cloned K+ channel (Papazian et al., 1987; Schwarz et al., 1988) in Drosophila 

and it is the paradigm channel to study voltage-gated K+ channel function. Shaker gene 

encompasses a 65 kilobase region on X chromosome, and gives rise to many alternative 

splice variants (Schwarz et al., 1988) (Fig. 1.6), suggesting that K+ channels are the fine-

tuning mechanisms in different parts of CNS in flies.  

 
 

 
 
Figure 1.6: Graphic Representation of Shaker transcripts. Different color represents 
different amino acid sequence. Differences are either at N or C terminal part of the 
protein 
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 Shaker protein has the classical voltage gated potassium channel structure with 

six transmembrane domains (Fig. 1.8). The fourth transmembrane domain is the voltage 

sensor and fifth and sixth transmembrane domains form the pore, and the functional 

protein is a tetramer. Shaker is known to carry two conserved glycosylation sites between 

transmembrane domain one and two. Asn 263 is conserved from flies to humans, and Asn 

259 is conserved from flies to C. elegans (Fig 1.7). Flies seem to be at the crossroads of 

shifting the location of the N-glycosylation site, as it has both sites. Shaker is 

glycosylated both in vitro and in vivo (Rogero and Tejedor, 1995; Santacruz-Toloza et 

al., 1994). 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.7: Alignment of N glycosylation site of Shaker homologs. Asparagine (N) 259 
and 263 are conserved in flies Drosophila and Anopheles, and N 263 is conserved in 
higher eukaryotes up to humans. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Homo sapiens KCNA  201   TFHTYSN-STIGYQQSTSFTDPFFIVETLCIIWF 
XP_524798.2        201   TFHTYSN-STIGYQQSTSFTDPFFIVETLCIIWF 
NP_001003329.1     201   TFHTYSN-STIGYQQSTSFTDPFFIVETLCIIWF 
Mus musculus KCNA  201   TFHTYSN-STIGYQQSTSFTDPFFIVETLCIIWF 
NP_032443.2        201   TFHTYSN-STIGYQQSTSFTDPFFIVETLCIIWF 
NP_037102.1        201   TFHTYSN-STIGYQQSTSFTDPFFIVETLCIIWF 
NP_989794.1        201   SHPPYSN-SSMGYQQSTSFTDPFFIVETLCIIWF 
Danio rerio        198   AYRTDSN-STISYT-STYFTDPFFILETLCIIWF 
Drosophila Shaker  245   VFNTTTNGTKIEEDEVPDITDPFFLIETLCIIWF 
XP_310869.2        213   VFNTTTNGTKIEEDEVPDITDPFFLIETICIIWF 
C.elegans      250   PINNSAT-AELLDEMDEKHYSPFFWIELMCILWF 
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Figure 1.8: The structure of Shaker channel (right). Conserved glycosylation sites are 
located between S1 and S2 transmembrane segments. The Fourth transmembrane 
segment is the voltage sensor and fifth and sixth domains form the pore. Functional 
channel is a homotetramer (left) that is attached to four beta regulatory subunits.  
 

Shaker ion channel is a fast inactivating voltage-gated K+ channel that is known 

to create an A type current. Shaker, like other voltage-gated potassium channels (KV) is 

opened by the change in the membrane potential. Action potential starts with the rush of 

Na+ ions into cell/neuron and depolarize the cell. This membrane depolarization causes 

Shaker channel to open, thereby letting K+ ion out. Shaker channel inactivates quickly, 

followed by other K channels like delayed rectifier Shab channels functions in membrane 

potential repolarization (Tsunoda and Salkoff, 1995).  Mutations in Shaker cause 

abnormal action potentials durations or abnormal burst of actions (Tanouye and Ferrus, 

1985; Tanouye et al., 1981). For example, ShKS133 allele causes action potentials with a 

long delay in repolarization and Sh5 mutants display repetitive firing pattern (Tanouye 

and Ferrus, 1985).  Expression of Sh5 in Xenopus  laevis eggs half maximal conductance 

~7 mV shift to more positive conductances (Lichtinghagen et al., 1990), meaning that the 

mutant channel can be activated easier.  Johnson and Bennett found Shaker channel 
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kinetics changes due to  the loss of sialylation in cell culture. They were also able to show 

Shaker kinetics was affected by sialylation in vitro. Loss of sialylation caused a 

depolarization shift in Shaker channel kinetics, meaning that non-sialylated Shaker 

expressing cell depolarized easily (Johnson and Bennett, 2008). If this depolarization 

happens in the neuron, the neuron will fire more often and easier than others, which will 

lead to neuronal hyperexcitability.  

Shaker is predominantly expressed in fly head (This thesis, (Rogero and Tejedor, 

1995; Schwarz et al., 1990). Immunohistochemical studies revealed that Shaker channels 

are preferentially expressed in the Drosophila mushroom body neuropil (Rogero et al., 

1997) suggesting that they play an important role in mushroom body physiology. The 

mushroom body is the learning and memory center in flies and it expresses four voltage-

gated potassium channels, Shaker, Shal, Shab and Shaw. Shal and Shaker create A type 

fast inactivating current in mushroom body, 75% and 25%, respectively (Gasque et al., 

2005). However only mutations in Shaker caused a change in the inactivation state, 

which is thought to associate with learning (Cowan and Siegel, 1986). Shaker, Shab, and 

Shaw have conserved N-glycosylation sites between transmembrane segments 1 and 2 

but Shal does not. It is important to mention that probably not all the Shaker proteins are 

sialylated, as sialylation pathway seems to be active only in a small subset of neurons in 

CNS (this thesis and (Repnikova et al., 2010). Therefore, expression of Shaker in insect 

cell line sf9, or Xenopus oocytes failed to detect any change in channel kinetics by the 

loss of glycosylation (Santacruz-Toloza et al., 1994).   
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1.9 Homeostasis  

All organisms need energy and nutrients to support development, growth, and 

reproduction. In multicellular animals, communication between specialized organ 

systems enables the body to adapt to varying environment conditions. Homeostasis is the 

term used for this complex system that permit organisms to function effectively in a 

broad range of environmental conditions and allow survival against fluctuations such as 

temperature, salinity, acidity and nutrients (Leopold and Perrimon, 2007). 

Homeostasis depends on the dynamic action and interaction of a number of 

sensors to adapt to environmental conditions, and on hundreds of positive and negative 

feedback mechanisms. Since every living organism utilizes energy originating from 

nutrients for their survival, the use of these nutrients in the body in a regulated fashion is 

necessary to keep the homeostasis in the body. This is especially important in times of 

starvation, when body has to still keep up with the energy needs of the vital tissues and 

organs. Multicellular organisms use small messenger molecules called hormones to keep 

metabolic homeostasis in the body. Hormones are small peptides or steroid molecules 

acting on the cells that are away from the cell they are synthesized. In mammals, one of 

the most important systems for controlling metabolism consists of the antagonistic 

actions of insulin and glucagon hormones (Levine and Haft, 1970). Upon high sugar 

intake, insulin is secreted by pancreatic β-cells to maintain glucose homeostasis. When 

blood glucose is low, pancreatic α cells secrete glucagon, which causes the release of 

glucose from glycogen breakdown in the liver. Failure of this metabolic control can result 

in severe disease conditions such as diabetes. 
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1.9.1 Insulin Action 

Despite the intense research on insulin since its discovery at 1921, there are still 

many questions to be answered about the actions of this little peptide hormone. For 

vertebrates, hormonal, neuronal and metabolic products strictly regulate secretion of 

insulin from pancreatic β-cells. Summarizing insulin action : when blood sugar levels are 

high, insulin is released from β-cells which causes target  cells to take up glucose, thereby 

decreasing blood sugar levels. To maintain normal glucose homeostasis, there must be 

adequate insulin secretion synchronized with target tissue insulin responsiveness. 

Following the ingestion of a meal, insulin is secreted from the pancreas and binds to its 

receptors thereby permitting the circulating blood glucose to be transported to muscle and 

adipose cells for metabolism or storage  while also suppressing the release of glucose 

from the liver (Muoio and Newgard, 2008). Insulin acts to increase glucose uptake for 

storage and metabolism in muscle and adipose cells via the tissue-specific glucose 

transporter glut-4 and in liver via glut-2 (Shepherd and Kahn, 1999). Insulin also 

decreases lipolysis and promotes lipogenesis. In liver, insulin decreases gluconeogenesis 

and glycolysis and promotes glycogen synthesis. Insulin also regulates amino acid uptake 

and protein synthesis.  

The human insulin receptor is a heterodimer with two extracellular α-subunits and 

two transmembrane β-subunits. The α-subunit contains the extracellular ligand-binding 

domain that regulates intracellular tyrosine kinase activity of β-subunits (Hubbard et al., 

1994). The mammalian insulin receptor gene has 22 exons that generate two isoforms by 

alternative splicing of exon-11, the a-isoform (IRa) retains exon-11 and the b-isoform 

(IRb) omits exon-11. IRb binds to insulin strongly and predominates in classical insulin-
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sensitive target tissues such as adult liver, muscle, and adipose tissues. By comparison, 

IRa binds both insulin-like growth factor 2 (IGF2) and insulin with moderate affinity and 

predominates in fetal tissues, the adult central nervous system, and hematopoietic cells 

(White, 2003). Insulin and IGF receptors reside in the plasma membrane as inactive 

covalent dimers. The ligand binding increases flexibility of the activation loop to allow 

ATP to enter the catalytic site and stabilize the activation loop in the active conformation 

by autophosphorylation. In higher animals, activated insulin receptor phosphorylates the 

tyrosine residues in cellular substrates, including insulin receptor substrate (IRS)1, IRS2, 

IRS3, or IRS4, or other scaffold proteins. Data from transgenic mice suggests that 

majority of insulin responses are mediated through IRS-1 or IRS-2 (Taguchi and White, 

2008). 

IRS proteins have a pleckstrin homology (PH) at the NH2-terminal and 

phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domains, followed by a tail of tyrosine and Ser/Thr 

phosphorylation sites. The PTB domain binds directly to the phosphorylated NPXY motif 

in the activated receptors for insulin, IGF1, or interleukin-4 (IL4); the PH domain also 

facilitates coupling between the IRS proteins and the activated receptors. The tyrosine 

phosphorylation sites coordinate downstream signaling cascades by binding to the SH2 

domains in common effector proteins like GRB2. The classic insulin-like signaling 

cascades involve the production of inositol 3 phosphate, (PIP3) by the 

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase. PIP3 recruits the Ser/Thr kinases phosphatidylinositol-

dependent protein kinase 1 (PDK1) and AKT to the plasma membrane, where AKT is 

activated by PDK1-mediated phosphorylation. AKT phosphorylates many proteins, 

including glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3B) in liver, AS160 (GLUT4 translocation), 
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the BAD/BCL2 heterodimer (anti-apoptosis), and forkhead box O transcription factors 

(regulation of gene expression). Protein phosphatases and phospholipid phosphatases 

modulate the strength and duration of insulin signals. Depending upon the tissue site, 

dysregulation of these heterologous signaling mechanisms can progress to glucose 

intolerance, hyperinsulinemia, dysregulated lipid metabolism, and insulin resistance 

(Taguchi and White, 2008). 

 

1.9.1.1 Insulin Mediated Glucose transport 

The transport of glucose into the skeletal muscle cells is the rate-limiting step in 

whole body glucose metabolism under normoglycemic conditions (Ren et al., 1993). 

Glucose enters the cell by facilitated diffusion mediated via a group of structurally related 

glucose transporter proteins (GLUTs). At least 12 GLUTs have been described (Joost et 

al., 2002). In skeletal muscle and adipose tissue, GLUT1 mediates basal glucose 

transport, whereas GLUT4 is responsible for insulin-mediated glucose uptake (Shepherd 

and Kahn, 1999). The stimulation of GLUT4 translocation and glucose uptake by insulin 

is a complex process involving a signaling cascade involving IRS, PI3K, PDK1, and 

AKT (Zaid et al., 2008). Insulin regulates translocation of GLUT4 in vectorial transfer, 

vesicle tethering, vesicle docking, and vesicle fusion (Foster and Klip, 2000). Soluble N-

ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptors (SNARE) mediate both 

docking and fusion events. Vesicle-associated membrane protein 2 (VAMP2), syntaxin4, 

and soluble NSF attachment protein 23 are three elements of the SNARE complex 

involved in docking/fusion of insulin-sensitive GLUT4 vesicles with the plasma 

membrane (Foster and Klip, 2000). 
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1.9.2 Biosynthesis of insulin 

The biosynthesis of insulin occurs via at least two intermediates, preproinsulin 

and proinsulin, and involves several organelles. The genetic information for biosynthesis 

is initially encoded by an mRNA of 550 nucleotides (Bell et al., 1979), the transcript of 

which gives rise to preproinsulin (11.5 kDa protein; 109 amino acids). This protein 

contains a hydrophobic pre-region of 23 amino acids, which may function to promote the 

association of ribosomes with the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum, ensuring the 

vectorial discharge of the newly synthesized precursor into the asternal space of the 

rough endoplasmic reticulum. Within the endoplasmic reticulum, rapid (within 30 

seconds) proteolytic cleavage occurs transforming preproinsulin into proinsulin, and the 

23 amino acid sequence is rapidly lost, possibly cleaved by a membrane bound 

'signalase'. Proinsulin is a 9 kDa peptide of 86 amino acids, containing the A and B 

chains of insulin connected by a 'connecting peptide' (C peptide) of 30-35 amino acids. 

Proinsulin is transported by an energy dependent process to the Golgi apparatus by micro 

vesicles. From the Golgi complex, where the pH within the cisternae is approximately 

neutral, proinsulin is packaged in trans-Golgi vesicles and surrounded by a membrane 

containing an ATP- dependent proton pump. The conversion of proinsulin to insulin 

continues within the maturing secretory granule by the sequential action of proteases, 

which are pH dependent, are only active at low pH and possess trypsin and 

carboxypeptidase B-like activities. As the vesicle matures, H+ ions are transported 

inwards via a proton pump, decreasing pH and increasing the activity of the proteases, 

ensuring that insulin is only produced within the maturing secretory granule. The action 

of the proteases liberates the connecting C-peptide from between the A and B chains, 
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plus two pairs of basic amino acids from either end of the C-peptide. Removal of the C-

peptide decreases the solubility of insulin, co-precipitating it with Zn2+ contained within 

the granule, as rhombohedral Zn2+ -insulin hexameric microcrystals with a ratio of 2 Zn2+ 

/ 6 insulin. Insulin and C-peptide are stored together in the granule sac and secreted in 

equimolar amounts. In normal conditions 95% of the hormone is secreted as insulin, and 

less than 5% as proinsulin (Howell and Bird, 1989). 

 

1.9.3 Regulation of Insulin transcription by nutrients 

Glucotoxicity and lipotoxicity have common targets, which make their 

combination particularly harmful to insulin gene expression and β-cell function in Type 2 

diabetes mellitus (T2DM). Glucose can impact insulin secretion and pancreatic β-cell 

function by regulating gene expression, enabling mammals to adapt metabolic activity to 

changes in nutrient supply. In pancreatic β-cells, in addition to its role in the regulation of 

insulin secretion, glucose serves as a principal physiological regulator of insulin gene 

expression (Poitout et al., 2006).  

In β-cells, three transcription factors bind to the insulin promoter to regulate 

insulin gene expression: pancreatic and duodenal homeobox 1 (PDX-1), neurogenic 

differentiation 1 (NeuroD1) and V-maf musculoaponeurotic fibrosarcoma oncogene 

homolog A (MafA), acting in synergy and stimulating insulin gene expression in 

response to increasing plasma glucose (Andrali et al., 2008). Glutamine can also increase 

Pdx-1 and acetyl-CoA carboxylase mRNA expression. Of the amino acids, alanine and 

glutamine appear to play particularly important roles in the regulation of gene expression, 
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but more studies are needed for a better picture of nutrient regulation of insulin 

expression (Corless et al., 2006). 

 

1.9.4 Secretion of Insulin 

Elevation in blood glucose concentrations results in a rapid rise in intracellular 

glucose levels as glucose is transported into the β-cells of the pancreas. Glucose uptake 

and metabolism are two essential steps in the so-called “glucose-stimulated insulin 

secretion” (GSIS) pathway. GSIS represents the increase in insulin secretion over basal 

release in response to increased extracellular, and ultimately intracellular, glucose. 

Glucose enters β-cells through specific glucose transporters (GLUT-1 in humans; GLUT-

2 in rodents), and phosphorylated by the enzyme glucokinase, which has a high Km for 

glucose. Glucokinase determines the rate of glucose utilization by the β-cell over a range 

of physiological glucose levels (3–20 mM) (Newsholme et al., 2010). After entry into β-

cells through specific transporters, glucose is metabolized to produce ATP, which inhibits 

the Sur1-regulatory subunit of the ATP-gated K+ channels (KATP) and induces membrane 

depolarization and calcium entry into β-cells. Ca2+ induces many pathways and this 

results in fusion of predocked granules with the plasma membrane, insulin release into 

the surrounding lymph, and eventually to the capillary blood vessels. Misregulation of 

insulin release has a strong impact on metabolic homeostasis, leading to diabetes mellitus 

(Hosker et al., 1989). Due to the growing incidence of this disease, the study of the 

molecular mechanisms controlling insulin release from pancreatic β-cells is a subject of 

considerable interest (Eliasson et al., 2008; Muoio and Newgard, 2008; Seino et al., 

2011). 
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Following the intake of 50g of glucose by mouth, blood insulin levels are 

increased about 5-fold returning to basal levels within 2 h. Glucose stimulated insulin 

secretion is biphasic, a rapid phase (comprises the first couple minutes), and a sustained 

second phase (Seino et al., 2011). The first phase starts with the closure of the KATP 

channel and Ca++ entry into β−cells and the release of insulin, which lasts about 10 

minutes (Straub and Sharp, 2002). The total number of insulin-containing granules 

present in islet β-cells far exceeds the number secreted during a meal, but only a  small 

proportion (10%) of these granules are actually docked at the plasma membrane  in a 

“readily releasable” form (Straub and Sharp, 2002). The second-phase of insulin 

secretion involves both docked, readily releasable granules and newly recruited granules 

from the intracellular storage pool. The second sustained phase of glucose-induced 

depolarization of the β- cell starts with the closure of  the KATP channel, mostly driven by 

voltage-gated channels, and this phase is thought to be responsible for 70 % of the insulin 

released (Henquin et al., 2003). Voltage gated Ca2+ channels are responsible for the 

release of insulin, while voltage-dependent K+ channels (KV) inhibit insulin release by 

restoring the  β-cell membrane potential (Herrington et al., 2005; Jacobson et al., 2007; 

Ma et al., 2011; MacDonald et al., 2001; MacDonald and Wheeler, 2003). In other words, 

voltage dependent KV channels regulate how much insulin is released from pancreatic  β-

cells. Elucidation of the molecular mechanisms and the regulation of KV channels are 

however complicated. Kv channels are composed of two subunits, a catalytic alpha 

subunit and regulatory beta subunit. Alpha subunits form the channel pore and have been 

grouped into 12 classes named KV1-12. Among these channels, KV2.1 is highly expressed 

in β-cells, it is regarded as the most influential KV  channel on insulin secretion 
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 (MacDonald et al., 2001; MacDonald and Wheeler, 2003). KV2.1 inhibition by chemical 

compounds or dominant negative knockout cells had reduced (60%–70%)  β-cell delayed 

rectifier currents and markedly enhanced glucose stimulated insulin secretion (GSIS). 

Additionally, perfusion of mouse pancreas with KV2.1 antagonists enhances first-and 

second-phase insulin secretion but, as expected, does not affect basal insulin levels 

(MacDonald et al., 2002). However, KV2.1 is not the only KV channel of importance. 

KV1.1 has also been found in  β-cells of human and α, β and γ cells of mouse pancreas , 

in addition to brain, gastrointestinal muscle cells, renal tissue and heart (Escobar et al., 

2004; Hatton et al., 2001; Ma et al., 2011; MacDonald and Wheeler, 2003). KV1.1 

knockout mice released more insulin in response to glucose, and had hypoglycemia. In a 

recent study done by Ma et al., KV 1.1 was detected in primary rat islet cells, diabetic 

patient samples and in a rat insulinoma cell line INS-1 but not in an mouse insulinoma 

cell line MIN6, a cell line used very commonly in  β-cell studies (Ma et al., 2011). This 

could explain why KV 1.1 was not found in many previous studies.    

 

1.9.4.1 Nutrient and hormonal regulation of insulin secretion 

1.9.4.1.1 Incretins 

Nutrients, such as amino acids and lipids, or neurohormonal signals (including 

incretin hormones and autonomic innervation) can markedly affect glucose-stimulated 

insulin secretion. The incretin hormones are released during meals from gut endocrine 

cells (Holst et al., 2009). Two incretin hormones, glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) and 

glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide (GIP), gained much interest as their insulin 

secretory action is glucose dependent, unlike sulphonylureas and insulinotropic drugs. 
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These hormones are three to four times more powerful inducers of insulin secretion 

compared to intravenous glucose. These two hormones are currently viewed as important 

new therapeutics for Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) (Green and Flatt, 2007). 

 

1.9.4.1.2 Fatty Acids  

Fatty acids appear to freely diffuse into pancreatic β-cells through the plasma 

membrane where they are transformed into long-chain acyl-CoA, by acyl-CoA synthase 

(ACS), and enter the mitochondria via Carnitine Palmitoyl Transferase 1 (CPT-1), so β-

oxidation can occur when glucose levels are low (Hamilton and Kamp, 1999). The 

resulting acetyl-CoA is subsequently oxidized in the TCA cycle and under these 

conditions, ATP generation is sufficient for β-cell survival, and to maintain basal levels 

of insulin secretion. When the extracellular glucose concentration is increased, fatty acid 

oxidation is inhibited, due to formation of malonyl-CoA by acetyl-CoA carboxylase 

(Carpentier et al., 2000). Malonyl-CoA under glucose stimulatory conditions is derived 

from glucose carbon, via formation of citrate. Malonyl-CoA inhibits CPT-1, thus 

blocking transport of long-chain acyl-CoA into the mitochondria (Prentki et al., 2002). 

Accumulation of long-chain acyl-CoA in the cytosol leads to an increase of intracellular 

Ca2+ levels and to changes in the acylation state of proteins involved both in regulation of 

ion channel activity and exocytosis (Haber et al., 2006). In addition, long-chain acyl-CoA 

can also enhance fusion of insulin-secretory vesicles with plasma membrane and insulin 

release (Deeney et al., 2000). 
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1.9.4.1.3 Amino Acids 

Under appropriate conditions, amino acids enhance insulin secretion from primary 

islet cells and β-cell lines (Brennan et al., 2002; Charles and Henquin, 1983; Dixon et al., 

2003; Sener and Malaisse, 1980; Smith et al., 1997). In vivo, L-glutamine and L-alanine 

are quantitatively the most abundant amino acids in blood and extracellular fluids, closely 

followed by the branched chain amino acids. While amino acids can potentially affect a 

number of aspects of β-cell function, a relatively small number of amino acids promote or 

synergistically enhance insulin release from pancreatic β-cells (Fajans et al., 1967). 

There are three main mechanisms by which amino acids enhance insulin secretion. The 

first one is the direct depolarization of the plasma membrane by cationic amino acids like 

arginine. The second way of induction is the metabolism of amino acids like glutamine 

and leucine. The third mechanism is the co-transport of alanine with Na+ and cell 

membrane depolarization (McClenaghan et al., 1996). 

 

1.9.4.2 Neural Regulation of Insulin secretion 

Apart from the classical glucose sensor, the pancreatic β-cell, glucose-sensing 

neurons in the periphery have, to date, been found in the intestine, hepato-portal vein and 

carotid body, a small "body" of tissue rich in capillaries, at the spot the carotid artery 

branches in the neck (McCrimmon, 2008). Within the brain, glucose-sensing neurons are 

found in areas such as the septum, amygdala, striatum, motor cortex, hindbrain and 

hypothalamus. This neural network is thought to monitor and respond to changes in the 

glucose levels to which they are exposed (McCrimmon, 2008). The glucose-sensing 

neurons localize to regions adjacent to the third or fourth ventricle or to the 
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circumventricular organs (these are regions of the brain where the blood–brain barrier is 

‘leaky’ or absent). This allows these neurons to sample glucose levels of blood, brain and 

cerebrospinal fluid (McCrimmon, 2008). Essentially two different types of glucose-

responsive neurons can monitor changes in blood glucose levels: glucose-excited (GE) 

neurons, whose firing rate is increased by elevation of extracellular glucose 

concentrations, and glucose-inhibited (GI) neurons, which are activated when glucose 

concentrations decrease (McCrimmon, 2008). Both types of neurons are widely 

distributed throughout the brain but highly represented in hypothalamic nuclei, which are 

involved in the control of energy homeostasis (Fioramonti et al., 2007). 

Glucose sensing neurons must possess specific intracellular signaling in response 

to changes in extracellular glucose levels;  otherwise all neurons use glucose as their 

major energy source. The emerging details of the intracellular mechanism of glucose 

responsive neurons revealed the presence of KATP channel subunits, Kir6.1 and SUR in 

the brain including hypothalamic regions where glucose sensing neurons reside 

(McCrimmon, 2008). The GLUT-2 glucose transporter glucokinase were also found in 

the brain.  Altogether, these data suggest that brain glucose excitatory neurons act similar 

to pancreatic β-cells (McCrimmon, 2008). Glucose inhibited cells are thought to act like 

pancreatic α cells. Unfortunately, much less is known about both α cells and glucose 

inhibited neurons.   

Pancreatic islets are very richly innervated by sensory neurons, sympathetic and 

parasymphatetic neurons and other neurons (Ahren, 2000). There are four different 

neurotransmitters localized to islet parasympathetic nerves (acetylcholine, vasoactive 

intestinal peptide (VIP), pituitary adenylate cyclase activating polypeptide (PACAP) and 

gastrin releasing peptide (GRP), all of which are released by activation of the vagus nerve 

and all of which stimulate insulin and glucagon secretion. Sympathetic nerves innervate 
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the islets and three neurotransmitter candidates are localized to these nerves and released 

on their activation (noradrenaline, galanin and NPY). Activation of the sympathetic 

nerves inhibits basal and glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. Islets are also innervated 

by sensory neurons which release sensory neuropeptides, calcitonin gene-related peptide 

(CGRP) and substance P (SP) (Ahren, 2000). Mouse endocrine cells are innervated by 

sympathetic neurons, while human pancreatic endocrine cells were barely innervated, 

instead the smooth muscle around the islets were innervated. This implies that in humans 

sympathetic nervous system affects the blood flow rate of the islets, not the function of 

islet cells (Rodriguez-Diaz et al., 2011).   

 

1.10 Diabetes Mellitus 

Life expectancy is increasing in the late twentieth century. This is largely due to 

better diagnosis and treatment of many diseases. Due to these better treatments the rate of 

cardiovascular disease decreased. However, there is an increase in the incidences of 

diabetes (Taguchi and White, 2008).  Diabetes is a culmination of many factors 

characterized by high blood sugar. To date three types of diabetes have been defined.  

Maturity onset diabetes of the young (MODY) is dysregulated insulin secretion or 

glucose sensing. Type 1 Diabetes (T1DM) is caused by the autoimmune destruction of β-

cells resulting in loss of insulin secretion. Type 2 diabetes (T2DM) is due to insufficient 

compensation for peripheral insulin resistance (Taguchi and White, 2008).  

Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus is characterized by complex metabolic alterations, with 

two main abnormalities: insulin resistance and β-cell dysfunction. Circulating insulin 

levels are higher early in the disease to compensate for insulin resistance, but eventually, 
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insulin production becomes less sufficient and hyperglycemia develops (White, 2003). 

There are three key defects in the onset of hyperglycemia in type 2 diabetes: increased 

hepatic glucose production, diminished insulin secretion, and impaired insulin action (Lin 

and Sun, 2010). 

T2DM could arise from many factors. The transport and metabolism of glucose 

into pancreas, the entry of Ca2+ ions and Ca2+ related pathways, KATP channel regulation, 

peripheral tissue insulin responses all are possibly involved in some type of diabetes 

(Nolan and Prentki, 2008) in model animals and possibly in humans. For example, 

GLUT2 transporter knockout mice develop severe hyperglycemia and die within weeks. 

Glucose is converted to glucose 6-phosphate by glucokinase to keep the glucose in β-cell. 

Phosphorylated glucose is then undergoes glycolysis resulting in production of ATP. This 

ATP then causes KATP channels to close and leading to depolarization of β cell, thereby 

insulin release. β cell glucokinase loss of function, or KATP gain of function mutations 

cause hypoinsulinemia that leads to diabetes (Remedi and Nichols, 2009).  

The mitochondria sit in the center of ATP production, so mitochondrial 

dysfunction in β-cells would also lead to hyperinsulinemia or hypoinsulinemia. Increased 

mitochondrial metabolism will produce more ATP. Increased mitochondrial activity can 

also produce reactive oxygen species that can harm or even kill β-cells (Newsholme et 

al., 2007). KATP channels in β cell are complexes of the sulfonylurea receptor 1 (SUR1, 

ABCC8) and the potassium channel Kir6.2 (Nolan and Prentki, 2008). In humans, loss of 

function mutations in these genes are major causes of hyperinsulinemia. This 

phenomenon is not quite understood, as mice knockouts of Kir 6.1 or SUR1 did not 
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produce hyperinsulinemia. Gain of function mutations of KATP subunit Kir 6.2 cause 

neonatal diabetes (Remedi and Nichols, 2009).  

 

1.10.1 Insulin Resistance  

The term “Insulin resistance” refers to impaired insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

(Matthaei et al., 2000). It is usually caused by dysfunction or malfunction in insulin 

signaling downstream of the insulin receptor, not a problem with the insulin receptor 

itself (Lin and Sun, 2010). T2DM subjects have impaired insulin-stimulated tyrosine 

phosphorylation of IRS1 in skeletal muscle. IRS2 knockout mice also develop severe 

insulin resistance (Lin et al., 2004). Since skeletal muscle accounts for ∼75% of whole 

body insulin-stimulated glucose uptake, defects in this tissue play a major role in the 

glucose homeostasis in patients with T2DM (Bjornholm and Zierath, 2005).  

GLUT4 expression is down-regulated in adipose tissue in patients with T2DM (Shepherd 

and Kahn, 1999). Given the fact that skeletal muscle is the major site for glucose 

clearance from blood, GLUT4 downregulation in adipose tissue may prevent the release 

of adipogenic factors that may contribute to the progression of the disease. 

Downregulation of GLUT4 in skeletal muscle also causes systemic insulin resistance 

(Minokoshi et al., 2003). T2DM is associated with impaired metabolic flexibility, i.e. an 

impaired switching from fatty acid to glucose oxidation in response to insulin. Thus, a 

reduced fat oxidative capacity and metabolic inflexibility are important components of 

skeletal muscle insulin resistance. Patients with T2DM are characterized by high levels of 

circulating free fatty acids (FFAs).  It is widely accepted that increased availability and 

utilization of FFA contribute to the development of skeletal muscle insulin resistance, 
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probably because they provide energy to muscles and induce gluconeogenesis by 

supplying glycerol (Nurjhan et al., 1992). However, after all these years of research it is 

still not clear what causes insulin resistance, or which metabolic changes are causative. 

Other candidate genes are still being investigated as playing a role in insulin resistance.  

 

1.11 Drosophila Insulin Like Peptides 

Drosophila and all other higher organisms constantly adapt their energy needs to 

nutritional status through metabolic regulation; that is, sugar and lipid homeostasis. The 

emerging picture in the fly is that of a simpler and well-balanced integrated system 

composed of various organs, each with distinct physiological roles in maintaining energy 

homeostasis. For example, flies have a unique insulin receptor that mediates all functions 

that have so far been attributed to insulin-like peptides (Brogiolo et al., 2001).  

Circulating (hemolymph) sugar levels are maintained by neurosecretory cells located in 

the brain called insulin producing cells (IPC) that secrete insulin like peptides (Dilps) and 

the ring gland, which  secretes adipokinetic hormone (AKH, the insect glucagon) (Kim 

and Rulifson, 2004; Rulifson et al., 2002). Glucose homeostasis is dysregulated by both 

ablation of IPCs , or AKH expressing cells. Ablation of IPC results in increased 

hemolymph glucose levels, whereas ablation of AKH-expressing cells results in low 

hemolymph sugar levels (Kim and Rulifson, 2004; Rulifson et al., 2002). These findings 

suggest that the DILP-AKH system of Drosophila may perform analogous roles to the 

insulin-glucagon system of mammals in maintenance of glucose homeostasis (Baker and 

Thummel, 2007). 
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Drosophila contains seven insulin like peptides (Dilp1-7) and a single insulin 

receptor (Brogiolo et al., 2001). Different Dilps are more abundant in different stages of 

development (Buch et al., 2008; Okamoto et al., 2009; Slaidina et al., 2009). Insulin 

producing cells (IPCs) in the fly brain express 4 of the 7 Drosophila insulin-like peptides 

(DILP1, 2, 3, and 5) and are required for both larval growth and carbohydrate 

metabolism, since their genetic ablation leads to poor adult survival with severe growth 

retardation and increased levels of hemolymph glucose and trehalose (the main 

circulating carbohydrate in insects) (Rulifson et al., 2002). Dilp2 is the most abundant 

Dilp in adults (Buch et al., 2008) and it is the closest homolog of human insulin (Brogiolo 

et al., 2001). Dilp6 and 7 are structurally different from others. Dilp6 is secreted from the 

fat body and is more similar to the insulin like growth factor of mammals and it is mostly 

needed during the pupal period of development (Okamoto et al., 2009; Slaidina et al., 

2009). Geminard et al. found that Dilp secretion from larval brain IPCs is regulated by 

nutrition (Geminard et al., 2009). Interestingly, the authors found that secretion of insulin 

like peptides from IPCs were mostly dependent on proteins, not sugars. They also found 

that the fat body releases some factors that control insulin release from IPCs. The 

identities of these factors have yet to be determined. 
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Summary 

In this thesis, I and collaborators at Johns Hopkins University discovered that the 

major target of sialylation in the adult brains of Drosophila melanogaster is the  voltage 

dependent K+ channel, Shaker. Loss of sialylation altered  the kinetics of Shaker ionic 

currents in the larval neuromuscular junction, as well as that of another K+ channel Shab. 

I have shown that flies lacking the sialic acid synthase (SAS2d/SAS2d ) have host of 

metabolic defects, such as low triglycerides after starvation, low glycogen storage and 

high levels of Dilp2 expression at early ages. Young adult flies consume more food after 

starvation compared to controls, and they were less mobile after starvation, succumbing 

to starvation sooner than wild type flies. Mutant flies also display low hemolymph sugar 

levels in early life and high hemolymph sugar as they age. All these phenotypes resemble 

the development of T2DM because the early stage of diabetes is characterized by 

hyperinsulinemia. Altogether my results suggest that loss of sialylation  enhances 

neuronal activity through defects in the K+ channels that turn off the action potential, 

which leads to neurodegeneration. Additionally, similar defects in the K+ channels in the 

IPCs may cause elevated synthesis and secretion of insulin-like peptides resulting in the 

metabolic dysregulation observed in our mutant flies which may be a useful model for 

diabetes in humans.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LOSS OF PROTEIN SIALYLATION CAUSES 

NEURODEGENERATION IN  

DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER 

2.1 Introduction 

Sialic acids are generally expressed as terminal sugars on glycoconjugates of 

eukaryotic cells (Angata and Varki, 2002). Sialic acids are unique among most sugars, as 

they are negatively charged at physiological pH. The charge is very important for many 

processes, for example, the negative charge prevents erythrocytes from sticking to the 

walls of blood vessels and therefore prevents vessel clogging (Varki, 2008). Sialylation 

increases the protein half-life and stability of mammalian glycoproteins. Sialylated 

proteins are membrane proteins or secreted proteins in many cellular processes, such as 

cell adhesion and communication (Varki and Varki, 2007), neuronal plasticity (Weinhold 

et al., 2005), and T cell maturation (Bi and Baum, 2009).Protein sialylation is the last step 

in a very complex process involving numerous glycosyltransferases, each specific for the 

substrate sugar and the acceptor sugar.  The process begins with the addition of sugars in 

the endoplasmic reticulum, from a lipid-linked oligosaccharide donor, specific sugars are 

trimmed in the Golgi, and finally the terminal sialic acid is added by a sialyltransferase in 

the Golgi. Given the vast array of cellular functions that sialic acids play a role in, there 

are many human diseases attributed to abnormal sialylation. These diseases include, 

neurological diseases, immunodeficiency diseases (Varki, 2008), and cancer (Hedlund et 

al., 2008). However, gene redundancy encoding various glycosylation enzymes in 
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mammals is the biggest obstacle to understanding the specific roles of the different genes 

of this pathway (Harduin-Lepers et al., 2001).  

The importance of correct glycoprotein processing for human health and 

development became more obvious by the discovery of multiple life-threatening 

congenital disorders of glycosylation (CDGs) (Grunewald et al., 2002; Jaeken, 2010). 

CDGs are characterized by hypoglycosylation, which can be divided into two general 

types. Patients with Type 1 CDGs generally have an overall reduced level of 

glycosylation due to disrupted synthesis of the lipid-linked oligosaccharide precursor, 

whereas patients with Type II CDGs have a defect in a particular step of glycosylation 

resulting in glycans that show reduced complexity. Some of these defects manifest 

themselves in the central nervous system causing problems like ataxia, epilepsy, seizures 

and cerebellar hypoplasia (Grunewald, 2007; Grunewald et al., 2002). Interestingly, 

glycosylation is known to affect ion channel stability (Khanna et al., 2001) and function 

(Johnson and Bennett, 2008; Johnson et al., 2004; Schwetz et al., 2010; Watanabe et al., 

2003). Since ion channels are central to neuronal function, ion channel defects could play 

a prominent role in some of the CDG diseases.  

Neurodegeneration can result from either environmental or genetic factors. Model 

organisms like Drosophila melanogaster have been fruitfully employed in understanding 

the genetic basis of such diseases. Genes causing neurodegeneration in humans have been 

expressed in fruit flies (Auluck et al., 2002), or loss of function mutations have been 

generated in the fly homolog of a gene known to cause a human disease (Fergestad et al., 

2006a; Palladino et al., 2002a). The neurodegeneration in flies is characterized by 

decreased longevity, loss of locomotion, increased heat sensitive paralysis and 
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appearance of vacuoles in the fly brain (Fergestad et al., 2006a; Palladino et al., 2003; 

Palladino et al., 2002a). Among mutations causing neurodegeneration in flies, many 

turned out to be caused by mutations in genes encoding ion channels (Fergestad et al., 

2006a; Palladino et al., 2002a). Similarly, ion channel mutations are found to play roles 

in many human diseases (Ashcroft, 2006) such as cardiac arrhythmia, renal failure, 

epilepsy, migraines and ataxia.  

Ion channels are crucial for every excitable cell, ranging from neurons, 

cardiomyocytes to pancreatic beta cells (Pongs, 2008). Different ion channels set the 

cells’ resting potential and its ability to depolarize, and therefore its excitability. A classic 

action potential starts with the entry of Na+ ions into the cell. The cell depolarizes leading 

to the opening of voltage-dependent potassium (KV) channels. These channels are fast 

inactivating K+ channels followed by opening of delayed rectifier K+ channels that will 

result in the return of the cell’s resting potential. KV channels seem to have the most 

tissue specificity, implying that they play important roles in the differential patterns of 

action potentials in different cell types (Jensen et al., 2011). The Drosophila KV channel 

Shaker was the first cloned channel shown to be responsible for the fast inactivating IA 

current (Papazian et al., 1987). Mutations in the Shaker channel are associated with 

abnormal action potentials (Tanouye and Ferrus, 1985). Glycosylation and sialylation 

have been shown to alter the Shaker kinetics in vitro (Johnson and Bennett, 2008).   

The majority of the glycans in Drosophila are of the paucimannose and high 

mannose types of sugars and can undergo fucosylation (Aoki et al., 2007; Koles et al., 

2007). The presence sialylated N-linked glycans was detected in very small quantities in 

both embryos (Aoki et al., 2007) and adult heads (Koles et al., 2007) by mass 
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spectrometry, suggesting that only a small number of proteins in specific tissues are 

targets of sialylation. Our laboratory in collaboration with M. Betenbaugh and Y.C. Lee 

(Johns Hopkins University) and the Panin laboratory (Texas A & M) have characterized 

functional sialylation enzymes, Drosophila sialic acid synthase (DmSAS) (Kim et al., 

2002), Drosophila CMP sialic acid synthase (DmCSAS) (Viswanathan et al., 2006) and 

Drosophila sialyltransferase, (dSiaT or herein referred to as DmST) (Koles et al., 2004). 

DmST adds sialic acid onto an N-glycan chain, using either galactose or N-

acetylgalactosamine as the acceptor using an alpha 2-6 linkage. DmST is expressed in a 

small subset of neurons during embryogenesis and larval stage and only in adult head 

(Repnikova et al., 2010; Rogero and Tejedor, 1995). Disruption of neuronal homeostasis 

by deletion of DmST suggests that sialylation has an important role in maintenance of 

neuronal function (Repnikova et al., 2010). 

Previous studies determined sialylated structures in Drosophila embryogenesis 

(Aoki et al., 2007) and N-glycosylated glycopeptides in adult heads (Koles et al., 2007). 

However, the use of lectin chromatography to concentrate glycosylated peptides from 

sample was not sensitive enough to successfully identify sialylated proteins. The authors 

were able to identify only N-glycosylated proteins, and voltage-gated K channel Shaker 

was one of them (Koles et al., 2007). 

In order to understand the biological role of sialylation in flies our laboratory 

generated a mutation, which deleted a portion of the Drosophila Sialic acid synthase 

(DmSAS) gene (Kildong Kim, Temple University, 2006) eliminating all endogenous 

sialic acid. The mutant flies (from here on referred to as SAS2d/SAS2d ), display 50% 

embryonic lethality and male sterility (Kildong Kim’s Thesis). 
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I wanted to extend our knowledge in the role of sialylation by analyzing the 

phenotypes of SAS2d/SAS2d mutants. SAS2d/SAS2d flies displayed a range of 

neurodegeneration phenotypes such as shorter life span, locomotion defects, increased 

heat sensitivity and increased vacuolization in brains as the flies aged. In order to begin to 

understand the mechanisms underlying the phenotypes of flies lacking sialic acid, I 

wished to identify the protein targets of the modification. I found that DmST is expressed 

in neurons at late embryogenesis. In order determine the targets of sialylation we used the 

method of solid phase extraction of N-linked glycopeptides (SPEG) in combination with 

mass spectrometry (Baycin-Hizal et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2007) to identify both N-

glycosylated peptides, and using a modified method, N-sialylated peptides (Li and Zhang, 

2011) from adult heads. Only three sialylated peptides were identified, including a 

peptide derived from the voltage gated potassium channel, Shaker. Sialylation affected 

Shaker channel kinetics at larval neuromuscular junction of SAS2d/SAS2d mutants as well 

as increased spontaneous neurotransmitter release from the pre-synaptic neuron. Altered 

Shaker channel function in sialic acid null flies could indeed play role in 

neurodegeneration observed in our mutants. Here, we are proposing a new phenomenon 

in development of neurodegeneration. Conventionally, neurodegeneration is thought to 

be the consequence of mutations in the genes encoding ion channels or neurotransmitters 

(Lessing and Bonini, 2009). Our results suggest that a novel class of mutations, which 

affect protein sialylation, a posttranslational modification of ion channels, could also play 

a role in the development of neurodegeneration. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Fly Food and Fly Strains and Antibodies 

Each Liter of Food contains 5.44 g Agar, 9.8 g Yeast, 67.5 g Corn Meal, 824.8 ml Water, 

82.9 ml Caro Syrup, and 4.7 ml Propionic acid. Flies are reared at 25oC humidified 12hr 

light/dark cycle. Wild Type w1118 flies are from Bloomington Stock center. SAS2d/SAS2d , 

SAS2d/TM3 sialic acid synthase deleted flies are generated by Kildong Kim. 4-4 rescued 

flies carrying a Sialic Acid Synthase gene under heat shock promoter on the second 

chromosome on SAS2d/SAS2d background is also generated by Kildong Kim. Shaker point 

mutants ShKS133 and Sh5 and Shaker deficiency line ShDf  are all a gift from Amita 

Sehgal, at Upenn. 

Shaker Antibody generation 

Polyclonal rabbit anti-Shaker antibodies were generated against a peptide at the N-

terminal of Shaker (CPC Scientific, San Jose, CA).  The sequence of the peptide used 

was: NH2-His-Gln-Lys-Glu-Gln-Leu-Glu-Gln-Lys-Glu-Glu-Gln-Lys-lys-Ile-Ala-Glu-

Arg-Lys-COOH. 

Polyclonal rabbit anti-MAPK antibody was from Sigma (St Louis, MO) 

 

2.2.2 Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (FISH) 

 I carried out fluorescence in situ hybridization of Drosophila melanogaster  

embryos as described previously (Kosman et al., 2004). The details of the protocol is as 

follows:  
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2.2.2.1 Embryo collection and fixation: 

Flies were transferred onto apple juice agar plates containing active yeast and kept 

in dark for 24 hours. Eggs were collected with a brush in embryo collection buffer and 

collected on a nylon mesh. After washing with water for 5 minutes, embryos were 

dechorionated in 50 % bleach in water for 2-3 minutes at room temp. Embryos were then 

washed extensively with distilled water. At the end of wash embryos were collected on 

the nylon mesh, the mesh was transferred with a tweezers into a vial containing fixative 

(5 ml methanol/4 ml heptane/1 ml formaldehyde 37%). side on a Thermodyne Vari-Mix 

shaker (Barnstead International, Dubuque, IA).  The vial was shaken at medium 220 rpm 

at room temperature for 15 minutes.  After 15 minutes, the bottom layer was removed 

using a 5-inch glass pastor pipette and 10 ml of room temperature methanol was added.  

The vial was shaken vigorously by hand for one minute.  The embryos that have lost their 

vitelline membrane sink.  After two minutes, additional methanol was added to the vial to 

the level of its neck.  After letting the embryos sink, all liquid except for 1 ml was 

removed via aspiration.  The remaining volume with embryos was transferred to a 1.5 ml 

eppendorf tube using a P-1000 tip that had the tip cut off. The vial cap was tightly closed 

and shaked vigorously for 1 minute and allowed to settle on the bench. Dechorionated 

and fixed embryos end up in the bottom methanol phase. Fixed embryos were then 

collected into an eppendorf tube and washed with methanol for 5 times to remove all the 

traces of heptane, and kept at -20 °C until used for Fluorescence in situ hybridization 

experiment. 
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2.2.2.2 Preparation of the probe for FISH:  

Sense or antisense oriented genes were PCR amplified. For this purpose T7 

polymerase binding site is placed on 5` site of the gene for sense probe, and on the 3` site 

for antisense probe. PCR conditions were used as described above for generating 

antisense transcription templates using the pOT2-ELAV and POT2-REPO as the template 

with the following primers: forward primer (pOT2 5’), 5’-

GCAGATCTGATATCATCGCCACT, which contained the sequence right before the 

endogenous T7 promoter from pOT2, and the reverse primer (T7 in 3’ pOT2), 5’-

TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGACGCG-GCTACAATTAATACATAACC, which 

contained the sequence of the T7 polymerase binding site (bold) and sequence 

corresponding to the pOT2 vector. The PCR conditions were 95 °C 5 min; 35 cycles at 95 

°C 1 min, 63 °C 2 min, 72 °C 2 min; 72 °C 10 min and held at 4 °C.  5 µl of PCR product 

used for in vitro transcription for probe synthesis.  

Digoxigenin or biotin labeled probes were synthesized was done using Roche T7 

Polymerase at 37 °C for 2 hours. Probe is precipitated by ethanol precipitation, and later 

dissolved in hybridization solution (50 % Formamide, 5X SSC, 50 ug/ml Heparin, 5 mM 

EDTA, 0.05 mg/ml tRNA, 0.1 % Tween 20) and kept at -20 oC. 

 

2.2.2.3 Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization 

Embryos are transferred into eppendorf tubes, washed with 100, 70, 50 % 

methanol/PBST 10 minutes each. Then washed 3X with PBST, 5 minutes each. The 

embryos then were then digested with Proteinase K (10 ug/ml in PBST): 3 minutes at 

room temperature (RT), and rinsed with PBST, 3X 2 min each, then Proteinase K was 
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inhibited with glycine (2mg/ml) by incubating embryos in this for 10 minutes samples 

were then washed 3X with PBST, 5 minutes each. Samples were fixed again in 4%PFA 

in PBS for 20 min at room temp. Endogenous peroxidase was quenched with 3% H2O2, 

20 minutes at room temp, then washed samples 5X with PBST, 5 minutes each. 

Following washes embryos were washed with 1/1 PBST/ Hybridization Solution mix, 10 

minutes RT, and prehybridized in hybridization buffer 2hrs, at 55oC water bath. Probe 

was prepared in a 2 ml tube (8ul probe for 800 ul Hybridization Sol), heated at 80oC, 5 

min, and then immediately put on ice. Hybridization was performed at 52oC overnight. 

The next day embryos were washed with hybridization solution for 30 minutes at 52 °C, 

then 1/1 hybridization solution/PBST mix 2X for 15 minutes each at 52 °C, then 3X with 

PBST at RT. Embryos were incubated with Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) tagged anti-

DIG, or streptavidin (for biotin labeled probe) at 1/500 dilution in PBST for 2 hours at 

RT, then washed 3X with PBST for 5 minutes each. The signal was developed with 

Tyramide Signal Amplification (TSA) system (Molecular probes ) according to 

manufacturers instructions. After first signal amplification, samples were washed with 

PBST 3X for 5 min at RT, then quenched with 3% H2O2, 15 minutes at room temp, then 

washed samples 5X with PBST, 5 minutes each, followed by incubating with the second 

probe. Second probe was also developed with TSA amplification system after antibody 

incubations and washes that are done the same as for the first probe. 
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2.2.3 Climbing Assay 

A climbing assay was done as described previously (Palladino et al., 2002a) with 

minor modifications. Briefly, 10 male flies were placed in a 250 ml glass graduated 

cylinder that was sealed on top with wax film to prevent escape (n= 20 animals per 

group). The flies were gently knocked to the bottom of the cylinder and the time required 

for 50% of the flies to climb to a 150 ml line (16.5 cm) was recorded. Four trials were 

completed for each sample. Same flies were used for climbing assays once a week until 

flies were four weeks old.  

 

2.2.4 Heat Shock Paralysis  

Heat shock paralysis is essentially done as described previously (Repnikova et al., 2010). 

One day old male flies were selected in groups of 10, and kept at 25oC. The flies were 

transferred into 15 ml conical tubes that were preheated to 38 oC, and quickly immersed 

into 38 oC water bath for 10 minutes, and the number of flies becoming immobile were 

recorded every minute. 

 

2.2.5 Life-Span Analysis 

Life span analysis was done as described previously (Palladino et al., 2002a). 

Flies were raised to adulthood at 25oC. 1-2 day old flies were placed in vials (20 flies per 

vial). Males and females were kept in separate vials. Dead flies were monitored daily, 

and the vials were changed every 3 days. The experiment continued until all the flies 

were dead. Survival curves were generated by calculating the percentage of surviving 

flies and plotting this as a function of time in days.  
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2.2.6 Histological examination of heads: 

Histological analysis of fly heads was done as described previously (Auluck et al., 

2002) with some modifications. Heads were cut on a siliconized lens and fixed in Bouins 

fixative (Fisher) in an eppendorf tube for 4 days at room temp with gentle agitation. 

Small pieces of soft tissue were placed on top of the tube to get all the heads soaked in 

fixative, otherwise air in trachea would cause the heads to float, ruining the fixation. 

Samples were then washed with leaching buffer (50 mM Tris pH7.5, 150 mM NaCl) for 

5 times at RT, 30 minutes each, and dehydrated by incubating 10 minutes in 25, 50, 75 

and 100 % ethanol, followed by incubating 2X in xylene, 1 hr each time. Heads were 

transferred into peel away disposable molds containing paraffin in a 65°C water bath. 5 

µm thick frontal sections of brains were obtained. Serial sections of the whole head were 

made and placed on a superfrost + slide (Fisher) and placed in 37 °C water bath flatten 

the sections. The sections were then dried for 2 hours on slide warmer at 37°C. Before 

staining with hematoxylin-eosin, paraffin was melted at 60 °C overnight, and slides were 

incubated 2 times for 1 hr in Xylene, and 2 times, 10 minutes each in different 

concentrations of ethanol (100 %, 75 %, 50%, 25%). Then the slides were washed with 

tap water, and stained with hematoxylin for 5 minutes at RT, and extensively washed 

with water that is followed by staining with eosin for 3 minutes. Slides were then 

dehydrated by passing through increasing concentrations of ethanol 2 times for each 

concentration, 10 minutes each (25, 50, 75 and 100% ethanol). After incubating in 

Xylene for 1 hr, slides were air dried, mounted with cover slip and analyzed for 

vacuolization in the brain under light microscope under 200X magnification (Zeiss 

Axioplan)  
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2.2.7 Amplification of staged Drosophila RNA and cDNA 

PCR of normalized cDNA from all Drosophila developmental stages using the 

Drosophila Rapid-Scan panels (Origene Technologies, Rockville, MD) was carried out in 

25 µl reactions with the following cycle settings: 95 oC 5 min; 35 cycles at 95 oC 1 min, 

50 oC 1.5 min, 72 oC 2 min; 72 oC 10 min; hold at 4 oC, using an Applied Biosystems 

GeneAmp 9600 thermal cycler.   

 

2.2.8 Detection of Sialylated Peptides by Glycocapture 

2.2.8.1 Fly Head Preparation  

Flies were grown on regular fly food and maintained in a 12/12 h light: dark cycle 

at 25 °C.  Fly heads were prepared as described previously (Emery, 2007).  Adult flies of 

the w1118 (or other laboratory wild type stocks for SAS) and SAS2d/SAS2d genotypes were 

frozen at -80 °C (∼ 500 flies) in 50 mL conical tubes.  Heads were separated from bodies, 

wings, antennae and legs by vortexing the tube for 30 s.  The separated body parts were 

passed through, by lateral shaking, two sieves mounted over a collection tray pre-cooled 

to -80 °C.  The bodies were retained on the top sieve (no 25) and heads in the lower sieve 

(no 40), while the extremities passed through both sieves to the collection tray.  Collected 

heads were stored in microfuge tubes at -80 °C until glycopeptides analysis.  Proteins 

from 500 fly heads were processed for N-glycopeptide (Baycin-Hizal et al., 2011) or N-

sialylated peptide capture analysis (Li and Zhang, 2011) using published protocols.   
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2.2.8.2 Solid Phase Extraction of N-glycosylated and N-sialylated peptides (SPEG)  

Fly heads were homogenized and sonicated in PBS buffer containing 1% SDS, 

heated to 65 °C for 10 min, centrifuged to remove cuticle debris and protein 

concentration measured by BCA assay.  800 µg of protein was digested by either trypsin 

(six batches) or chymotrypsin (four batches) as described (Baycin Hizal, 2011).  Digested 

peptides were desalted on C18 SepPak columns, eluted with 700-800 µL 80% acetonitrile 

(ACN) in 0.1% trifluoracetic acid (TFA), vacuum dried and stored at -80 °C.  Peptides 

were dissolved in 400 µL 0.1% TFA and 5% ACN and the pH was adjusted to 3.  The 

differential capture of total N-glycopeptides versus N-sialylated peptides depends on the 

conditions of periodate oxidation of glycan chains on the glycopeptides prior to coupling 

to the hydrazide resin.  For total N-glycocapture (peptides containing any glycan), 

digested peptides were incubated in 10 mM sodium periodate at room temperature for 1 h 

in the dark (Baycin-Hizal et al., 2011), while for N-sialylated peptide capture (peptides 

containing a terminal sialic acid residue) peptides were incubated in 1 mM sodium 

periodate on ice for 15 min in the dark (Li and Zhang, 2011).  The sialylated peptides 

were also isolated under the conditions for total N-glycocapture. The oxidized peptides 

were desalted on a C18 column, incubated with hydrazide resins overnight at room 

temperature with gentle shaking, as described (Baycin-Hizal et al., 2011).  The 

glycopeptides were released from the hydrazide resin by digestion by both PNGase A as 

well as PNGase F, as insect glycopeptides with 1,3 fucose residues are resistant to 

digestion by PNGase A.  Released glycopeptides were then analyzed by mass 

spectrometry. 
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2.2.8.3 LTQ OrbiTrapVelos Mass Spectrometry 

Triplicate preparations of fly heads were analyzed three times by LTQ OrbiTrap 

Velos Mass Spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) as described (Baycin-Hizal et al., 2011).  The 

MS/MS data from the captured glycopeptides were then searched against the NCBI 

Drosophila melanogaster database using Mascot software.  In the program, the enzyme 

was set to trypsin or chymotrypsin, allowing for one missed cleavage and variable 

modifications of deamidation (NQ) and oxidation (M).  Carbamidomethylation (C) was 

set as a fixed modification.  The data files were uploaded to Scaffold3 for viewing.                     

 

2.2.8.4 Analysis of the glycosylated and sialylated Shaker peptide using an HPLC-

TSQ-SRM mass spectrometer 

 Positive identification and quantification of captured Shaker peptide from wild 

type and mutant flies was performed using a HPLC-TSQ-SRM mass spectrometer in 

comparison with the fragment ions generated using a synthesized heavy isotope labeled 

deamidated and deglycosylated version of the same captured Shaker peptide.   A negative 

control included analyzing peptides captured from the sialic acid null SAS2d/SAS2d 

genotype.   

The LC/MS/MS system for the confirmation and quantification of the captured 

Shaker peptide consists of an Accela auto-sampler, an Accela LC pump, and TSQ 

Quantum ultra triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (Thermo Finnigan, Waltham, MA). A 

linear acetonitrile gradient (from 3%-40% B in 14 min; A= 0.2% formic acid (FA) in 

water, B=0.2% formic acid in acetonitrile (ACN)) was used at a flow rate of 200 µl/min. 
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The LC column was a C18 column (150mm × 1mm, 3µm, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, 

MA) maintained at 30˚C. The injection volume was 5µl using partial loop injection.  

The TSQ mass spectrometer employed was equipped with an ESI source operated 

in a positive mode with a spray voltage of 4000V. The capillary temperature was 270˚C. 

The collision gas (argon) pressure was 1.5 mTorr. The MS recordings were carried out in 

SRM mode with optimized collision energy (CE) and specific ion transitions of precursor 

ion to product ions.  

Isotopically heavy labeled Shaker peptide had the identical sequence to the native 

peptide identified by LTQ-Orbitrap, but the C-terminal lysine was labeled with 13C and 

15N   (Thermo Fisher Scientific ,Ulm Germany). To develop the SRM assay, the heavy 

peptide was infused into the instrument using a “T” junction with a flow of 200µl/min of 

50% ACN/50% water/0.2% FA from the LC pump. Once the stable signal for the +2 

charged peptide (precursor m/z: 546.796) was obtained in full scan mode, the top 6 

transitions for the peptide were automatically chosen. Other parameters, such as tube lens 

and collision energy, were also automatically optimized for each transition using the TSQ 

Tune software. The top 3 product ions with highest intensity were selected to develop 

SRM assay. A ten-fold serial dilution of heavy peptide was made using 100 nM 

angiotensin and used for generating a calibration curve. Each concentration was analyzed 

in three replicates. The limit of detection (LOD) was calculated based on the background 

plus three times the standard deviation (SD) of the background. Corresponding light 

peptide (native peptide) transitions (doubly-charged precursor m/z: 542.796) were 

imported into the instrument method using the same parameters as those optimized for 

heavy peptide. 200nM heavy peptide and 2µg of glycopeptides isolated from each sample 
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were diluted with 100nM angiotensin to a final volume of 30µl.  Three transits of both 

light peptide and heavy peptide were monitored for glycopeptides from each sample, and. 

each sample was analyzed three times. The ratio of light peptide intensity versus heavy 

peptide intensity was used to determine the relative abundance of the targeted peptide. 

 

2.2.9 Western Blot Analysis of Fly Heads 

 Flies were anesthetized on CO2 pad. 10 fly heads were cut on glass that is placed 

on an ice. Fly heads were transferred into 0.5 ml eppendorf tubes, and added 100 µl of 

5X SDS sample Buffer (2 % SDS (w/v), 250 mM Tris pH 76.8, 2.5 % 2-mercaptoethanol, 

20 % Glycerol,  0.29 % Bromophenol Blue), and homogenized with a plastic pestle. 

Homogenized sample were heated at 80 oC for 20 minutes and fly debri was precipitated 

by centrifugating at 14000 rpm at 4 oC for 5 minutes. 30 µl of this extract was used to 

load onto SDS-PAGE.  8%  SDS-PAGE gel was prepared. Samples were run at 100 V for 

2 hours and transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane at 300 mA, for 2 hrs at 4oC for 

western blot analysis. Membrane was blocked with 5% dry milk in PBST (137.0  mM 

NaCl, 2.7  mM KCl, 4.3  mM Na2HPO4, 7H2O, 1.4  mM KH2PO4 , pH 7.2, 0.1 % Tween 

20), and incubated with primary rabbit-anti Shaker antibody at 1/1000 dilution at room 

temp. After 3 washes with PBST, anti rabbit-HRP secondary antibody was applied at 

1/10000 dilution 1 hour at room temp. After 3 washes with PBST the signal was 

developed with ECL-Plus (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ) kit according to manufacturers 

instructions.  
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2.2.10 In Vivo Electrophysiology: 

Postfeeding third instar larvae crawling on the wall of food vials were chosen for 

recording. Larvae were immersed in a Ca2+-free saline (HL3.1: 70 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 

20 mM MgCl2-6H2O, 10 mM NaHCO3, 5 mM trehalose, 115 mM sucrose, 5 mM Hepes, 

pH 7.2) and dissected to access the neuromuscular junction.  Miniature excitatory 

junction potential (mEJP) recordings were collected from muscle 6 of hemisegments A3-

A5 at room temperature (21-23°C), while ionic currents were recorded at 11-12oC.  

Electrical signals were collected via intracellular recording electrodes.  The voltage-

sensing and current-injection electrodes were coated with Sylgard (Dow Corning) and 

had initial resistances of 8-20 and 4-10 MΩ, respectively, when filled with a 2 M KCl 

solution with 10 mM EGTA and a pH of 7.2 (with KOH). The output of the amplifier 

(OC-725C, Warner) was low-pass filtered at 1-kHz (8-pole Bessel, model 902, Frequency 

Devices) and digitized using an AD/DA converter (ITC16, HEKA).  Data were 

recorded/stored by PatchMachine and exported to Igor Pro 6.0 (Wavemetrics) for later 

analysis. 

mEJPs were recorded over 2.5 minutes in an HL3.1 saline containing 1.5 mM 

Ca2+ via a single intracellular electrode placed near the mid-point of the muscle.  A 

custom Igor Pro routine based on the NeuroMatic analysis software 

(www.neuromatic.thinkrandom.com) identified the mEJPs in the record and calculated 

the average mEJP frequency.  Voltage-gated ionic currents were elicited/recorded in a 

Ca2+-free HL3.1 solution (with 5 mM EGTA) via two intracellular electrodes placed at 

opposite ends of the muscle.  Muscles were depolarized either from a resting potential of 

-80 mV to elicit IA and IK or after a 200 ms pre-pulse to -20 mV to elicit IK alone.  IV 
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curves were generated by plotting peak or steady state current densities (nA/nC) versus 

test pulse voltage.  Time-to-peak (tpeak) or time-to-half-max (t0.5) were measured at 0 and 

10 mV, respectively.  Cellular capacitance was calculated by the equation: Iramp–

C(dV/dt)=Istep, where Iramp is recorded at a particular voltage during a ramp of dV/dt and Istep 

is recorded at steady state at that voltage.  The differences in mEJP frequencies and 

kinetics metrics were analyzed with a one-way ANOVA followed by the Tukey HSD test 

for all possible pair-wise comparisons.  Differences in IA and IK magnitudes were 

analyzed with Student’s two-tailed t-tests subjected to Bonferroni correction for multiple 

comparisons.  
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2.3 Results 

Homozygous mutant SAS2d/SAS2d flies display locomotion defects as they age  

One of the signs of neurodegeneration in flies is the loss of motor control and 

coordinated movement including locomotion.  In order to evaluate motor coordination 

and locomotion in flies, a climbing assay has been developed (Palladino et al., 2002a). I 

analyzed locomotion using this climbing assay to see whether our SAS2d/SAS2d mutants 

displayed any locomotion defects compared to heterozygous SAS2d/TM3 flies and 

whether the defects got progressively worse as the flies aged, indicating 

neurodegeneration. Twenty adult female or male flies were kept in separate vials for 4 

weeks and tested in a climbing assay once a week.  Flies inherently exhibit negative 

geotaxis and start climbing as soon as they are placed in a container. Indeed, the 

homozygous mutant and heterozygous flies could climb quickly and approximately 

equally well at the 1st week (Fig. 2.1).  However, by the 2nd week, the homozygous 

mutant male flies were climbing more slowly and the female mutant flies hardly climbed 

at all, while the heterozygous flies exhibited  rapid climbing times throughout the three 

weeks.   By the 3rd week, both the male and female homozygous mutant flies were no 

longer climbing effectively.  At the 4th week, the homozygous mutants exhibited minimal 

movement while the heterozygote flies were still climbing at rates only slightly reduced 

from those of earlier weeks.  
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Figure 2.1: Age-dependent locomotor defects in homozygous SAS2d adult flies.  
The time required for 50% of adult flies to run up a vertical cylinder past a 17.5 cm 
distance mark was measured once a week for four weeks.  Adult male and female flies 
were kept in separate food vials at 25 °C.  Heterozygous SAS2d/TM3 flies showed a very 
slight increase in climbing time after four weeks, whereas homozygous SAS2d/SAS2d   flies 
were significantly slower by two weeks of age and could not climb at all by three and 
four weeks of age.  
 
 
Homozygous mutant SAS2d/SAS2d flies display an age-dependent temperature 

sensitive (TS) paralytic phenotype  

 
Another phenotype that has been associated with neurodegeneration in flies is 

paralysis at elevated temperatures (Chopra et al., 2000; Reenan and Rogina, 2008).  I, 

therefore, wanted to examine how the SAS2d/SAS2d  mutants would respond to a 

temporary temperature upshift. Flies were exposed to 38oC for 10 minutes and the 

number of paralyzed flies counted every minute, and plotted as a percentage of the total. 

This experiment was performed until flies were 10 days old. SAS2d/TM3 heterozygotes, 

wild type w1118 flies and several other genotypes, including a number of Shaker (Sh) 
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mutant lines, as well as a rescued line, 4-4, (which carries two cDNA copies of the wild 

type SAS gene on both second chromosomes, with the SAS2d mutant gene on both third 

chromosomes),    exhibited no paralysis over the 10 day period tested (Fig. 2.2).  In 

contrast, an increasing percentage of the SAS2d/SAS2d flies were increasingly temperature 

sensitive as they aged from 1 to 10 days.  The five and seven day old flies were almost 

completely paralyzed by 8 minutes while 10 day old flies were paralyzed after  only 6 

minutes at 38oC .  Thus, the SAS2d/SAS2d  flies appear to become  progressively more 

sensitive to elevated temperature, as they get older, whereas no other tested genotype 

exhibit age dependent TS paralysis in this assays. Delayed rectifier channel, Shab  

(Chopra et al., 2000) and Na channels (Palladino et al., 2003) also display TS paralysis 

like SAS2d/SAS2d flies. These findings of TS paralysis support the previous locomotion 

result and indicate that SAS2d/SAS2d flies do indeed exhibit age dependent neural or 

muscular anomalies.  

 
 
Figure 2.2: SAS2d flies have a temperature sensitive paralysis phenotype.  
Flies were kept at 25oC and exposed to 38oC heat shock for 10 minutes at indicated days. 
The number of paralyzed flies was counted every minute, and plotted as percentage. 
Homozygous SAS2d/SAS2d flies displayed a paralysis phenotype with heat shock that is 
increased with age, while no other genotype displayed paralysis.  
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Homozygous mutant SAS2d flies have a reduced life span 

     Neurodegeneration has been shown to be associated with shortened life-span 

(Palladino et al., 2002b). I examined whether our SAS2d/SAS2d  mutants would have a 

shortened life span when compared with SAS2d/TM3 heterozygotes.  I suspected that the 

homozygous mutant flies died sooner than heterozygous flies because I failed to isolate  

any homozygous mutant SAS2d/SAS2d flies in vials that were maintained at  25oC for more  

than 3 weeks. However, homozygous flies were observable in vials that were maintained 

for less than 3 weeks, although present at reduced numbers, indicating some lethality 

prior to eclosion. Additionally, the results of the locomotion experiment had shown that  

flies could barely move after 2 weeks of age.   I  measured the life-span of   homozygous 

and heterozygous mutant flies. Heterozygous flies were chosen for comparison as they   

are genetically closest to SAS2d/SAS2d homozygous flies. I selected 1 day old homozygous 

and heterozygous flies  reared in the same vial to eliminate any difference that could have 

come from the fly’s culture conditions. Male and female flies were analyzed separately 

both to prevent progeny from being produced and also to see if there would be a 

difference due to gender. As the homozygous flies become immobilized as they age and 

would easily get trapped in the food if the food became at all moist, the  vials were 

changed every 3 days during the course of the experiment. The number of living flies was 

counted daily. The heterozygous flies survived at least 20 days before the population 

gradually began to decline as shown in Figure 2.3.  The maximum life span was 58 days 

for heterozygous male and 62 for heterozygous females, but only 49 days for both male 

and female homozygous flies.  In contrast, the homozygous males started to die as early 

as 5 days and the homozygous females by 11 days.  Nearly 40% of the homozygous 
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mutants had died by the time the first heterozygous mutant began to succumb at 11 days. 

Both male and female homozygous flies were almost immobile after 2 weeks, essentially 

paralyzed.  I noted that as the flies aged their movement became very slow and 

uncoordinated and their legs were twitching constantly.  In contrast, the  heterozygous 

flies retained normal  activity throughout their life. The 50 % survival of male 

SAS2d/SAS2d  mutants was 27 days versus 50 days for SAS2d/TM3 heterozygotes and the 

50% survival period for the female SAS2d/SAS2d mutants and SAS2d/TM3 heterozygotes 

was 37 and 57 days, respectively. Interestingly, when homozygous flies develop in the 

same vial as heterozygous flies, their life-span never exceeds 3 weeks. SAS2d/SAS2d males 

are sterile (Kildong Kim, Temple University, 2006), but when cultured with SAS2d/TM3 

male and female flies, a significant number of offspring are produced, and the resultant 

larvae breakdown the agar as they feed.  I believe that as the food becomes soft and 

moist, the homozygous flies, due to their reduced locomotion, essentially drown in the 

food, and that accounts for their failure to reach their normal life-span.   
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Figure 2.3: Homozygous SAS2d/SAS2d   mutant flies have a reduced life span.   
Survival was determined daily for populations of both male and female heterozygous and 
homozygous mutant flies (3 vials per genotype, 20 flies/vial) at 25 °C.  Life spans for 
SAS2d/TM3 males (circle), SAS2d/TM3 females (square), SAS2d/SAS2d males (triangle), 
SAS2d/SAS2d females (empty reverse triangle) are shown.  The percentage of surviving 
flies was plotted daily for 65 days.  Homozygous mutant flies start dying by day 11 and 
only 50% survived by three weeks of age and were immobile, while 90% of heterozygous 
flies were alive and mobile.   
 
 
 
The number of vacuoles is increased in the brains of SAS2d/SAS2d  flies as they age 

Histological examination of fly brains is one of the most common approaches 

used to analyze neurodegeneration in flies, in which one can observe gross defects such 

as vacuoles in the brain, referred to as spongiform neuropathology (Fergestad et al., 

2006a; Palladino et al., 2002a). I  utilized this strategy to analyze whether our 

SAS2d/SAS2d flies display any gross defects in their brains. Frontal sections of the brains 

from adult male SAS2d/SAS2d flies were prepared at one week and three weeks and 

compared to  similarly aged wild type brains. This analysis  does not tell us what cell 
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types are affected, but it can show whether there is neurodegeneration.  Brain sections 

were stained with hematoxylin eosin and the sections were analyzed for the number of  

vacuoles present and their distribution in the brain sections.    A collection of 20 flies for 

each genotype were then scored and catalogued for the presence or absence of vacuoles.  

At 7 days of age most of the wild type and mutant fly brains did not exhibit a significant 

difference in the number of vacuoles as seen in the Figure 2.4. However, the number of 

flies exhibiting vacuoles displayed in SAS2d/SAS2d mutants increased significantly over 

the next two weeks while most of the wild type brains did not have vacuoles (Fig. 2.4a). 

Out of 20 brains scored at 3 weeks for each genotype, only seven of the wild type w1118 

brains had vacuoles with the majority remaining vacuole-free; whereas, all of the SAS2d 

mutant flies brains exhibited vacuoles (Fig. 2.4).   This difference was statistically 

significant with a (p <0.0001).  The number of homozygous mutant flies with increasing 

number of vacuoles also rose from 1 to 3 weeks of age (p<0.0001). The distribution of 

vacuoles varied and was not restricted to a particular brain region, as has been reported 

for other neurodegeneration mutants, such as Shaker (Fergestad et al., 2006b). 
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Figure 2.4: Neurodegeneration in the brains of adult SAS2d/SAS2d mutants is age 
dependent.  Frontal sections of brains from adult male w1118 flies at (a) one week, (b) 
three weeks, and adult male SAS2d/SAS2d flies at (c) one week and (d) three weeks.  At 
one week, brains of w1118 and SAS2d/SAS2d male flies are free of vacuoles, whereas by 
three weeks of age, small vacuoles indicative of neuropathology are evident in 
SAS2d/SAS2d  mutant flies, but rarely seen in w1118  flies. Statistical analysis was done by 
one way Anova with post analysis comparison of selected pairs with bonferroni test. 
Scale bars represent 100 microns 
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Shaker expression during development is similar to  DmST expression 

SAS2d/SAS2d mutant flies displayed locomotion defects (Fig. 2.1), and heat shock 

dependent paralysis (Fig. 2.2). Mutants have a shortened life span (fig. 2.3) and increased 

vacuolization as the flies aged (Fig. 2.4). Palladino et al. (Palladino et al., 2002a) showed 

that most paralytic mutants identified, that also showed an increase in age related 

vacuolization, were due to  ion channel mutations, or mutations in regulatory subunits  of 

ion channels. Among the mutants characterized in these studies, mutations in the voltage 

gated potassium channels, Shaker,   had the most similar phenotypes  to the SAS2d/SAS2d 

mutants (Fergestad et al., 2006a). Shaker is expressed in the brain (Rogero and Tejedor, 

1995), and Shaker mutants had a shortened life-span (Rogina and Helfand, 1996; Trout 

and Kaplan, 1970) which led me to investigate whether  Shaker could be one target of 

sialylation. Additionally, Bennett and Johnson (Johnson and Bennett, 2008) had shown 

that when Shaker was expressed in CHO lines that were mutant for sialylation, its gating 

parameters were altered, suggesting that sialylation was necessary for its proper function.  

I first wanted to examine the developmental expression pattern of Shaker, because if 

Shaker is a target of sialylation, it should have a similar expression pattern with the 

sialylation genes. The Shaker gene codes for 7 transcript variants, and it is impossible to 

uniquely identify each transcript by PCR analysis because each isoform shares an isoform 

specific exon with at least one other isoform. However, the two possible N-

glycosylation/sialylation sites are common to all transcripts. I therefore chose to analyze 

the expression of all shakers (ShX), and the first cloned shaker (ShB1). I designed 

primers specific to each one of these Shakers. I found that the Shaker expression pattern 
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is similar to DmST expression, which further supported the idea  that Shaker  could be a 

target of sialylation. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.5: Developmental expression of Shaker and DmST   
PCR of normalized cDNA from staged Drosophila using Drosophila panel with primers 
specific for Shaker common exon, shaker B, DmST or RP49.  
M, marker; 1, 0–4-h embryos; 2, 4–8-h embryos; 3, 8–12-h embryos; 4, 12–24-h 
embryos; 5, first-instar larvae; 6, second-instar larvae; 7, third-instar larvae; 8, pupae; 9, 
male head; 10, female head; 11, male body; and 12, female body. 771 bp Sh X common 
exon, 463 bp for ShB, 275bp DmSAS product, 437 bp fragment of DmST, and at the 
bottom 433-bp RP49 product. RP49 is a ribosomal protein gene used to show 
normalization of cDNA. Expression of both DmSAS and DmST, and Shaker was 
developmentally regulated.  No expression was detected before 12 hr of development for 
both genes. There was low expression of DmST and Shaker throughout end of 
embryogenesis and larval period and maximal expression in the adult head of both males 
and females (lanes 9 and 10).  The slight elevation of DmST at the larval stage (lane 6) 
may be insignificant and due to just barely detectable levels at these stages. Shaker is 
expressed in the male body as well (lane 11) 
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Identification and quantification of N-linked glycoproteins and sialylated proteins 

from adult Drosophila heads using hydrazide chemistry, stable isotope labeling and 

mass spectrometry (Deniz Baycin-Hizal, Johns Hopkins University) 

I collaborated with Deniz Baycin-Hizal from Dr Michael Betenbaugh’s  and Hui 

Zhang’s laboratories at Johns Hopkins University for the identification  of N-

glycosylated and sialylated peptides present in fly heads. I prepared the heads from wild 

type and SAS2d/SAS2d mutant flies and D. Hizal  prepared tryptic peptides and performed 

the solid phase glycocapture steps.  Following enzymatic cleavage of the glycan from the 

peptides, a mass spectral analysis was done by the Johns Hopkins core facility to 

determine the sequence of the peptides and hence their proteins of origin. In order to 

identify N-glycosylated and sialylated glycoproteins from adult Drosophila heads, a 

sensitive method was used to capture the glycopeptides by conjugation to a solid support 

using hydrazide chemistry followed by identification and quantitation using mass 

spectrometry (Baycin-Hizal et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2003). Modifications of the 

protocol are used to selectively capture either total glycopeptide pool (Baycin-Hizal et al., 

2011) or sialylated glycopeptides pool (Li and Zhang, 2011) from fly samples.   Li et al. 

(Li and Zhang, 2011) established differential conditions for the periodate oxidation of the 

cis-diol groups of carbohydrates to aldehydes prior to reaction with the hydrazide groups 

on the resin, such that using harsher oxidation conditions converts all sugar residues, 

whereas using more mild conditions only converts sialic acid residues.   Six hundred flies 

were obtained that were either wild type for the sialic acid synthase or, alternatively, 

carrying an internal deletion of the gene, SAS2d/SAS2d, representing a null mutation.  The 

SAS gene codes for the enzyme responsible for generating the sialic acid (Neu5Ac) in 
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flies as demonstrated previously (Kim et al., 2002).   The SAS2d/SAS2d  deletion mutant  is 

unable to generate Neu5Ac biochemically and thus unable to add Neu5Ac , or sialylate, 

any glycoprotein or glycolipid targets that may exist in the flies.  60 mg of fly heads 

(each fly head is approximately 0.1 mg) of each genotype were prepared and the proteins 

extracted and proteolyzed by trypsin digestion as described in Materials and Methods.  

Each of the genotype samples was divided into two fractions with each containing 800 µg 

of peptide.   The mutant SAS2d/SAS2d flies were expected to be unable to sialidate their 

glycoproteins and therefore any sialylated peptides identified from wild type flies should 

be absent in mutant fly samples.  Four samples were processed in the same experiment: 

wild type total glycocapture, wild type sialylated glycocapture, mutant total glycocapture, 

and mutant sialylated glycocapture.  After periodate oxidation, the hydrazide beads were 

washed to remove non-glycosylated or non-sialylated peptides depending on the assay, 

and the bound glycopeptides were released from the beads by enzymatic treatment with 

both PNGase F and PNGase A, which can hydrolyze glycoproteins containing α1,3-

fucose, typical of insect glycoproteins.  The mass of the released peptides increased by 1 

Da due to the glycosidase cleavage, which caused the asparagine to convert to aspartic 

acid. These released peptides were then analyzed with LC-MS/MS in LTQ OrbiTrap 

Velos Mass Spectrometer. 
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Figure 2.6 : Chromatograms of N-linked sialylated peptides 
N-Linked sialylated peptides  captured using mild periodate oxidation of glycopeptides 
followed by reaction with hydrazide coupled resin and analysis using a LTQ OrbiTrap 
Velos mass spectrometer.  Top panel shows identification of the Shaker peptide based 
upon its specific m/z ratio (542.76) using MS.  Bottom panel shows the identification of 
the Shaker peptide by MS/MS.   
 
 
 The MS/MS spectra were extracted and searched using MASCOT software 

(http://www.matrixscience.com), which takes into account asparagine deamidation.  The 

MASCOT protein/peptide identification search results of the MS raw data were compiled 

into Scaffold including statistical analysis.  Over 721 glycosylated peptides were 

identified in the wild type total glycocapture sample and the vast majority included a 

canonical N-glycosylation motif (Baycin-Hizal et al., 2011).  One of the glycopeptides 

captured contained the deamidated form of peptide sequence (VFNTTTNGTK) derived 

from the Shaker protein.  The peptide was detected with a certainty of 95% probability in 

the wild type glycocapture and mutant total glycocapture as well as wild type sialylated 

glycocapture samples.  .  Interestingly, however, this peptide was absent from the mutant 

sialylated glycocapture sample, suggesting that the Shaker protein is sialylated in wild 

type Drosophila.  The same results were obtained in three independent glycocapture 

experiments ensuring biological and analytical reproducibility by using different fly 

stocks and analyzing samples three times.  Both of the asparagine sites in the captured 
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peptide from the sialylated glycocapture of wild type flies were deamidated, 

demonstrating that Shaker is glycosylated at both the NTTT and NGTK sites.  

Furthermore, at least one of these sites must also be sialylated in order to be captured, 

although we cannot tell if one both sites are sialylated as the isolated peptide contains 

both glycosites following trypsin digestion. The average mass of the deamidated shaker 

peptide is 1083.51 Da, however the observed mass of the peptide was 542.76 Da since it 

got +2 charged in mass spectrometer (Fig. 2.6). 

 
 

 
 
Figure 2.7: Analysis and quantitation of captured Shaker glycopeptide using TSQ-SRM 
mass spectrometry from wild type w1118  and SAS2d/SAS2d  mutant fly heads.   (A) TSQ-
SRM chromatograms of (I) Shaker peptide elution at 4.09 min in w1118  total glycocapture 
sample, (II) Shaker peptide elution at 4.10 min in w1118  sialylated glycocapture sample, 
(III) Shaker peptide elution at 4.05 min in SAS2d/SAS2d mutant total glycocapture sample, 
(IV) Shaker peptide elution in SAS2d/SAS2d mutant sialylated glycocapture sample.  The 
Shaker peptide amount in the mutant sialylated glycocapture sample is at a background 
level.  (B) Relative amount of the Shaker peptide  in mutant sialylated glycocapture, 
mutant total glycocapture and wild type sialylated glycocapture samples compared with 
the wild type total glycocapture sample.  ***p-value<0.0001, **p-value:  0.00275, *p-
value:  0.0033.   
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In order to verify and quantitate the glycopeptides, SRM selective reaction 

monitoring analysis was performed.  With this analysis method, deamidated Shaker 

peptide (VFDTTTDGTK) heavy labeled at the terminal lysine was used to identify the 

most reproducible and prominent fragment ion transitions and generate a calibration 

curve.  The heavy peptide was introduced into samples obtained from native wild type 

total glycocapture, wild type sialylated glycocapture, mutant total glycocapture and 

mutant sialylated glycocapture samples for quantitation.   The most abundant product ion 

was detected as 846.45 kDa in the heavy peptide, where it corresponds to 838.45 kDa in 

the light peptide (native samples).  This size difference is consistent with the addition of a 

heavy labeled lysine on the Shaker glycopeptide sequence.  Native samples spiked with 

the same amount of heavy peptide were evaluated on a TSQ Quantum Ultra triple 

quadrupole mass spectrometer. All the quantitative values were obtained using the most 

abundant product ion peak using the most abundant product ion.  Chromatograms of the 

four samples (Fig. 2.7a) showed that the most abundant Shaker product ion eluted around 

4.05-4.10 minute in the wild type total glycocapture, wild type sialylated glycocapture 

and mutant total glycocapture but was absent in the mutant sialylated glycocapture 

sample, equivalent to the background level.    In order to quantitate the amount of the 

Shaker peptide in each sample, the intensities of the light peptides were normalized to the 

heavy peptide intensities   With the level of the Shaker peptide in the wild type total 

glycocapture sample set at 100%, the relative level of this peptide in the wild type 

sialylated glycocapture sample was observed to represent 29.4%.  The level of total 

glycocapture from the mutant sample was 24.7%  (of the wild type sample), but the level 

of sialylated glycocapture in the mutant was 4.7% (Fig 2.7b).  Statistical analysis was 
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performed using both the t-test and ANOVA test and the level of Shaker peptide in the 

wild type total glycocapture level was found to be significantly different from both the 

wild type sialylated sample and the mutant total glycocapture sample with a 95% 

confidence interval. The relative amount of Shaker peptide in the mutant sialylated 

glycocapture was at background level and significantly different than wild type total 

glycocapture sample with a 99% confidence interval.  Indeed, both the LTQ OrbiTRAp 

Velos and SRM mass spectrometry results confirm the presence of sialylated peptides in 

the Drosophila CNS, and identify the voltage gated Shaker channel as a principal target 

of this modification.  Furthermore, the absence of this peptide in the mutant sialylated 

sample, demonstrates that the SAS2d/SAS2d  mutant is a true null allele of the sialic acid 

synthase gene.  Based upon the m/z ratio, a deamidated form of peptide 

(VFNTTTNGTK), derived from aa 259 to 263 of the voltage gated potassium channel, 

Shaker, was reproducibly captured in both the total N-glycosylated and N-sialylated 

peptide capture experiments.  

 

 
 
Figure 2.8 : The relative amount of CG16857 peptide in WT total glycocapture, WT 
sialylated glycocapture, MT total glycocapture and MT sialylated glycocapture samples. 
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Figure 2.9: The relative amount of CG12484 peptide in WT total glycocapture, WT 
sialylated glycocapture, MT total glycocapture and MT sialylated glycocapture samples. 
 

In addition to Shaker, two other peptides were identified as sialylated from the 

chymotrypsin digested samples with LC/MS/MS analysis. The deamidated form of 

peptide sequence (IRIPPVNQTIREGQTAF) of CG16857 protein (Fig. 2.8) and 

(TNNPAEGIA VSNQSLVL) of CG12484 (Fig 2.9) protein were identified in wild type 

total glycocapture, wild type sialylated glycocapture and mutant total glycocapture 

samples with over 95 % probability whereas it was not identified in the mutant sialylated 

glycocapture sample. This result showed us that both CG16857 and CG12484 proteins 

get sialylated in wild type fly heads. Both proteins have unknown functions, but both 

have immunoglobulin like domains. CG16857 also has a fibronectin type 3 domain. 

According to Flybase annotation it could function as cell adhesion molecule. 
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Shaker protein mobility changes by the levels of sialylation  

Shaker was shown to be glycosylated by W. blot analysis (Santacruz-Toloza et 

al., 1994) in Xenopus oocytes and fly heads, although they did not detect sialic acid 

looking for gel mobility shifts after sialidase treatment (Rogero and Tejedor, 1995). 

Mobility shifts upon removal of the entire glycan would be easy to detect, but removal of 

a single sugar may have resulted in too small a mobility shift to detect.  We found that 

Shaker is sialylated in wild type fly heads, but not in the SAS2d/SAS2d mutants (Fig. 2.7). I 

wondered whether unsialylated Shaker protein is a stable protein or degraded before it 

reaches the membrane in our mutants. Therefore, we analyzed the expression of Shaker 

in SAS2d/SAS2d mutant flies compared to wild type w1118 , heterozygous SAS2d/TM3 and 4-

4 DmSAS rescued flies, in which DmSAS is expressed under a heat shock promoter in a 

SAS2d/SAS2d mutant genotype background. We generated a polyclonal antisera to the N-

terminal peptide of Shaker (CPC Scientific, San Jose, CA) which recognizes both 

glycosylated and nonglycosylated forms of the protein.  On W. blots, the Shaker protein  

runs  as a  doublet of 80-90 kDa in w1118 flies. Loss of sialylation caused a change in the 

Shaker migration pattern producing a wider protein band with the lower band of the 

doublet becoming more intense  in SAS2d/SAS2d mutants. I find that the w1118 flies express 

less Shaker protein than either heterozygous or homozygous flies but also less than other 

wild type strains, such as Canton S (data not shown).  The intensity of the upper band 

correlates with the amount of sialic acid present in flies, as heterozygotes display two 

equal bands, and 4-4 rescued extracts display an even more intense upper band. The 

bands were specific to Shaker, because I did not detect  any bands in ShDf extracts.  The 

ShDf is a fly line (Ferrus et al., 1990) that deletes a large portion of the Shaker coding 
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region and does not express any Shaker protein, so I used it as negative control for this 

experiment.  I detected both bands of the doublet in the SAS2d/SAS2d mutants so that the 

upper band does not exclusively represent sialylated Shaker, but may include a slower 

migrating non-sialylated alternative isoform as well.  There seems to be a disagreement 

with the W. blot and mass spectral analysis as the mass spectrometry shows less 

glycosylated Shaker in the mutants. This could be due to multiple  reasons. First, the 

antibody used in the Western analysis is not specific to glycosylated Shaker, and perhaps 

not all Shaker proteins are glycosylated. Second, the wild type extract I used for the  

Western analysis is w1118 , while the control flies   we used for the glycocapture/mass 

spectrometry is a mixture of  genotypes of different wild type strains. From my 

experience, I observed different genotypes expressed different levels of Shaker, for 

example the Canton S wild type strain expresses more Shaker than w1118, and that could 

have contributed to this observed disagreement between the two experiments. Another 

possible reason could be  that I am detecting more unglycosylated Shaker by W. blot, 

whereas for mass spectral analysis, the protein has to be glycosylated in order to be 

detected.  Another reason, could simply be variability in the efficiency of glycocapture 

between different samples.  All together these results show that indeed Shaker protein is 

sialylated in vivo and the peptide captured included the conserved asparagines at aa 259 

and 263 that were predicted to be glycosylated (Figs. 2.6, 2.7). I showed that sialylation 

affects Shaker mobility on SDS-PAGE (Fig. 2.10) and I further demonstrate that 

sialylation affects Shaker channel kinetics in vivo (Fig. 2.11). 
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Figure 2.9: Shaker mobility changes in extracts of SAS2d/SAS2d mutant heads. 
Shaker is seen as a doublet in w1118 wild type flies. SAS2d/SAS2d mutants have more 
Shaker  expression and a wider doublet with a more intense bottom band, whereas 
SAS2d/TM3 heterozygotes display two equal intensity bands. 4-4 rescued flies have a 
more intense upper band. The amount of sialic acid produced in flies changes the ratio of 
the two bands of the doublet. A Shaker deficiency strain ShDf was used to verify the 
specificity of the Sh antibody. 
 
 
SAS2d/SAS2d  flies display altered pre- and postsynaptic phenotypes at the larval 

neuromuscular junction (Terry Dean Jr and Amita Sehgal, University of 

Pennsylvania) 

 
All the electrophysiology experiments reported below were carried out by Terry 

Dean Jr from Amita Sehgal’s laboratory at University of Pennsylvania. Our SAS2d/SAS2d  

mutant flies became paralyzed as they aged, displayed evidence of seizure activity a few 

days before dying (legs, antennae, wings exhibited severe shaking), and brain sections 

showed evidence of neurodegeneration (Fig. 2.4).  Palladino et al., (Palladino et al., 

2002a) showed that a collection of Drosophila paralytic mutants was enriched for those 
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causing neurodegeneration and that such mutants often carried mutations in either ion 

channels or other genes affecting membrane excitability (Fergestad et al., 2006a).  I 

showed that one of the major targets of sialylation in adult brains was the voltage gated 

K+ channel, Shaker (Figs 2.6, 2.7).   Johnson and Bennett (Johnson and Bennett, 2008) 

showed that when Shaker was expressed in a CHO line, deficient in the CMP-sialic acid 

transporter due to a point mutation, and therefore deficient in sialylation, the Shaker 

channel exhibited alterations in its gating parameters, consistent with a depolarizing shift 

that would impair its ability to repolarize an action potential.  Shaker mutations also 

cause aberrant action potentials. ShKS133 mutation has no IA current, and Sh5 mutation 

causes a shift of channel kinetics to more positive currents (Lichtinghagen et al., 1990). I 

wished to examine in vivo whether loss of sialylation would alter the ionic currents due to 

Shaker as well as those due to other channels.  We examined the pre- and postsynaptic 

phenotypes at the larval neuromuscular junction (NMJ) in our mutant larvae by 

measuring spontaneous miniature excitatory junction potential (mEJP) frequency and the 

amplitude and kinetics of the IA and IK ionic currents, respectively.   

     Outward K+ currents in Drosophila larval muscles can be separated into four different 

components:  two voltage-dependent currents, a transient (IA) and a delayed rectifier (IK) 

current and two Ca2+- activated currents, a fast (ICF) and a slow (ICS) current (Singh and 

Wu, 1989). Analysis of null mutations of Shaker (Wu and Haugland, 1985), and Shab 

(Hegde et al., 1999; Tsunoda and Salkoff, 1995), have identified them as being 

responsible for the IA and IK currents, respectively.  IA and IK are selectively activated by 

using very small amount of Ca2+.  The magnitude and kinetics of the Shaker-dependent IA 

current in larval muscles was altered in SAS2d/SAS2d flies (Fig. 2.11 A, B).  The mutation 
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delays the time to inactivate (Fig. 2.11 A,E) of IA at 10 mV, significantly decreases the 

amplitude and also decreased the IA current magnitude at every voltage > - 30 mV (Fig. 

2.11B).  The mutation also significantly decreases the amplitude of the Shab IK current at 

10 mV (Fig. 2.11C), and also decreases the IK current magnitude at every voltage > -20 

mV (Fig. 2.11D) but does not significantly affect the time to peak (Fig. 2.11F).  Although 

we did not identify Shab as being glycosylated or sialylated in our glycocapture 

experiments, it has a single N-linked glycosylation site corresponding to aa 263 of Shaker 

B1, one of its two glycosylation sites.  These results suggest that Shab is also likely to be 

sialylated in the larval neuromuscular junction.  We observed little rescue of alterations 

of both the IA and IK currents when we analyzed flies that carried two cDNA copies of the 

SAS gene under a heat shock promoter in a mutant background.   The experiments to 

measure the kinetics of the IA current, because they are very transient and difficult to 

capture, were performed at 11-12 °C in order to separate the kinetics of fast acting 

channels (Wei et al., 1990).  When these experiments were performed at 25 °C, the 

transgenic flies exhibited a partial rescue of the IA current but not the IK current (data not 

shown).   Trying to induce the heat shock promoter by exposing larvae to 3 h at 34 °C, 

with a 1 h recovery at 25 °C, prior to performing the electrophysiology at the cold 

temperature did not improve the rescue.  
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Figure 2.11:  Sialic acid mutant flies display alterations in both Shaker and Shab ionic 
currents at the larval neural muscular junction.  
A) Pooled IA currents measured at 10 mV following a 200 ms prepulse to -20 mV (Vm = -
80 mV);  B) IA-V relationship for test pulses between -50 mV and 20 mV;  C) Pooled IK 
currents measured at 0 mV from a holding potential of -80 mV;  D) IK-V relationship for 
test pulses between -50 mV and 20 mV.  The amplitude of the transient IA and IK currents 
was greatly reduced at various membrane potentials as seen in the I-V curves. 
Differences between wild type and SAS2d/SAS2d  mutant flies were significant using an 
ANOVA analysis.   Both the transient IA (A,B) and the delayed IK (C,D) ionic currents of 
the rescued flies, which carried two copies of an SAS cDNA driven by a heat shock 
promoter in a sialic acid mutant background (green lines) did not display a significant 
difference from the mutant flies using an ANOVA analysis.  E) IA tau (inactivation), a 
measure of how quickly the currents inactivate, showed a significant difference between 
wild type and mutant flies using ANOVA analysis. Again, rescued flies were not 
significantly different than mutant flies.  Tau was calculated from the data in A. F) IK tau 
(activation), a measure of how quickly the currents activate, was not significantly 
different between wild type and mutant flies nor the rescued flies.  Tau was calculated 
from the data in C.  *p-value < 0.05, **p-value < 0.01. 
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Figure 2.12:  Spontaneous neurotransmitter release (mEJP) frequencies of sialic acid 
mutant flies were doubled relative to control flies. 
Mutant SAS2d/SAS2d  flies had nearly double the frequency of spontaneous 
neurotransmitter release compared to control flies.  Half of the rescued flies displayed a 
mEJP frequency similar to wild type flies and half still showed a higher than normal 
frequency suggesting that the expression of the SAS transgene was variable in individual 
neurons. 
 
 

The mEJP frequency was nearly doubled in the SAS2d/SAS2d flies when compared 

to wild-type controls (Fig. 2.12).  As these experiments were performed at 25 °C, we 

observed partial rescue such that half of the rescued flies showed normal mEJP 

frequencies and half an elevated frequency, suggesting that there was variable expression 

of the transgene in individual neurons.  Previous work has shown that flies with a Shaker 

deficiency also displayed a nearly doubled mEJP frequency (Wu et al., 2010) consistent 

with a hyperexcitability phenotype.  As action potential repolarization is mediated by 

voltage gated K+ channels, loss of sialylation which results in slower kinetics of the 

gating parameters, would be expected to prolong the action potential duration.  This 

would result in a hyperexcitability phenotype, such as seizures as well as myotonia if the 
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muscles do not have sufficient time to relax (Ashcroft, 2006), consistent with the 

phenotypes I observe in our SAS2d/SAS2d  flies.   

 

DmST is expressed in neurons during Drosophila embryonic development 

All the phenotypes I observed suggested a neuronal or muscular defect phenotype, 

but it was not known whether the cells expressing sialylation pathways are neurons. I 

therefore performed fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) in Drosophila embryos in 

which I analyzed the co-localization of sialylation pathway enzymes with a neuronal 

specific gene ELAV, and glial specific gene,  Repo. I generated probes to three   enzymes 

of the sialic acid synthesis pathway which were used for FISH analysis during 

embryogenesis; Sialic acid synthase (DmSAS), CMP-sialic acid synthase (DmCSAS), and 

sialyltransferase (DmST). My attempts to detect the RNA levels of DmSAS or DmCSAS 

by FISH were not above background hybridization signals. I found the expression of 

DmST in a subset of cells in CNS in late embryogenesis (Fig. 2.13a). In agreement with 

the previous reports (Koles et al., 2004; Repnikova et al., 2010), the expression of DmST 

is only seen at stages 16 and 17 of embryonic development.  

Since I could not detect  DmSAS nor DmCSAS, I used probes to DmST for double 

label FISH to determine the co-localization experiments. FISH was performed with 

probes for DmST and a neuron cell specific gene Elav, or a glial cell specific gene, Repo. 

While DmST showed a co-localization with Elav (Fig. 2.13a), it did not co-localize with 

Repo (Fig. 2.13b),demonstrating that the expression of DmST is restricted to neurons. 
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Figure 2.13: DmST is expressed in neurons during Drosophila embryonic development.  
A) FISH labeling of DmST during embryonic development. Ventral view of a stage 16 
embryo (left). Lateral view of a stage 17 embryo (right). Arrows point the expression of 
DmST in the central nervous system (CNS). B) DmST expressed in neurons. The co-
localization  of DmST (red)  with neuron-specific gene, Elav (green). C) DmST is not 
expressed in glia. The glial cell specific Repo (green) and DmST expressed in different 
localizations during embryonic development. The images were acquired by Leica 
Confocal Microscope at 40 X magnification. Scale bars represent 20 microns.     
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2.4 Discussion 

Here I describe how loss of sialylation causes neurodegeneration in Drosophila. 

SAS2d/SAS2d sialic acid null mutant flies have a shortened life-span, and   display a loss of 

coordinated movement, TS paralysis, and an increased number of vacuoles in the brain as 

the flies aged. I report the first identification of Drosophila proteins that are sialylated in 

vivo, showing that the major target of this pathway in adult heads is Shaker, the voltage 

gated potassium channel. Loss of sialylation changed Shaker kinetics at the larval NMJ. 

Since I found that DmST is expressed in neurons, I propose that loss of sialylation on the 

Shaker channel altered its gating parameters which caused neuronal hyperexcitability, 

and that progressed to neurodegeneration.  

There are two homologs of the Drosophila sialyltransferase in humans;  ST6Gal1 

is expressed in almost all tissues, and also in tumors (Takashima et al., 2003), while 

ST6Gal2 is restricted to the brain and fetal tissues (Krzewinski-Recchi et al., 2003).  

Even though the Drosophila sialyltransferase is  equally related at the amino acid 

sequence level  to these two proteins (Harduin-Lepers et al., 2005), the tissue expression 

profile suggests that the Drosophila  sialyltransferase is more likely to be a functional 

ortholog of  human ST6Gal2 (Fig 2.13) as both  enzymes  are primarily  expressed in a  

subset of neurons. This similarity suggests that both DmST and ST6Gal2 may act on 

conserved target proteins between flies and humans. As loss of sialylation in flies results 

in locomotion defects and neurodegeneration, there may be human diseases associated 

with loss of sialylation in humans.  In fact there are numerous human diseases that result 

from faulty glycosylation, termed CDG diseases and our fly model may ultimately help to 

find cures for  diseases such as epilepsy and epistotic ataxia. Interestingly, a null mutation 
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of another Drosophila enzyme, N-acetylglucosaminyl-transferase I (encoded by Mgat 1), 

in the N-glycosylation pathway also caused defects in locomotion, reduced life-span, 

male sterility and abnormal brain development, as shown by fused mushroom body lobes  

(Sarkar et al., 2006). Neuronal expression of Mgat 1 was enough to rescue all these 

phenotypes (Sarkar et al., 2010). Unlike sialic acid, which is necessary for a very limited 

number of targets (Figs 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9), Mgat 1 is necessary for all the N-glycosylated 

proteins (we detected 723 peptides), so the phenotypes of Mgat 1 mutants were more 

severe than I observe in SAS2d/SAS2d  mutants. DmST mutant flies also display shortened 

life-span and a TS paralysis phenotype (Repnikova et al., 2010). 

Previous studies  focused on detecting whole N-glycan and sialylated structures in 

Drosophila embryos (Aoki et al., 2007). Koles et al. also attempted to detect N-

glycosylated glycopeptides in adult heads (Koles et al., 2007). However, the use of lectin 

chromatography used in those studies to concentrate glycosylated peptides from the 

material used (50 g head) was not sensitive enough to successfully identify sialylated 

proteins. Even though they failed to detect sialylated peptides, the authors were able to 

identify about 300 N-glycosylated proteins, and Shaker was one of them. We took a 

different approach and utilized a newly developed method called solid phase extraction of 

N-glycosylated (SPEG) or sialylated proteins (Baycin-Hizal et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 

2007). When SPEG is coupled with LC/MS/MS, the protein identification can be done to 

show the glycosylated and sialylated sites of the proteins (Baycin-Hizal et al., 2011). The 

major advantage of the protocol lies in extraction step, as we used the strongest detergent 

sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) to extract proteins. In our experience Shaker is very 

insoluble in detergents other that SDS. This approach allowed us to use 60 mg of heads to 
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start extraction as opposed to the 50 g of heads used in a previous study (Koles et al., 

2007), and only 800 micrograms were used for each glycocapture experiment. The 

superior sensitivity of hydrazide chemistry coupled with mass spectrometry allowed us to 

detect sialylated Shaker in wild type extracts but not in SAS2d/SAS2d  mutant extracts. We 

were able to detect more than 700 glycosylated proteins and the sensitivity of the 

technique allowed us to identify 330  N-glycosylated proteins in flies that had not 

previously been detected  (Baycin-Hizal et al., 2011). In addition to Shaker, when 

proteolysis was performed using chymotrypsin instead of trypsin, we detected two other 

sialylated proteins, but they were listed in the database as having  unknown functions 

(Fig 2.8, and 2.9). They both have predicted immunoglobulin like domains and one of 

them also have a fibronectin 3 like domain. In accordance with our findings Shaker was 

shown to undergo glycosylation in vivo (Rogero and Tejedor, 1995) and most of the 

Shaker protein expression it was found in heads, more specifically the neuropil (Rogero 

et al., 1997; Rogero and Tejedor, 1995).  

Loss of sialylation affects neuronal excitability at the larval neuromuscular 

junction (NMJ), where Shaker and Shab are present (Chopra et al., 2000; Rogero et al., 

1997; Ueda and Wu, 2006) leading to nearly twice the number of spontaneous 

neurotransmitter release events (mEJP). In contrast to our results, DmST mutant larvae 

were not reported to change  mEJP frequency (Repnikova et al., 2010). The Shaker 

kinetics in SAS2d/SAS2d mutant flies was  also altered at the NMJ, resulting in a 

depolarizing shift in its voltage-dependent gating parameters, as well as a slowing of the 

rate of inactivation of the channel.  These results are  similar to the altered kinetics 

observed when the Drosophila Shaker channel  was expressed in a sialylation defective 
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CHO cell line (Johnson and Bennett, 2008). The kinetics of mammalian homologs of 

Shaker were also shown to be affected by N-glycosylation (Schwetz et al., 2010; 

Watanabe et al., 2003), suggesting that the modification of Shaker channel function by 

sialylation is a conserved mechanism from flies to humans. Therefore, neurodegeneration 

as a result of the loss of sialylation of ion channels such as  Shaker could have clinical 

applications to human diseases.  

Ion channels are membrane proteins found in almost all cells, especially excitable 

cells like neurons, cardiomyocytes and pancreatic β cells (Pongs, 2008). Mutations 

disrupting the function of these channels are known to cause many diseases, known as 

channelopathies (Ashcroft and Rorsman, 2004; Ashcroft, 2005, 2006). The mammalian 

family of homologs of the Drosophila Shaker channel, the KV1 channels, regulate the 

repolarization phase of action potentials. There are more than 40 members of this ion 

channel family. These channels can form homo and heterotetramers, giving them a 

further degree of diversity in the cellular functions they are involved (Wulff et al., 2009). 

Due to this diversity in their functions, mutations in voltage gated K+ channels cause 

many diseases, such as epilepsy, episodic ataxia and myokymia. Some of the diseases are 

caused by the membrane hyperexcitability resulting from loss of function mutations in 

KV channels. Interestingly, gain of function mutations also cause neurodegeneration 

(Ashcroft, 2006). In a collection of paralytic mutants, many ion channel mutations were  

also found to cause neurodegeneration in flies (Fergestad et al., 2006a; Palladino et al., 

2003; Palladino et al., 2002a). Na+ channel mutations caused severe neurodegeneration, 

manifested by very short life-span and severe spongiform neuropathology manifested by 

the presence of many vacuoles in the brain. K+ channel mutations, however, displayed 
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mild neurodegeneration, similar to SAS2d/SAS2d mutants (Fig. 2.4) (Fergestad et al., 

2006a). Shaker mutant flies are also reported to have a shortened life-span (Rogina and 

Helfand, 1996; Trout and Kaplan, 1970), and they are defective in climbing (my 

unpublished observation). Unlike Shaker mutants, Shab mutants display temperature 

sensitive paralysis (Chopra et al., 2000) (Fig. 2.11). Even though the electrophysiology 

experiments showed  altered delayed rectifier Shab current changes at the larval NMJ 

(Fig 2.11) of SAS2d/SAS2d mutants, I was unable to detect peptides derived from Shab in 

the sialylated peptide glycocapture.  As we only analyzed adult heads, it is possible that 

Shab is very low in abundance in this tissue.  Shab may be more highly expressed in 

larvae but it was too laborious to do the large scale isolation of mutant larvae required for 

the glycocapture experiments as the larval markers were not as good as the adult bristle 

markers. There are no reports about the relationship between Shab and 

neurodegeneration. Therefore, I currently do now know the importance of the effect of 

sialylation on Shab function at the larval NMJ in our SAS2d/SAS2d mutants.  

A limitation of this study is that we may not have identified all the of protein 

targets of sialylation in flies, as I only examined adult heads and the glycocapture 

technique can only identify peptides that are less than 50 KDa so that if the trypsin 

cleavage sites on target proteins are too far apart we would have missed those peptides. 

However, my findings demonstrated that in Drosophila only a small number of proteins 

in a small number of neuronal cells are sialylated, in contrast to the large number (over 

700) peptides that are glycosylated.  I do not believe that in flies the glycolipids are 

sialylated as the enzymes that add sialic acid to lipids belong to a separate branch of the 

sialyltransferase family than the single sialyltransferase present in flies.  In vertebrates, 
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such as mice and humans, there are over 20 different sialyltransferases and this pathway 

plays numerous roles in protein stability, receptor recognition and the immune response 

in addition to its presumed role in the nervous system.  To address the specific role of 

sialylation in the nervous system in higher organisms, one cannot eliminate all sialic acid, 

as that would be a lethal mutation.  Instead, one would need to eliminate the specific 

sialyltransferase in the nervous system (presumably ST6Gal2), which we are currently 

doing in Danio rerio (zebrafish).   It would be interesting to see whether any of the 

human KV1 family members in the brain are specifically sialylated by the human 

homolog of DmST.   Therefore, is it likely that the neurodegeneration phenotypes I 

observe in our SAS2d/SAS2d mutants are  the result of the loss of sialylation of the voltage 

gated K+ channels, either Shaker or Shab.  It is well known that neuronal 

hyperexcitability, which we have shown to result from loss of sialylation of Shaker, can 

lead to what is commonly referred to as “excitotoxicity” which leads to 

neurodegeneration.  The mechanism by which excessive stimulation of the nerve by an 

excess of neurotransmitter release leads to nerve damage is believed to result from 

allowing high levels of Ca++ to enter the cell (Manev et al., 1989).  Ca++ influx activates a 

number of enzymes such as phospholipases, endonucleases and proteases that damage the 

cytoskeleton, membranes and DNA.  Therefore, we believe that our neurodegeneration 

phenotypes could very well result from the small depolarizing changes in the gating 

parameters of the Shaker channel that resulted from the loss of sialylation.  
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CHAPTER 3 

FLIES LACKING SIALYLATION DISPLAY METABOLIC 

DEFECTS AND A DIABETIC- LIKE PHENOTYPE 

 
3.1 Introduction 

Multicellular organisms have specialized tissue and organ systems performing 

different functions. In this complex system, communication between specialized organ 

systems enables the organism to survive in an ever-changing environment. All cells need 

to regulate their internal environment in a stable condition to function optimally, a 

process called homeostasis. In order to maintain homeostasis organisms have multiple 

sensors and hundreds of positive-negative feedback mechanisms that are closely 

monitoring the changes that are vital. For example, the  pancreas regulates the blood 

sugar levels very strictly by secretion of insulin or glucagon, because high concentrations 

of sugar in blood can cause diseases like diabetes, and too low concentrations cause 

coma. Since every living organism utilizes energy coming from nutrients for their 

survival, the use of these nutrients in the body in a regulated fashion is necessary to keep 

the homeostasis in the body. This is especially important in times of starvation, when the 

body has to still keep up with the energy needs of the tissues and organs.   De novo 

synthesis of glucose in the liver from precursors such as lactate, gluconeogenic amino 

acids, and glycerol is a central mechanism to provide the organism with glucose in times 

of starvation (Cherrington, 1999). In mammals, one of the most important systems for 

controlling metabolism consists of the antagonistic actions of insulin and glucagon 

hormones (Jiang and Zhang, 2003; Levine and Haft, 1970; White, 2003). Upon food 
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intake, blood sugar, amino acid and fatty acid levels rise. Glucose enters pancreatic beta 

(β) cells and triggers insulin secretion to maintain glucose homeostasis (Newsholme et 

al., 2010). When blood glucose is low, pancreatic alpha (α) cells secrete glucagon, which 

causes the release of glucose from glycogen breakdown in the liver. Glucose is central to 

all cellular functions, especially for the brain. Failure of this metabolic control can result 

in severe disease conditions such as diabetes. 

Insulin is produced as a precursor, and matures in secretory granules. Each 

granule contains approximately 106 molecules of insulin organized in a semicrystalline 

arrangement with Zn2+ ions. Insulin granule exocytosis is induced by a cascade triggered 

by increases in plasma glucose. Plasma glucose enters into β  cells through specific 

transporters called GLUT2, and is metabolized to produce ATP, which inhibits the Sur1-

regulatory subunit of KATP  channels and induces membrane depolarization and calcium 

entry into β cells. Calcium induces many pathways and this results in fusion of predocked 

granules with the plasma membrane. Misregulation of insulin release has a strong impact 

on metabolic homeostasis, leading to diabetes mellitus (Ashcroft and Rorsman, 2004; 

Hosker et al., 1989). Due to the growing incidence of this disease, the study of the 

molecular mechanisms controlling insulin release from pancreatic β  cells is the subject 

of considerable interest (Eliasson et al., 2008; Muoio and Newgard, 2008; Seino et al., 

2011). 

  Regulation of circulating sugar levels is conserved from mammals to Drosophila 

and C. elegans (Baker and Thummel, 2007). Flies also constantly adapt  their energy 

needs to nutritional status through metabolic regulation. Flies secrete insulin-like (Dilp) 

(Rulifson et al., 2002) and glucagon-like (AKH) (Kim and Rulifson, 2004) hormones 
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from mid-dorsal brain neurons and the   fat body tissue, that lines the abdomen, performs 

functions of both the liver, (containing liver-like cells called oenocytes) and adipose 

tissue (Gutierrez et al., 2007) Therefore, flies are emerging as a simpler system to study 

how organisms maintain energy homeostasis (Baker and Thummel, 2007; DiAngelo and 

Birnbaum, 2009). For example, flies have a unique insulin receptor that mediates all 

functions that have so far been attributed to insulin-like peptides (Brogiolo et al., 2001), 

compared to separate insulin and insulin-like growth factor receptors in mammals. 

Drosophila, like other insects have glucose and trehalose in its hemolymph (the 

‘Drosophila blood’). Trehalose is a disaccharide composed of two glucose units. 

Hemolymph sugar levels are maintained by neurosecretory cells located in the brain (IPC 

cells) and corpora cardiaca cells in the ring gland (Kim & Rulifson, 2004; Rulifson, Kim, 

& Nusse, 2002;Brogiolo et al., 2001).  

Seven genes encode seven insulin like peptides (Dilp1-7) in Drosophila (Brogiolo 

et al., 2001). Insulin producing cells (IPCs) in the fly brain express 4 of the 7 Drosophila 

insulin-like peptides (Dilp1, 2, 3, and 5) and are required for both larval growth and 

carbohydrate metabolism, since their genetic ablation leads to poor adult survival with 

severe growth reduction and increased levels of trehalose (Brogiolo et al., 2001; 

Broughton et al., 2005; Rulifson et al., 2002). Dilp6 is similar to the mammalian insulin-

like growth factor and it is needed during third instar larvae-pupa period of development 

(Okamoto et al., 2009; Slaidina et al., 2009). Dilp2 is the major expressed Dilp in adult 

IPCs (Broughton et al., 2005; Buch et al., 2008), and it is the closest homolog of human 

insulin (Brogiolo et al. 2001; Rulifson et al. 2002). Dilp secretion from larval brain IPCs 

is regulated by nutrition status (Geminard et al., 2009; Ikeya et al., 2002). Glucose 
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homeostasis is dysregulated by both ablation of IPCs, or AKH expressing cells (Kim and 

Rulifson, 2004; Rulifson et al., 2002). Ablation of IPC results in increased hemolymph 

glucose levels and, interestingly, an increase in life span, whereas ablation of AKH-

expressing cells results in low hemolymph sugar levels, supporting the idea that the Dilp-

AKH system of Drosophila may act in an analogous way to the insulin-glucagon system 

of mammals in maintenance of glucose homeostasis. 

Glucose stimulated insulin secretion from pancreatic β cells is biphasic, a rapid 

phase for the first couple of minutes of secretion, and a sustained second phase (Seino et 

al., 2011). The first phase starts with the entry of glucose. Glucose is metabolized to 

produce ATP, which causes the closure of KATP channels and Ca++ enters the beta cells, 

causing insulin release, which lasts about 10 minutes (Straub and Sharp, 2002). The 

second sustained phase of glucose-induced insulin secretion, is mostly driven by voltage-

gated channels, and this phase is thought to be responsible for 70 % of the insulin 

released (Henquin et al., 2003). Voltage-gated Ca++ channels function to trigger insulin 

release, while voltage-dependent K+ channels function to restore the β  cell membrane 

potential, thereby inhibiting further insulin release (Herrington et al., 2005; Jacobson and 

Philipson, 2007; Ma et al., 2011; MacDonald et al., 2001; MacDonald et al., 2002; 

MacDonald and Wheeler, 2003). In other words, voltage dependent K+ channels regulate 

how much insulin is released from pancreatic β cells. Among these channels, Kv2.1 has 

been shown to be functional in β-cells, and it is regarded as the most significant Kv 

channel for insulin secretion (Jacobson et al., 2007; MacDonald et al., 2002). However, 

Kv2.1 is not the only Kv channel of importance. Kv1.1 has also been found in β cells of 

human and mouse pancreas (Ma et al., 2011; MacDonald and Wheeler, 2003) as well as 
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the   gastrointestinal system (Hatton et al., 2001), renal tissue (Escobar et al., 2004) 

muscle, brain and heart (Lai and Jan, 2006; Wulff et al., 2009). Shaker mutants have a 

shortened life-span (Rogina and Helfand, 1996; Trout and Kaplan, 1970). The high 

metabolic rate observed in these mutants have been proposed to play a role in the 

shortened life-span observed in these mutants (Trout and Kaplan, 1970). Since 

metabolism is under strict control of insulin-glucagon, the high metabolic rate in these 

Shaker mutants could be due to altered insulin secretion. 

Type 2 Diabetes is a complex disorder characterized by increased blood glucose 

levels. At the time of diagnosis it is usually too late, as tissues have already developed 

insulin resistance, and the pancreas cannot supply enough insulin to overcome insulin 

resistance in the body (Ashcroft and Rorsman, 2004; Flier, 1983; Kasuga, 2006). The 

patients are hyperinsulinemic during the early stages of the disease that will progress to 

diabetes (Taguchi and White, 2008). Because of the difficulties of catching the disease in 

early stages, it will be very useful to find good model organisms such as Drosophila to 

study the early events in diabetes. 

Here, I show that  SAS2d/SAS2d  mutant flies have phenotypes characterized by 

metabolic dysfunction and that the type of misregulation I observed  resembles the 

diabetic phenotype found in humans. Fewer SAS2d/SAS2d mutants eclose when provided 

with  a poor nutrient environment, compared to wild type flies. Adult flies consume more 

food after starvation compared to controls, and they were less mobile after starvation. 

SAS2d/SAS2d flies consume more lipid stores after starvation, have lower levels of whole 

body glycogen  both during feeding and after starvation compared to control flies. 

SAS2d/SAS2d mutants are hyperinsulinemic and hypoglycemic  at young ages (prior to 4 
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days after eclosion), and later becoming hypoinsulinemic andhyperglycemic, similar to a 

diabetic state as they aged. SAS2d/SAS2d flies also had a reduced number of insulin 

producing cells as they aged, compared to controls. I present  evidence to support the 

presence of a functional sialylation pathway in the larval insulin producing cells. 

Altogether, my results suggest that loss of sialylation in our mutants is affecting  

metabolism by altering the levels of insulin-like peptide release from IPCs. I previously 

discovered that  Shaker, a voltage-dependent K+ channel, in Drosophila melanogaster 

was a target of sialylation (Chapter 2). Sialylation changed the gating parameters of  of 

Shaker at the larval neuromuscular junction. Since KV channels are known to play role in 

the regulation of insulin secretion, an altered function of the Drosophila Kv1 channel 

Shaker  in IPC cells may cause irregular Dilp secretion, which can explain the metabolic 

defects I observe in our mutant SAS2d/SAS2d flies. SAS2d/SAS2d mutants could be used to 

identify the early events and molecular pathways governing the progression from 

hyperinsulism to full blown diabetes .  These studies may identify  new candidate genes 

involved in diabetes and perhaps suggest drug targets for its treatment in both flies and 

mammals.   
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Fly Food and Fly Stocks 

Each liter of food contains 5.44 g agar, 20 g yeast, 67.5 g corn meal, 824.8 ml 

water, 82.9 ml Caro syrup, and 4.7 ml propionic acid. Flies are reared at 25oC in a 

humidified incubator on a 12 hr light/dark cycle. Wild type w1118 and UAS-GFP flies are 

from the Bloomington Stock center. SAS2d/SAS2d homozygous, SAS2d/TM3 heterozygous 

sialic acid synthase deleted flies were generated by Kildong Kim (Kildong Kim, Temple 

University, 2006). A rescued line, 4-4,  that   carries two copies of a cDNA encoding the 

sialic acid synthase gene under a heat shock promoter on the second chromosomes with 

the deleted gene on both third  chromosomes wasalso generated by Kildong Kim. 

Dip2Gal4, and UAS-Kir2.1 flies were a gift from Dr. Eric Rulifson, UCSF.  

 

3.2.2 Food Consumption Assay 

The food consumption assay was done as described previously (Edgecomb et al., 

1994) with some modifications. The relative amounts of food in the crop and more 

posterior portions of the digestive tract were determined by feeding Drosophila on food 

colored with 0.1 % Blue No. 1 dye (present in supermarkets for cake decoration) in 1 % 

agarose. This dye has an absorbance at 625 nm, allowing detection of the relative amount 

of dye/food ingested by reading absorbance of fly extracts. Newly hatched male flies 

were placed in vials and kept for 3 days. They were then starved on 1%agarose 1XPBS or 

fed with food for 24 hours. Flies were then placed on 15% sucrose, 1% Blue No.1 dye, 1 

% agarose for 2 hours.  Flies were then homogenized in 1 ml PBS and the absorbance 
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was read at 625 nm wavelength. Flies fed with 15% sucrose with no blue dye were used 

as blank. The results were determined relative to w1118 wild type flies.  

 

3.2.3 Locomotion after starvation assay  

A climbing assay was used  to measure locomotion (Palladino et al., 2002a). 

Newly hatched male flies were placed in vials for 3 days and vials were replaced with 1% 

agarose for starvation or new food vials for controls. A climbing assay was performed 

after 24 hrs of starvation. Briefly, flies were knocked into a 250 ml glass cylinder and 

allowed to adapt for 5 minutes. Then flies were gently knocked down to the bottom of the 

cylinder and the time (seconds) required for half the flies to climb 17 cm distance was 

measured. The same flies were used to repeat  the  assay  5X, and also the experiment 

was repeated  3X with different flies. The statistical analysis was done by one way Anova 

with pairwise Bonferroni post analysis test  

 

3.2.4 Starvation Resistance Assay 

One day old flies were selected and kept in a  food vial for 3 days. Flies then were 

transferred onto 1% agarose/1X PBS containing vials. The number of dead flies was 

counted every 6 hours until all the flies had died. The results were represented as 

percentage of living  flies per time point. Error bars are mean +/- SD.  

 

3.2.5 Triglyceride Assay 

The triglyceride assay was performed  as described (DiAngelo and Birnbaum, 

2009) with minor modifications. Newly hatched male flies were placed in vials, 10 flies 
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per vial. Flies were then allowed to feed for 3 days. On the third day one group was 

transferred into vials containing 1% agarose in 1XPBS for 24 hrs (Edgecomb et al., 

1994). The next day starved and fed flies were homogenized in buffer containing 150 

mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.4, 0.1 %Triton X100, supplemented with protease 

inhibitors (Sigma). Fly debris was separated from homogenate by centrifugation at 13000 

rpm at 4oC in a microfuge. The supernanant was transferred into new tubes and kept at -

80oC before the triglyceride assay. Triglycerides were measured with a Stanbio 

Triglyceride Kit (Fisher Scientific). Test conditions used 10 µl of sample and 90 µl of kit 

reagent, incubated at RT  for 15 min and the absorbance at 490 nm read with a microplate 

reader (Bio Tek). The triglyceride concentration of the samples was calculated using a 

standard curve that was generated with known concentrations of triglycerides that was 

performed in parallel with the samples. The protein concentration of the samples was 

measured with a Bio-Rad Protein assay kit. Results are represented as mg triglyceride 

/mg protein. 

 

3.2.6 Glycogen Measurement     

The glycogen content of the flies was measured as described previously (Xu et al., 

2008). Newly hatched male flies were placed in vials and kept for 3 days. On the third 

day, flies were transferred into vials containing 1 % agarose 1XPBS for starvation or 

transferred into new food  vials and kept for 24 hrs. The next day, flies were 

homogenized in buffer  [10mM KH2PO4, 1mM EDTA (pH 7.4)], on ice and centrifuged 

at 2000 rpm at 4oC in a  microfuge. The supernatant was transferred into new tubes. The 

glycogen measurement was achieved by performing a glucose measurement assay 
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(Infinity Glucose Assay reagent, Thermo Scientific) supplemented with 

amyloglucosidase enzyme (Sigma). The absorbance at 340 nm was read using a  

microplate reader (Bio Tek). Protein concentrations were measured using a  Bio-Rad 

protein assay kit. The results were represented as mg glycogen/ mg protein.  

 

3.2.7 Hemolymph Sugar Measurement 

The measurement of hemolymph sugar levels of adult flies was performed as 

described previously with modifications (Kim and Rulifson, 2004; Song et al., 2010). 

Newly hatched male flies were placed in vials and kept for 4 days. 30 flies were used per 

assay. Flies were punctured in the thorax with a 26G needle, and placed in a small 0.5 ml 

eppendorf tube that has a hole (made with a 22 G needle) in the bottom and is plugged 

with coiled cotton. The small eppendorf tube was placed in a 1.5 ml large eppendorf tube. 

The tubes were kept on ice during the protocol. After all the flies are placed in the tube, 

the tubes were centrifuged for 15 minutes at 5000 rpm at 4oC. The hemolymph passes 

into the bottom tube. Approximately 1.2 ul of hemolymph is obtained from 30 male flies.  

1 µl of the recovered hemolymph was diluted in 9 µl of TBS (5mM Tris, 137 mM NaCl, 

2.7 mM KCl, pH 6.6 and proteins were separated from sugars  by heating at 65oC for 10 

minutes. Centrifugation at 14000 rpm for 10 minutes at RT precipitated denatured 

proteins. The samples were stored at -20oC or directly used for the glucose assay. Flies 

contain glucose and trehalose in their hemolymph. Total sugar concentration was 

measured by adding 10 µl porcine Trehalase (Sigma) to 5 ml of Infinity glucose assay Kit 

(Thermo Scientific) and incubating overnight at 37oC. Absorbance at 340 nm was read in 

a plate reader. The total glucose concentrations were calculated by using a glucose 
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standard curve. Results were represented as mg/dl. Each experiment was repeated with 3 

independently prepared samples.    

 

3.2.8 QPCR analysis 

3.2.8.1 Isolation of RNA 

30 male flies of each genotype were frozen at -80oC. Total RNA was extracted 

using TRIzol reagent. Flies were placed  in a siliconized corex tube containing 2 ml 

TRIzol on ice, homogenized with Tissuemizer (Tissue-Tek) for 30 seconds at #4. Tubes 

were placed on ice to cool down and homogenized one more time for another 30 seconds. 

The samples were then centrifuged at 10000 rpm, for 10 minutes at 4 °C in a Sorvall 

centrifuge. The supernatant containing RNA was transferred into a new corex tube and 

passed through a 26G needle 3X and incubated at RT for 5 min. 0.6 ml chloroform was 

added and the tube sealed  with a silicon stopper and shaken vigorously for 15 secs. After 

incubation at RT for 3 min, the tube was centrifuged for 15 min at 10000 rpm at 4°C. The 

RNA containing clear upper phase was removed with a pastor pipette. RNA was pelleted 

by mixing the RNA containing phase with 1 ml isopropanol and centrifugation for 20 min 

at 10000 rpm at 4 °C. The RNA pellet was then dissolved in water, and pelleted by 

ethanol precipitation. The  RNA pellet was resuspended in distilled water, and the RNA 

concentration was determined by using a nanodrop instrument. The integrity of the RNA 

was checked by running samples  on a nondenaturating 10 mM Na-phosphate containing 

1% agarose gel. 
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3.2.8.2 Preparation of first strand cDNA and  QPCR analysis 

2 µg total RNA was used to synthesize first strand cDNA. RNA was first DNased 

by DNase I (10 units) in a total volume of 10 ul at RT for 15 min. 1 ul of 25 mM EDTA 

was added at the end of 15 min to inactivate DNase and further denatured by heating at 

65°C for 10 minutes. RNA was then incubated with random hexamers (Applied 

Biosystems) at 70°C for 5 min, then quickly cooled on ice. First strand cDNA was 

synthesized  using Smartscribe reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) at 42°C for 90 min. The 

reaction was stopped by heating the reaction at 70°C for 10 min. Synthesized cDNA was 

stored at -20°C until used for quantitative polymerase chain reaction (QPCR) 

experiments. Quantitative RT-PCR assays were performed using a Roche LightCycler 

480 system using the Sybergreen I master mix (Roche) and 400 nM primers and 

generated first strand cDNAs. All samples were run as triplicates and normalized with 

primers for the Drosophila RP49 ribosomal protein. Comparison of relative mRNA levels 

was achieved by the software supplied by Roche Light Cycler 480. The primer sets used 

for QPCR are as follows:  

Dilp2-qt-5’: 5`- ACGAGGTGCTGAGTATGGTGTGCG     
Dilp2-qt-3’: 5`- CACTTCGCAGCGGTTCCGATATCG  
Dilp5-qt-5’: 5`- TGTTCGCCAAACGAGGCACCTTGG 
Dilp5-qt-3’: 5`- CACGATTTGCGGCAACAGGAGTCG  
Dilp6-qt-5’: 5`- TGCTAGTCCTGGCCACCTTGTTCG  
Dilp6-qt-3’: 5`- GGAAATACATCGCCAAGGGCCACC  
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3.2.9 Generation of Dilp2-GAL4, UAS-Kir2.1, and UASGFP fly lines in an 

SAS2d/SAS2d mutant genotype background 

In order to monitor the number of insulin producing cells in flies, or to measure 

the larval size I used the GAL4-UAS system in flies (Brand and Perrimon, 1993; Phelps 

and Brand, 1998). A fly strain with the GAL4 gene driven by the Dilp2 promoter was 

used to target expression to IPC cells (Rulifson et al., 2002). UAS-Kir2.1 was described 

previously (Kim and Rulifson, 2004) and the 4775 UAS-GFP line was obtained from the 

Bloomington Stock center. All of the constructs were on the second chromosome while 

our DmSAS gene is on the third chromosome. Virgin females of Dilp2-Gal4, or UAS-

GFP or UAS-Kir2.1 were crossed with males with the 3rd chromosome balancer strain, 

w/Y ; TM3 Sb (stubble)/TM6 Tb (tubby), which is marked by ebony (e) body color. 

Among their progeny only TM3 / + flies (stubble flies) having w+ eyes (yellow or peach) 

were selected and mated with TM3/TM6 again. From their progeny, only w+ : TM3/TM6 

(stubble, ebony, yellow or peach eye) were selected and mated with SAS2d/TM3 flies. The 

progeny carrying both the construct on the second and heterozygous for DmSAS were w+: 

SAS2d/TM3 (yellow peach eyes and stubble bristle). The progeny with this genotype were 

crossed to each other to obtain the constructs on both second chromosomes that will be 

w+ red eye, stubble bristle.  Single fly PCR using EY6/SA5 primers was performed to 

confirm that the flies had the 500 bp  DmSAS deletion, as wild type strains yield a 1.7 kb 

fragment and deleted strains yield a 1.2 kb fragment.  
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3.2.9.1 Monitoring Insulin Producing Cells in adult flies  

 The number of insulin producing cells (IPCs) in adult flies was monitored by 

crossing Dilp2-Gal4; SAS2d/TM3 with UAS-GFP; SAS2d/TM3. Newly hatched 

homozygous Dilp2-Gal4/UAS-GFP; SAS2d/SAS2d and heterozygous Dilp2-Gal4/UAS-

GFP; SAS2d/TM3 flies were placed in fresh vials and kept for 4, 14, 21 or 30 days. Vials 

were changed every 3 days. Adult brains were dissected from flies in 4 % 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 1XPBS, 0.1 % Trx100. Brains were then fixed for an 

additional 20 minutes at RT and placed in mounting medium (90 % glycerol, 4 % N-

propylgallate, 1XPBS). All samples were analyzed on the same day. 

 

3.2.9.2 Larval size Analysis   

Larval size was performed essentially as previously described (Rulifson et al., 

2002). Male Dilp2-Gal4; SAS2d/TM3 flies were crossed with virgin female UAS-Kir2.1; 

SAS2d/TM3 flies. They were allowed to mate for 3 days in a food vial and then transferred 

onto apple juice agar plates and allowed to lay eggs for 4 hours, and then adults were 

removed. Yeast paste was placed to the sides of the plate, and the embryos/larvae allowed 

to develop for 96 hrs (4 days) at 25oC. Larvae were then collected from the plate washed 

in water and killed in water by microwaving 18 secs on maximum power to obtain 

straight larvae. The larvae were then lined up on a microscope slide and their picture 

taken with a Nikon dissecting microscope equipped with a Canon camera with a ruler 

under the slide. The size of the larvae was then measured from the picture and graphically 

plotted.    
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3.2.9.3 Single fly DNA extraction for PCR analysis 

One fly was placed in a 0.5 ml Eppendorf tube containing 5 µl of the squishing 

buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.2, 1 mM EDTA, 25 mM NaCl, and 200 µg/ml Proteinase K) 

and mashed with pipette tip for 5-10 seconds. Then, 45 µl of the squishing buffer was 

added to the tube, the solution was squished several times with a small plastic pestle and 

incubated at 37oC for 30 min.  The tube briefly spun down for 3-4 seconds followed by 

Proteinase K inactivation at 95 oC for 2-3 min. For the screening of w revertants, 2.5µl of 

the crude DNA prep was used in a 50 µl PCR reaction (3.5 mM MgCl2) with the forward 

primer (EY6), 5’-CACTGGATCCGCCATCATGGCGTCCAGTTACTCTATTTCA, 

containing a BamHI site (italics) and sequences corresponding to the Pp1 noncoding 

region between of 5’ end of P-element and Pp1 transcription start site, and the reverse 

strand primer (SA5), 5’AGTGGAATTCTCATCAATTGATTATACTATTCCCAAG, 

containing an EcoRI site (italics), two stop codons, and sequences representing the last 

seven codons of DmSAS, using the following cycle settings: 95 oC 5 min; 32 cycles at 95 

oC 1 min, 52 oC 1.5 min, 72 oC 2 min; 72 oC 10 min; hold at 4 oC.  While a wild type 

fragment without P-element generates a 1.7 kb fragment for the PCR, SAS2d will yield 

smaller fragment size of 1.2 kb.  
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3.3 Results 

Survival of sialic acid null SAS2d/SAS2d flies is more sensitive to nutrient levels than 

wild type flies 

Since SAS2d/SAS2d males are sterile, our mutant fly stock is maintained as a 

mixture of heterozygous (SAS2d/TM3) and homozygous flies. In theory, when 

heterozygous male and female flies are crossed,  33% of the eclosing flies should be 

homozygous SAS2d/SAS2d mutants, as the TM3/TM3 flies are lethal. However, we find 

that  only 15 % of the population are actually mutants.  I also observed that in 

vials/bottles that had been cultured for more than 3 weeks, no homozygous flies were 

found even though the flies were continually laying eggs, and therefore even young 

homozygous flies were either dying or failed to eclose. Therefore, it seemed that as the 

nutrients in the media were consumed, a threshold level was reached, below which 

homozygous mutants could not survive, even though the heterozygous flies developed 

normally.  While my longevity and climbing experiments showed that SAS2d/SAS2d 

mutants exhibited age-dependent neurodegeneration, I suspected that the mutants 

additionally suffered from defects in their metabolism. The most critical component of 

food is the yeast powder, as it contains all the essential amino acids and protein source 

for flies. Amino acids/proteins and fats are known to regulate insulin secretion in 

Drosophila r larva (Geminard et al., 2009; Ikeya et al., 2002). If our SAS2d/SAS2d mutants 

have a metabolic defect, such as altered insulin secretion, I should see fewer mutants 

survive in poor nutrient containing food. In order to analyze whether nutrient rich food is 

a limiting factor for SAS2d/SAS2d flies, I designed an experiment in which I let 

heterozygous flies  lay eggs for 8 days in the same food vial (control) or for 8 days but 
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the same flies were introduced into a fresh food vial on day 4 and allowed to lay eggs for 

an additional 4 days. The percentage of homozygous of SAS2d/SAS2d flies observed now 

reached 25-30% of the population, close to the expected ratio, whereas their percentage 

was only 15% in the control vials (Fig 3.1). I have examined at what stage in 

development the mutant flies are dying and have concluded it is during larval 

development.  I additionally showed that when   the food recipe was altered by reducing 

the amount of yeast powder 5 fold, no homozygous mutant flies hatched, whereas 

heterozygote flies were still able to develop. These observations supported my hypothesis 

that SAS2d/SAS2d mutant larvae were unusually sensitive to the level of nutrients in the 

food because they had an underlying metabolic defect. Trout and Kaplan had already 

published that Shaker mutants had an excessively high metabolic rate (Trout and Kaplan, 

1970) that was hypothesized to be responsible for their shortened life-span.   It is 

therefore  possible that the sialylation deficient Shaker channels in our mutants are 

disrupting the function of some neurons, or another cell type to cause a defect in their 

metabolism.  
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Figure 3.1: Survival of SAS2d/SAS2d  mutant flies is extremely sensitive to nutrient levels 
in the food.  
Male and female heterozygous flies were crossed and either allowed to lay eggs in the 
same food vial for 8 days (control-blue) or were introduced into fresh food vials at day 4, 
and allowed to continue to lay eggs for another 4 days (re-fed, red).  Additionally, 
heterozygous flies were allowed to lay eggs in a food vial containing 5 fold less yeast 
than the normal recipe (yeast reduced, green).  The adults were removed from the vials 
on day 8 and the percentage of homozygous flies that hatched in the population was 
scored.  The percentage of homozygous flies increased from 15% in the control vials to 
30% in the re-fed vials.    No mutant flies hatched in the food with reduced yeast.  
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SAS2d/SAS2d mutant flies die earlier than wild type flies when subjected to 

continuous starvation 

All organisms are exposed to periods of the day when they are not feeding and 

must adjust their energy stores accordingly, to maintain proper blood glucose levels. My 

previous experiment showed that food nutrient levels greatly affected the number of 

homozygous mutant flies that eclosed (Fig. 3.1). I therefore suspected that SAS2d/SAS2d 

flies were not able to maintain energy homeostasis, such as the ability to adjust their 

sugar and lipid levels when exposed to different nutrient conditions.   To further examine 

whether SAS2d/SAS2d flies would reveal  metabolic dysfunction under stress, such as 

exposure to  prolonged starvation, I exposed 4 day old SAS2d/SAS2d flies to constant 

starvation, and compared their survival to that of various wild type genotypes.  

SAS2d/SAS2d flies survived only about 36 hours, half the survival time of wild type w1118  

flies, which  lived up to 72 hours (Fig 3.2). Heterozygotes and rescued flies unexpectedly 

showed an intermediate survival time. This result  suggests that SAS2d/SAS2d mutants 

cannot regulate their energy stores during starvation due to a dysfunction in metabolic 

homeostasis. Metabolism is under the control of two hormones, insulin and glucagon 

(Dilp and AKH in flies). I showed in this thesis that Shaker is sialylated. Ma et al. 

showed that human and rat pancreatic β cells express a Shaker homolog KV1.1 channel 

(Ma et al., 2011). I hereby suggest that Drosophila insulin producing cells express Shaker 

and that the fully functional channel needs to be  sialylated. Therefore, a defect in 

sialylation of Shaker is proposed to cause either excessive or  irregular insulin (or AKH) 

secretion, which leads to metabolic dysfunction. 
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Figure 3.2: Viability of SAS2d/SAS2d flies is more sensitive to constant starvation than 
wild type flies. 
Four day old wild type w1118 , sialic acid null SAS2d/SAS2d flies (yellow reverse triangle), 
heterozygote SAS2d/TM3 (red diamond), and Sialic acid synthase (SAS) rescued 4-4 
(green triangle), exposed to constant starvation on 1% agarose. Living flies were counted 
and represented as percent viability. SAS2d/SAS2d flies died quickest, and wild type flies 
survived the longest. 
 

 

SAS2d/SAS2d mutants display locomotion defects after starvation 

One way to measure a fly’s robustness during starvation conditions is to look at its level 

of locomotion. During starvation conditions, flies move more rapidly as they need to 

search for food sources (Justin DiAngelo, pers. comm.) Since SAS2d/SAS2d mutants were 

less tolerant of  food deprivation (Fig 3.1, and 3.2),  I examined their activity levels under 

starvation conditions. I reasoned that if flies could not maintain a proper blood glucose 

level after starvation, similar to diabetic patients, they similarly would become lethargic 

and ultimately unconscious under starvation. Diabetic patients become unconscious if 

they are starved for long periods of time, and therefore have to eat more often and 

regularly. I performed a locomotion assay, examining  climbing ability SAS2d/SAS2d 
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mutants and wild type flies after 24 hrs of starvation.  Heterozygous mutant  and rescued 

flies performed the climbing assay slightly faster when starved compared to fed 

conditions, as expected.   However, homozygous mutant flies took nearly twice as long to 

climb under starved conditions. Interestingly, four of the 20 mutants tested after 

starvation appeared unconscious and could not climb at all.  These flies were not dead, in 

that when put back on food they recovered.   

 

 
 
Figure 3.3: Sialic acid null flies display locomotion defects after 24 hrs of starvation 
SAS2d/SAS2d, SAS2d/TM3, and 4-4 flies were utilized for this experiment. 1-day-old male 
flies were collected and kept on food for 2 days and kept on food (fed) or on 1% agarose 
(starved) for 24 hours, then subjected to climbing assay (n=20). SAS2d/SAS2d flies were 
significantly slower after 24 hours of starvation, while heterozygotes and 4-4 rescued 
flies containing extra 2 copies of SAS gene did not slow down at all after 24 hours of 
starvation. Of note, 4 of the SAS2d/SAS2d flies did not climb at all after 24 hours of 
starvation.  
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SAS2d/SAS2d flies ingest more food after 24 hrs of starvation 

Humans that have  diabetes mellitus show characteristic symptoms such as  

polydipsia (excessive drinking), polyphagia (excessive eating), and polyurea (excessive 

urinating) (Simpson and Cushman, 1986). SAS2d/SAS2d flies could not tolerate food 

deprivation and they became less mobile after starvation (Fig. 3.3). These results all 

indicated a systemic metabolic defect resembling diabetes. Diabetic patients eat more, 

because of impaired metabolic flexibility, i.e. an impaired switching from fatty acid to 

glucose oxidation in response to insulin (Nurjhan et al., 1992). I therefore wondered 

whether SAS2d/SAS2d flies are polyphagic, or consume more food compared to wild type 

flies. I could not determine the level of food consumption when  flies are regularly 

feeding because the uptake of the blue dye is too low, when switched to the sugar-blue 

dye assay vial.  I, therefore,  starved them for 24 hrs before determining their food 

consumption by allowing them to feed on the sugar-blue dye vials.  If the SAS2d/SAS2d 

flies are metabolically challenged they should consume more food than wild type flies 

after starvation. SAS2d/SAS2d flies consume almost twice as much food compared to wild 

type and 4-4 rescued flies (Fig 3.4). Of note, heterozygotes were intermediate, indicating 

that SAS gene dosage is important, suggesting that the level of sialic acid in cells may set 

the amount of sialylation of target proteins, such as Shaker. The polyphagia observed in 

our mutants is similar to that observed diabetic patients.  
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Figure 3.4: Sialic acid null flies ingest more food than wild type flies after 24 hrs of 
starvation 
Newly hatched male flies Were collected, kept on food for 3 days and starved for 24 
hours on 1% agarose to empty their digestive system, then placed on 1% agarose, 15% 
sucrose and blue food dye containing vials for 2 hours (n=30). The amount of food 
ingested was quantified using a spectrophotometer, by using the absorbance spectrum of 
the blue dye. Mutant flies consumed almost 2X more food than wild type flies 
(SAS2d/SAS2d vs w1118 ).  
 

SAS2d/SAS2d flies consume most of their lipid stores during starvation 

I wished to understand the nature of the metabolic defects present in SAS2d/SAS2d 

mutant flies, so I performed a variety of bioassays to examine the energy stores present in 

mutant and wild type flies.  Flies are normally cultured in a nutrient enriched  fly food, so 

they have every nutrient in abundance. However, metabolic defects often are only 

revealed under metabolically challenging situations, such as starvation. SAS2d/SAS2d 

mutants displayed locomotion defects (Fig. 3.3),  they consumed more food  after 

starvation (Fig. 3.4) and mutants died much sooner than wild type flies under  prolonged 

starvation (Fig. 3.2). During the course of starvation, organism starts using glycogen 

stores first, then utilize their  lipid stores in gluconeogenesis to supply the necessary 
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glucose for vital organs. I therefore performed a series of experiments to measure the 

various energy stores after  metabolically challenging flies by starving them for 24 hrs. 

Triglyceride levels of adult flies were analyzed when taken directly from a food vial (fed) 

and after 24 hrs of starvation. Wild type w1118 and 4-4 rescued flies only lost about 40 % 

of their lipid stores and SAS2d/TM3 flies lost only about 20 % after 24 hrs of starvation, 

while SAS2d/SAS2d flies consumed about 80 % of their lipid stores (Fig 3.5). These results 

showed that metabolic defects detected during embryonic-larval-pupal periods (Fig 3.1) 

continued to be present during adulthood.  Interesting, the SAS2d/SAS2d mutant flies had 

normal triglyceride stocks when well fed but utilized them at an accelerated rate during 

starvation. 

 
Figure 3.5: Sialic acid null flies have extremely low levels of triglycerides after 24 hrs of 
starvation 
Wild type (w1118 ), homozygous mutant (SAS2d), heterozygotes (SAS2d/ TM3) and sialic 
acid synthase gene expressing rescued (4-4) genotyped males were used. Newly hatched 
males were collected, kept on food for 2 days. Then, flies were either kept on food (Fed) 
or on 1% agarose (starved) for 24 hours. Triglyceride levels were detected for both 
groups. Wild type flies lost about 40% of their triglyceride stocks, which was similar to 
heterozygotes and rescued flies. However, homozygous mutant flies lost almost 80 % of 
their stored triglycerides.  
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SAS2d/SAS2d mutants have less glycogen reserves 

Insulin action on cells causes cells to take up glucose and either use it  or store the 

excess glucose as glycogen. Our SAS2d/SAS2d mutants used most of their lipid stores 

during starvation (Fig 3.5). I wished to see whether SAS2d/SAS2d mutants store more 

glycogen compared to wild type flies. To my surprise mutants had less glycogen than 

wild type flies both under fed and starved conditions  (Fig 3.6). Together my results 

indicate that our flies have metabolic defects, including faulty homeostasis affecting both  

triglycerides and glycogen . It is possible that the extremely low levels of glycogen after 

starvation, resulted in the fly’s having to start converting its triglycerides to glucose to 

replenish its levels. 

 

 
 
Figure 3.6: Mutant flies have lower glycogen reserves both under fed and starved 
conditions   
Homozygous mutant and w1118  4 day old flies were fed or starved for 24 hrs. The 
homogenate from 10 flies was incubated with amyloglycosidase, which breaks down 
glycogen into glucose and total glucose was determined.  The amount of glycogen was 
normalized to the amount of protein in the extract.  
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Figure 3.7. Sialic acid null mutant flies are hypoglycemic at young age turning into 
hyperglycemic at older age. 
Hemolymph glucose levels of wild type w1118, SAS2d/SAS2d homozygous, SAS2d/TM3 
heterozygotes and 4-4 SAS rescued males at day 4 (top panel), during regular feeding or 
24 hrs-starved flies. SAS2d/SAS2d flies have low hemolymph sugar levels compared to all 
others.  
Hemolymph sugar levels during feeding at the age of 14 days (bottom panel). 
SAS2d/SAS2d flies have higher hemolymph sugar levels compared to wild type flies. 
Hemolymph sugar (glucose + trehalose) levels were measured and represented as 
milligram/ 100 ml (mg/dl). Results are mean -/+ SD. 
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SAS2d/SAS2d mutants are hypoglycemic at 4 days and hyperglycemic at 14 days of 

age  

Glucose homeostasis is very strictly controlled in order to maintain constant 

levels to supply energy  to organs, especially the brain. However, this tight regulation of 

blood glucose is disrupted in the disease diabetes. Circulating insulin levels are higher 

early in the disease to compensate for insulin resistance, but eventually, insulin 

production becomes less sufficient and hyperglycemia develops (White, 2003).  Other 

authors (DeFronzo and Ferrannini, 1991; Reaven, 1988) suggest that perhaps diabetes 

initiates with hyperinsulinemia and subsequently insulin resistance develops.  Our 

SAS2d/SAS2d mutants appear to have metabolic defects that were revealed after starvation 

(Figs.  3.2, 3.4, 3.5). Because the phenotype of the SAS2d/SAS2d mutants was similar to 

diabetic patients, I decided to check their hemolymph sugar levels. Flies have both  

glucose and trehalose (a disaccharide made up of two glucose units) in their hemolymph. 

Therefore, I measured glucose + trehalose levels. Four day old SAS2d/SAS2d flies have a 

significantly lower level of hemolymph sugar compared to wild type flies (Fig 3.7 upper 

panel) during normal feeding and after 24 hr of starvation. In fact, most flies had visibly 

reduced  mobility in the vial before hemolymph was taken. The reduced mobility after 

starvation could be caused by hypoglycemia. Hypoglycemia is a common problem with 

diabetics  taking insulin shots, because if they do not ingest enough food, they become 

hyperinsulinemic and their blood sugar becomes dangerously low. This result suggests 

that 4 day old SAS2d/SAS2d flies are secreting too much insulin, and when there is no food 

to eat, they became hypoglycemic (Fig 3.7 upper panel). I observed the same poorly 

coordinated movement during the climbing assay after starving flies (Fig.3.3). However, 
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at the age of 14 days SAS2d/SAS2d mutants have significantly higher hemolymph sugar 

levels compared to wild type flies (Fig 3.7 lower panel). Interestingly, heterozygotes have 

hemolymph sugar levels similar to mutants during feeding (Fig. 3.7 upper panel), while 

they did not show any defects in previous experiments. This results suggests that 

SAS2d/SAS2d mutants have low hemolymph sugar levels possibly due to excess insulin 

secretion from insulin producing cells at a young age, which probably resulted in the 

depletion of fat stores during starvation (Fig 3.5) when they initiated gluconeogenesis to 

replace the low glucose.  The hyperinsulinemia also explains why SAS2d/SAS2d mutants 

eat twice as much as   wild type flies (Fig 3.4). The excess insulin released  causes 

hemolymph sugar levels to drop, which in turn makes the animal  eat an excess amount 

of food at early ages. However, as the flies get older, their metabolic defects accumulate 

and their hemolymph sugar now is elevated compared to wild type flies,  perhaps as they 

become insulin resistant, similar to disease progression in diabetes .  
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Figure 3.8.  SAS2d/SAS2d mutants have more insulin expression in young flies.  
Mutant flies have ~10 fold higher levels of Dilp2 (a), and Dilp5 (b) but not Dilp6 (c) 
expression at 4 days old, and drops down to wild type levels by 6 days of age. The 
expression of Dilp2 progressively gets worse as the flies age (d). The relative amount of 
gene expression was normalized to RP49, a ribosomal protein.   
 
 
 
SAS2d/SAS2d mutants are hyperinsulinemic at young ages and hypoinsulinemic as 

they get older 

Glucose homeostasis is under hormonal control of insulin and glucagon 

hormones. Insulin causes hemolymph sugar levels to drop, and glucagon causes liver or 

adipose tissue to break down glycogen or lipids into glucose units to be secreted into 

hemolymph, thereby increasing blood glucose levels. Our hemolymph sugar level assay 

on young and old adults suggested that SAS2d/SAS2d flies are hyperinsulinemic when they 
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are young, while they seem hypoinsulinemic when they are old (Fig 3.7). Because I could 

not determine the amount of insulin released directly, I measured the transcription levels 

of two major Drosophila insulin-like peptides, Dilp2 and Dilp5, that are known to be 

expressed in IPC cells in adults. Dilp6 is believed to be orthologous to the insulin-like 

growth factors of mammals and it is expressed mostly in the fat body not IPC cells. Dilp6  

is believed to play a role in growth, not glucose homeostasis (Okamoto et al., 2009; 

Slaidina et al., 2009).   I measured its expression to compare with the other Dilps. If 

sialylation affects Shaker channel function in insulin producing cells, I expected to see a 

difference in the expression of Dilp2 and Dilp5 but not of Dilp6. Insulin is kept in 

secretory granules in a  readily releasable form. Every cycle of insulin release causes 10 

% of the total pool to be released. However, pancreatic β cell keeps the insulin secretory 

granules at steady state levels. Therefore I reasoned that if insulin producing cells in 

SAS2d/SAS2d flies release excess/irregular Dilp, then they need to keep expressing more 

Dilp transcripts to compensate for the accelerated depletion of the granules, so the cell 

will be ready for the next rounds of insulin release. SAS2d/SAS2d mutants indeed express 

~10 times more Dilp2 (Fig 3.8a) and Dilp5 (Fig 3.8b) levels compared to wild type (w1118 

) at the age of 4 days. This transcription level drops sharply to wild type levels on day 6 

and gradually drops even more as the flies age (Fig 3.8d). The expression of Dilps is 

specific to insulin producing cells, because Dilp6 does not show a similar expression 

pattern (Fig 3.8c). Indeed Dilp6 expression is less than wild type, probably excess 

expression of Dilp2 and Dilp5 causes the low expression of Dilp6. All these results 

suggest that SAS2d/SAS2d flies are hyperinsulinemic at early ages, but hypoinsulinemic at 

older ages, similar to  the development of type 2 diabetes.  
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Age dependent loss of insulin producing cells in SAS2d/SAS2d flies  

 β cell loss is one of the major problems at advanced stages of diabetes, which will 

worsen the hyperglycemia in patients (Ashcroft and Rorsman, 2004; Guerardel et al., 

2006; Lin and Sun, 2010; White, 2003). I observed that SAS2d/SAS2d flies are 

hyperinsulinemic at early ages and they become hypoinsulinemic as they age (Fig 3.8), 

which is consistent with the SAS2d/SAS2d mutants having low hemolymph sugar at early 

ages, but having  high hemolymph sugar as they aged (Fig 3.7). I, therefore, wondered 

whether our SAS2d/SAS2d mutants would display age-dependent loss of insulin producing 

cells (IPC) as they aged. This seemed to be a plausible explanation for the observation 

that flies were becoming diabetic as they aged and they expressed less Dilp2 as they 

aged.   To test for loss of IPC, I expressed green fluorescent protein (GFP) in insulin 

producing cells of SAS2d/SAS2d mutant flies  using the  GAL4-UAS system to target it to 

the IPC. In this experiment, GAL4 is expression was driven by a Dilp2 promoter as 

described by Rulifson et al (Rulifson et al., 2002). Homozygous SAS2d/SAS2d and 

heterozygous SAS2d/TM3 males expressing GFP in the IPCs were aged accordingly, the 

brains were dissected and visualized for counting the number of IPC cells. Geminard et 

al. first published this method to obtain a semi-quantitative estimate of the Dilp2 

expression level,  by keeping all the adjustments in the microscope unchanged when 

examining different brains (Geminard et al., 2009). They were able to see differences in 

Dilp2 staining in IPCs. I also used the same strategy, and kept the exposure and 

magnification same the  for all samples. At 4 days old, the IPCs were bright and I could 

count many GFP cells in the brain (Fig 3.9 top row). By 14 days of age, the IPC cells 

were less bright and their axons were barely visible in the SAS2d/SAS2d mutants (Fig 3.9 
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row 2). As the flies reached  21 days (Fig 3.9 row 3) and  30 days (Fig 3.9 row 4)  

SAS2d/SAS2d mutant brains display a fewer number of GFP positive cells compared to 

similarly aged  heterozygous flies. I am in the process of repeating this experiment with 

wild type flies as a control.  Overall, my results suggest that SAS2d/SAS2d mutant flies 

develop  symptoms reminiscent of diabetes and that their metabolic dysregulation  

worsened as they aged. 
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Figure 3.9: SAS2d/SAS2d flies have fewer number of insulin producing cells as they age 
SAS2d/SAS2d fly brains expressing GFP in insulin producing cells (IPC). Brains are 
dissected from flies on days 4, 14, 21 and 30. IPCs are visualized under same exposure 
time and same magnification at 400X using Zeiss Axioplan microscope. SAS2d/SAS2d flies 
display age dependent loss of IPCs in their brains compared to its heterozygote 
counterparts. Scale bars represent 100 microns. 
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Partial rescue of the hyperpolarizing effect of a Kir2.1 channel in IPC cells of 

SAS2d/SAS2d mutants 

Insulin secretion is tied to depolarization of the pancreatic β cell, followed by 

Ca++ influx that  triggers  insulin release from  storage vesicles. The hyperpolarization of 

insulin producing β cells prevents insulin release. I showed that SAS2d/SAS2d flies are 

hypoglycemic at early ages and hyperglycemic at older ages (Fig. 3.7), and that Dilp2 

and Dilp5 mRNA expression is very high in 4 day old adults (Fig 3.8). Finally, 

SAS2d/SAS2d flies progressively lose IPCs (Fig. 3.9). However, I had not shown that the 

sialylation pathway is functional  in IPCs, although Amita Sehgal’s laboratory has shown 

that Shaker is expressed in IPCs (pers. comm.).  

In order to obtain evidence that  the  sialylation pathway is functional in IPCs I 

utilized the strategy of hyperpolarizing the IPC cells by targeting  an inwardly rectifying 

channel Kir2.1 in those cells using the GAL4/UAS system (Kim and Rulifson, 2004). If 

the target of sialylation, Shaker is in IPCs, and Shaker is modulated by sialylation in 

these cells, the loss of sialylation should result in a depolarizing shift in the membrane 

potential of those cells as was observed in the  Shaker channel kinetics measured at the  

NMJ.  Therefore, in a non-mutant background Kir2.1 will prevent insulin release from 

IPCs, and in a  SAS2d/SAS2d mutant background, we would expect the depolarizing shift 

of the IPCs should allow some insulin release. Since insulin release is tied to growth 

during development, I measured the size of larvae. Of note, when Kir2.1 is expressed in 

IPCs in a wild type or SAS2d/SAS2d  background, no adults eclose due to its lethal effects.   

However, in both backgrounds, flies develop until the larval stage and their size can be 

measured.  The size of the larvae is reported to correlate with the amount of insulin 
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released. When the Kir2.1 channel was expressed in IPCs in a SAS2d/SAS2d  background, 

some larvae reached  the size of wild type  larvae, whereas when the Kir2.1 channel was 

expressed in a wild type background, all the larvae were much smaller, presumably due 

to diminished insulin secretion (Fig 3.10). These results strongly suggest that sialylation 

is functional in IPCs, as the Kir2.1 channel was only targeted to those cells, and therefore 

if the SAS gene was not active in IPC cells, it should not have lessened the effects of 

Kir2.1 expression . Since Shaker is a target of sialylation, and the human homolog of 

Shaker is found in β cells, I propose that Shaker is sialylated in IPCs in flies. When 

sialylation is absent it may cause excess insulin release from IPCs, which would cause 

metabolic defects and lead to diabetic state in SAS2d/SAS2d mutants. 
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Figure 3.10: SAS2d/SAS2d mutant partially rescues the hyperpolarizing effect of Kir2.1 
channel in IPC cells.   
Ectopic expression of mammalian inwardly rectifying channel, Kir2.1, in IPC cells was 
achieved by Gal4/UAS system. Kir2.1 hyperpolarizes the cell that inhibits insulin 
secretion, thereby larval development. About 30% of SAS2d/TM3 larvae (red triangle) 
grow as big as controls (blue square), consistent with the sialic acid mutant causing a 
depolarizing effect on membrane potential in IPC cells. The cross of two heterozygous 
mutant flies would produce only 33% homozygous SAS2d/SAS2d progeny, about the 
frequency of rescue observed here. None of the Kir2.1 expressing larvae (pink circle) 
with wild type sialic acid synthase gene reached the size of SAS2d/SAS2d mutant 
background flies. 
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3.4 Discussion 

Multicellular organisms constantly adjust their energy needs to their nutritional 

status through complex metabolic regulation which coordinates growth and energy 

homeostasis. Metabolic regulation is crucial to many biological processes  of an 

organism,  such as sexual maturation, adult fertility, aging, and physical activity (Baker 

and Thummel, 2007). The power of Drosophila genetics, its short life-span, and the ease 

of modifying food regimens makes flies  a good model organism to study metabolic 

diseases.  Flies have a more simple organ system regulating homeostasis than mammalian 

model organisms such as mice. Drosophila shares many metabolic functions with 

vertebrates. Flies have glucose and trehalose in their hemolymph, the levels of which are 

under strict control (Kim and Rulifson, 2004; Rulifson et al., 2002), and they store energy 

as glycogen and lipid just like vertebrates  (DiAngelo and Birnbaum, 2009; Xu et al., 

2008). Growth and metabolism are regulated by an ortholog of the insulin-like growth 

factor (IGF) and insulin, respectively as in vertebrates. In contrast to the single vertebrate 

insulin, Drosophila has seven insulin-like peptides (Dilp1-7). Dilp2, 3 and 5 are thought 

to be the major regulators of circulating sugar. They are released from dorsal median  

neurosecretory cells (IPC) in the brain in response to increased circulating nutrients 

(Brogiolo et al., 2001; Ikeya et al., 2002). Interestingly, a major inducer of Dilp2 

secretion from larval IPCs is amino acids (Geminard et al., 2009). Ablation of IPCs 

causes higher circulating sugar levels in larvae (Rulifson et al., 2002) and adults 

(Broughton et al., 2005). IPC ablation significantly delayed development (Rulifson et al., 

2002) and adult flies had a longer life span (Broughton et al., 2005). 
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The first indication that SAS2d/SAS2d mutant flies had defects in metabolic 

regulation was the observation that larval lethality was unusually sensitive to the nutrient 

content of the food (Fig 3.1). Although previous studies done in Drosophila of genetic 

mutations affecting metabolic homeostasis have been performed using both larvae and 

adults, I performed my metabolic studies mostly using  adult flies as I have to hand select 

homozygous from heterozygous SAS2d/SAS2d mutant flies based upon markers on the 

balancer chromosome and the adult bristle marker (Stubble, Sb) is more reliable and 

faster to score than the larval shape marker (Tubby,Tb).  Additionally, I wished to study 

the progression of the metabolic dysregulation with age, as this is a major factor in the 

health related problems facing diabetic patients.  Age-related changes could only be 

studied in adult organisms as third instar larvae quickly become pupae.  Ablation of IPCs 

was shown to cause high circulating larval sugar levels (Rulifson et al., 2002). However, 

the authors stated that the larval period is a time of constant growth, unlike adulthood. 

Since ablation of IPCs caused high circulating sugars, increased release of Dilps would 

be expected to  cause low hemolymph sugar levels.  and I found that 4 day old 

SAS2d/SAS2d flies have both significantly higher expression of Dilp 2 and Dilp 5 RNA 

(Fig. 3.8) and low levels of hemolymph glucose plus trehalose (Fig 3.6). Since insulin is 

responsible for the uptake of glucose from the  hemolymph to the body’s tissues, low 

hemolymph sugar levels mean that SAS2d/SAS2d mutant flies release more insulin-like 

peptide than wild type flies. Excess release of insulin will increase the fly’s metabolic 

rate and increase the amount of glycogen storage. Unexpectedly, our SAS2d/SAS2d mutants 

had less glycogen compared to wild type flies. This  could be due to the fact that insulin  

release in our mutants is either irregular or not appropriate for the amount of hemolymph 
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sugar and  therefore when flies are  starved it causes flies to expend more energy than 

their nutrient levels can support and to compensate the flies need to  consume more of 

their triglycerides and glycogen  stores (Fig 3.2 and 3.3) as well as causing  

hypoglycemia (Fig. 3.7). It is well known that irregular release of insulin can cause 

diabetes in humans. The details are not quite known, but altered insulin release from 

pancreatic β cells causes insulin resistance in tissues like muscle and fat, and the pancreas 

acts to overcome the insulin resistance and even more insulin is released (Kasuga, 2006). 

Insulin resistance is followed by T2DM. In light of these findings, I decided to analyze 

the hemolymph sugar levels of old flies. As suspected, SAS2d/SAS2d flies had high 

hemolymph sugar levels when they are 14 days old (Fig 3.7). This strongly suggests that 

sialic acid null flies are becoming diabetic. The progression of the diabetes goes along 

with the loss of β cell mass (Ashcroft and Rorsman, 2004; White, 2003). Indeed our 

SAS2d/SAS2d flies also had less IPCs as they got older (Fig. 3.9), in other words as their 

diabetes gets worse. Therefore, the metabolic dysregulation gets worse possibly due to 

both insulin resistance of target tissues and loss of IPC cells. 

Sialic acid deficient flies showed other evidence that they were unable to maintain 

energy homeostasis when their nutrient levels were altered. In a low protein food 

source,SAS2d/SAS2d flies fail to eclose. Among the progeny of a cross of male and female 

SAS2d/TM3 flies, SAS2d/SAS2d flies represent 25-30 % of the progeny when flies are 

cultured on fresh food vials but they represent only 10-15% of the population when 

cultured on food vials that are being depleted of protein as developing larvae feed (Fig. 

3.1).  Heterozygous flies eclose at normal levels in such food vials and they are obviously 

less affected by the nutritional content of the food because the fraction of homozygous 
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mutants is always compared with the fraction of heterozygous flies.   In fact, if I deplete 

the protein even more (reducing yeast levels), I no longer see homozygous mutant flies 

eclosing (Fig. 3.1). Second, SAS2d/SAS2d flies consumed a more of their energy stores 

after starvation than wild type flies (Fig, 3.2 and Fig 3.3). Diabetics  generally lose 

metabolic flexibility in their utilization of nutrients.  Cells of diabetics will utilize fatty 

acids even when the blood has a high concentration of glucose. These fatty acids will 

trigger gluconeogenesis  in the liver, which will increase their already high blood glucose 

levels (Haber et al., 2006; Nurjhan et al., 1992; Prentki et al., 2002). I currently do not 

know whether older flies display metabolic inflexibility. Four day old SAS2d/SAS2d flies 

seemed to have a metabolic defect as they used up most of their triglyceride (Fig 3.2) and 

glycogen stocks (Fig 3.3) when they were starved for 24 hr, in contrast to the more 

modest reduction in these stocks in wild type starved flies.  

Three characteristic symptoms of diabetes are polyphagia (excessive eating), 

polydipsia (excessive drinking) and  polyurea (excessive urinating) (Simpson and 

Cushman, 1986). The food consumption assay showed that after starvation, I SAS2d/SAS2d 

mutants eat almost twice as much food as wild type and rescued flies (Fig 3.4).   

The release of insulin from pancreatic β cells is triggered by the entry of glucose, 

followed by ATP production and closure of KATP channels, which depolarizes the cell 

membrane, leading to Ca++ influx and insulin release from storage vesicles  (Eliasson et 

al., 2008; Henquin et al., 2003). The repolarization of β cells is regulated by voltage-

dependent K+ (KV) channels. KV2.1 is thought to be the major KV channel (Jacobson et 

al., 2007; MacDonald et al., 2001; MacDonald et al., 2002). Most studies failed to detect 

KV1 expression in the  Min6 pancreatic β cell line. However, Ma et al. recently detected  
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expression of KV1.1 in pancreatic β cells of diabetic patients (Ma et al., 2011). I showed 

that when a hyperpolarizing  inwardly rectifying channel, Kir2.1, was introduced into 

IPC cells, it severely inhibited Dilp secretion and caused the larvae to remain relatively 

small.  This hyperpolarizing effect was  partially rescued, as shown by the increased size 

of some of the larvae,  by expressing this channel in IPC cells that were also in an 

SAS2d/SAS2d  mutant background (Fig. 3.10).   The rescue perhaps was due to the 

depolarizing effect that loss of sialic acid has on voltage gated K+ channels such as 

Shaker , as I have shown that Shaker is a major target of sialylation in the in fly head. 

Shaker mutants are reported to have an altered metabolic rate (Trout and Kaplan, 1970; 

Wang et al., 2000). Metabolism is under the duel control of the insulin-glucagon 

hormones. Therefore, it is likely that the change in metabolic rate in Shaker mutants 

could be due to altered release of Dilps from IPCs. Our SAS2d/SAS2d mutants may also 

have an increased metabolic rate that should be examined in the future. Since Shaker is a 

Drosophila homolog of KV 1.1, I propose that Shaker is expressed in IPCs (also Amita 

Sehgal, pers. comm.) and it is normally sialylated in those cells.  I suggest that loss of 

sialylation of the Shaker channel could play a causative role in producing the metabolic 

defects leading to diabetes in SAS2d/SAS2d flies. A simplified version of my current 

hypothesis is described in Fig 3.11. My studies  suggest that SAS2d/SAS2d mutant flies can 

be used to elucidate the molecular events that occur in diabetes that lead from 

hyperinsulinemia to insulin resistance followed by the development of the metabolic 

syndrome, which is characterized by high blood pressure, hyperglycemia, obesity around 

the waist and high triglyceride levels. 
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Figure 3.11: Possible mechanism of insulin release in sialic acid null flies. SAS2d/SAS2d 
IPC repolarizes slower than wild type cell, therefore more insulin is released at any given 
time. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DANIO RERIO ST6GAL2 IS EXPRESSED IN BRAIN AND 

PANCREAS; KNOCKDOWN OF ST6GAL2 CAUSES 

NEURODEGENERATION LIKE PHENOTYPES  

DURING EMBRYOGENESIS 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) have become widely used as a model organism in recent 

years for the understanding of vertebrate development because of a number of 

advantageous features (Grunwald and Eisen, 2002; Neumann, 2002). The optically 

transparent fertilized zebrafish embryos develop externally which allows monitoring of 

the developmental processes such as cardiac and vascular systems, angiogenesis, and 

axon guidance (Muller and Grossniklaus, 2010; Neumann, 2002). Extensive genetic 

screens of zebrafish have also demonstrated the functional and morphological similarity 

of zebrafish to humans (Shin and Fishman, 2002; Tay et al., 2006) and studies over the 

past two decades have shown conserved pathways between zebrafish and all vertebrates 

(Abramsson et al., 2010). Indeed, as many of the mutations in the zebrafish resemble 

human disorders, zebrafish represent a promising model system to explore mechanisms 

and pathways in human diseases and therapy (Abramsson et al., 2010; Tay et al., 2006). 

Zebrafish have been used to understand cardiovascular, skeletal, kidney disorders and 

Huntington’s (Karlovich et al., 1998), Alzheimer’s (Leimer et al., 1999), and Parkinson’s 

(Son et al., 2003) diseases (Shin and Fishman, 2002).  
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Glycosylation is one of the most important post-translational modifications since 

it can be critical for the stability, conformation, and function of proteins (Jones et al., 

2005). One of two major protein glycan modifications, N- glycosylation is the attachment 

of an oligosaccharide moiety to the amino group of an asparagine residue of the N-X-S/T 

polypeptide sequence where X is any amino acid other than proline. N-glycosylated 

proteins are play an important role in the cell membrane and extracellular matrix 

processes because of their crucial roles in cell-cell and cell-matrix signaling interactions.  

Most vertebrate N-glycosylated proteins have a negatively charged nine carbon 

sugar at the terminal position of the glycan chain (Angata and Varki, 2002; Chen and 

Varki, 2010). The terminal sialic acid is enzymatically transferred to the glycan chain by 

the action of sialyltransferases. While vertebrates have more than 20 sialyltransferases 

(ST), Drosophila has only one. Koles et al. found that Drosophila DmST joins sialic acid 

to an acceptor  galactose or N-acetylgalactosamine residue via a 2,6 linkage (Koles et al., 

2004). I and others have found that DmST is expressed in neurons during embryogenesis 

(This thesis and (Koles et al., 2004; Repnikova et al., 2010). My work studying the sialic 

acid pathway in Drosophila, showed that flies lacking sialic acid displayed a 

neurodegeneration phenotype. I and my collaborator, Deniz Baycin-Hizal at Johns 

Hopkins, detected only three sialylated proteins in adult Drosophila heads, and one of 

them was the Shaker voltage-dependent ion channel. I also found that sialic acid null flies 

displayed a diabetic-like phenotype, which  I hypothesized could be due to the altered 

gating parameters of the Shaker channel in insulin producing cells of the mutant flies. I 

wished to establish whether the role of this pathway in the nervous system of insects was 

conserved in higher organisms, such as vertebrates. Therefore, I chose to use a vertebrate 
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model organism, Danio rerio. I first wished to determine the vertebrate ortholog of the 

Drosophila sialyltransferase (DmST). The Danio rerio genome encodes  three ST6Gal 

enzymes, having the most similarity to DmST;  ST6Gal1, ST6Gal2, (Harduin-Lepers et 

al., 2005) and ST6Galbis (Harduin Lepers unpublished data). DmST is  shares the same 

sequence identity to each of these sialyltransferases . By performing in situ hybridization 

to Danio rerio embryos, with probes to each of these fish sialyltransferases,  I was able to 

show that only ST6Gal2 was specific to the nervous system and was the likely ortholog 

of the fly gene.   Its expression pattern in the zebrafish brain may be informative in 

understanding its role in the CNS of all vertebrates. 
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 In Situ Hybridization 

In situ hybridization was performed as previously described (Thisse and Thisse, 

2008). The details of the protocol is as follows: 

4.2.1.1 Embryo Fixation 

 Wild type embryos were aged accordingly in zebrafish embryo water in a  28 oC 

incubator. The appropriately aged embryos were then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde 

(PFA) in 1XPBS (137.0  mM NaCl, 2.7  mM KCl, 4.3  mM Na2HPO4, 7H2O, 1.4  mM 

KH2PO4, pH 7.3) . Embryos were then treated with 3%H2O2 / 0.5% KOH (prepared 

fresh) between 30 min to 1 hr at RT to remove pigments and make the fish transparent. 

Embryos were then washed 3X with PBST (PBS, 0.1 % Tween20), 5 minutes each at RT. 

Embryos were then washed with 100 % methanol 3 times, 5 minutes each at RT, and kept 

in methanol at -20oC until used. 

 

4.2.1.2 Preparation of probes 

All the genes were in a Topo-TA vector, which carries a T7 polymerase binding 

site at the 3’ region. We amplified the genes with PCR by using M13 forward and M13 

reverse primers. The PCR conditions were 35 cycles of 95oC 1 min, 55oC 1.5 min, 72 oC 

2 min, hold at 4 oC. 5 µl of this PCR product was used for in situ probe synthesis. To 

generate the RNA probe an in vitro transcription reaction with T7polymerase was 

performed according to manufacturer’s instructions (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) with a 

DIG-labeled NTP mix (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) and the reaction was carried out for 2 

hours at 37oC .  The reaction then was treated with RNAse free DNAse I (Roche, 
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Indianapolis, IN) for 15 minutes at RT. The DIG-labeled  probe was  precipitated by 

NH4-Acetate at -20oC overnight followed by centrifugation at 14000 rpm in a microfuge 

for 10 minutes. The RNA pellet was then dissolved in 100 µl of hybridization solution 

(50 % formamide, 5X SSC, 50 ug/ml Heparin, 5 mM EDTA, 0.05 mg/ml tRNA, 0.1 

%Tween20, pH 6.0 adjusted with citric acid in RNAse free DEPC-treated water). 

 

4.2.1.3 In Situ Hybridization 

Embryos were placed in home-made plastic carriers formed from blue 1 ml 

pipette tips that were cut to  half their length and had a nylon mesh attached by heating, at 

the wider end,  to keep embryos in. Throughout the incubations embryos were kept in 

these tips and just the tips were moved from tube to tube. Embryos were gradually 

rehydrated by incubation in 75, 50 and 25 % methanol in PBS for 5 min each, followed 

by 3X wash with 1X PBST, 5 min each at RT. Embryos were then treated with Proteinase 

K (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) (10 ug/ml in PBST): 5 min for 24 hr embryos, 10 min for 48 

hr embryos , and 30 min for older embryos, at RT.  Embryos were then rinsed with PBST 

and washed with PBST containing 2 mg/ml glycine for 10 min to inhibit Proteinase K. 

Following 3 washes with PBST, embryos were fixed with 4% PFA for 15 min at RT and 

washed an additional 3X  in PBST.  When performing in situ hybridization with two 

different probes, one of which was labeled with biotinylated NTPs,  endogenous biotin 

present in the embryo was blocked at this step.   If only a single DIG probe was used, 

hybridization immediately followed the fixation without the biotin blocking step. For 

experiments performed with probes to  both ST6Gal2 and insulin in the same embryo, 

one of the probes was DIG-labeled and the other one was biotin-labeled. To block the 
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endogenous biotin, embryos first was blocked with 5 % donkey serum in TBS (25 mM 

Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% Tween 20) for 20 min at RT.  Embryos were then treated 

with 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin (Pierce, Middletown, VA) in TBS for 15 min at RT and 

washed with PBS 3X 5 min each. The embryos were then incubated with 0.5 mg/ml 

biotin (Pierce, Middletown, VA) for 30 min at RT and washed 3X for 5 min each with 

TBS. Embryos were then incubated with 1/1 PBST/hybridization solution for 10 min at 

RT, and in hybridization solution without probe at 65oC for 2 hrs, followed by  

incubation with hybridization solution containing probe  overnight at 65oC. The next day 

samples were placed in hybridization solution for 30 min at 65 oC and 15 min with 75% 

hybridization solution, 25% 2X SSC, 15 min with 50 % hybridization solution, 50 % 2X 

SSC, then in 25% hybridization solution, 75% 2X SSC for 15 min all at 65oC . Samples 

were then incubated 2X in 0.2X SSC at 65 oC for 30 min . Embryos were then  washed 

once with 75% 0.2X SSC, 25% PBST 10 min at RT, followed by  3 washes in PBST at 

RT. Samples were then blocked with 5% donkey serum for 1 hr, and incubated with anti-

DIG-AP (Roche, Indianapolis, IN), anti-DIG-HRP (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) antibodies 

or streptavidin-AP (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) or streptavidin-HRP (Roche, Indianapolis, 

IN) (1/2000 dilution) overnight at 4 oC. Following antibody incubation, samples were 

washed 4X with PBST and chromagenically stained with an alkaline phosphatase 

substrate or or for fluorescent probes a Alexa fluor Tyramide Signal Amplification kit 

was used (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) . 
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4.2.1.4 Alkaline Phosphatase Staining 

Embryos were incubated in AP buffer (100 mM NaCl, 50 mM MgCl2, 100 mM 

Tris, 0.1 % Tween 20, pH 9.5) with levamisole (Invitrogen) to inhibit endogenous 

alkaline phosphatase. Following this, samples were stained with NBT/BCIP (Roche, 

Indianapolis, IN) staining solution until the signal developed then washed extensively 

with PBST, followed by a 10 min wash in 100 % methanol, and a 10  min wash in 50% 

methanol in PBST. The embryos were then mounted in 100% glycerol and visualized. 

The pictures were taken using a Zeiss Axioplan microscope equipped with camera 

attached to a computer. 

 

4.2.1.5 Tyramide Signal Amplification for fluorescence staining 

Samples were incubated with Anti-DIG-HRP antibody and washed with PBST. 

Then samples were incubated in TSA signal amplification kit with alexa fluor 594 red 

fluorescent dye for 10 min in the dark according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After 

staining, samples were washed 5X with PBST, and incubated with 1% H2O2 for 15 min 

and washed  5X with PBST. The biotinylated probe was visualized by incubation  with 

streptavidin-HRP (1/2000) overnight at 4 oC.  The second TSA signal was also developed 

as the first one except using a different color alexa fluor (Alexa-488, green). Embryos 

were then mounted in mounting medium (90 % glycerol, 4% N-Propylgallate, 1X PBS), 

and visualized with Leica confocal microscope.  
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4.2.2 Morpholino injections 

Morpholinos were purchased from Gene Tools, LLC (Philomath, OR).  Two 

morpholinos targeting Danio rerio ST6Gal2 were designed to either block translation or 

inhibit splicing.  Both morpholinos were dissolved in sterile distilled water at 8 ug/µl 

concentration and kept in dark at RT. At the time of the injections,  morpholino solution 

was loaded into a 1.0 mm glass needle (World Precision Instrument, New Haven, CT), 

which was prepared using a M-720 vertical pipette puller (KOPF, Tujunga, CA) by being 

pulled at setting of 3 (solenoid) and 18 (heater). Embryos were injected with morpholinos 

at the  1-2 cell stage (the first 45 min of development). Following injections, embryos 

were transferred into petri dishes containing embryo water (60 µg/mL Instant Ocean in 

water) (Marinelabs, Columbus, OH) and kept in a  28oC incubator. The embryo 

phenotypes were visualized under a dissecting scope, and photographs were taken using a 

4X lens of a Zeiss Axioplan microscope.  

The sequences of the morpholinos are as follows: 

Translation Blocker Morpholino ( The site corresponding to ATG and four more bases 

into the coding region is underlined): 

STMO1: 5`- CTGTTTCAGACTGGACTTCATCTTC 

Splice Blocker Morpholino is targeted against intron2-exon3 junction (sequence 

corresponding to exon 3 is underlined): 

STMO2: 5`- GGATCTGCACACAAAGCAGACAACA 

p53 Translation Inhibitor morpholino sequence: 

5`- GCGCCATTGCTTTGCAAGAATTG 
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Control nonspecific morpholino sequence: 

5`- CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA  

 

4.2.3 Capped RNA synthesis for RNA injection  

ST6Gal2 was cloned into pT3TS vector (a gift from Dr. Darius Balciunas) through Bgl II/ 

Spe I site. The vector contains a T3 polymerase binding site and 5` UTR of globin gene 

of Xenopus at the 5` of ST6Gal2. There is also 3` poly A tail of Xenopus globin gene at 

the 3` end of ST6Gal2. The circular vector was linearized with Xba I digestion, which 

cuts the construct after the poly A tail. The linearized fragment was separated from 

restriction enzyme with phenol/chloroform (1/1) extraction, followed by ethanol 

precipitation. 50 µl of phenol/chloroform mixture was added onto 50 µl of plasmid 

digested with Xba1, vortexed for 20 secs at highest speed, and centrifuged at 14000 rpm 

for 5 mins at RT. Following centrifugation, ~50 µl of plasmid containing upper phase 

was transferred into new tube and mixed with 138 µl of ethanol (100%) and 5 µl of 3M 

NaAcetate, vortexed for 20 secs at highest speed and incubated at -20oC o/n. Plasmid was 

precipitated by centrifuging tube at 14000 5 mins at 4oC. Plasmid pellet was then 

dissolved in RNase free water (Ambion, Austin TX) at a concentration of 1 µg/µl.  

1 µg above mentioned linearized DNA was used for Capped RNA synthesis using 

Ambion Message Machine Kit (Ambion, Austin TX) according to manufacturers 

instructions. The resulting Capped-RNA was precipitated as mentioned above and 

dissolved in RNAse free water at a concentration of 1 µg/µl. This RNA was then either 

used directly or frozen at -20oC until used.  
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4.2.4 Alcian Blue Staining of Cartilage 

Cartilage was stained with Alcian Blue using a previously published protocol 

(Robu et al., 2007). 4 day old embryos were fixed in 4 % PFA for 20 min at RT, then 

stained with 0.1% Alcian Blue (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in 70 % ethanol and 0.37 % HCl 

for 4–6 hours at 4 oC. The embryos were cleared in 70 % ethanol and 0.37 % HCl , then 

rehydrated in PBS. Embryos were bleached with 3% H2O2 and 1 % KOH for 20 min, 

then washed with PBS containing 0.2 % Tween-20, then with PBS, and lastly with H2O. 

Embryos were mounted in 100% glycerol for imaging. 
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4.3 Results 

Danio rerio ST6Gal2 is expressed in brain and pancreas  

 Since the Danio rerio genome encodes three ST6Gal genes, I performed in situ 

hybridization experiments with probes for all three genes. ST6Gal1 expression was not 

strong in brain (Fig. 4.1b), and also it is present throughout the body. I did not detect any 

expression for ST6Galbis in embryos from 24 to 96 hr old. ST6Gal2 was expressed in the 

brain (Fig 4.1 a) starting at 36 hours post fertilization (hpf) (Fig 4.1c). The expression 

became  more specialized by 48 hpf (Fig. 4.1c). As the embryos developed, the 

expression of ST6Gal2 becomes restricted to clusters of brain neurons (Fig. 4.1c). The 

location of the signal near the eye cups and central brain is typical of neurosecretory 

cells.  Attempts to co-localize ST6Gal2 with probes for gonadotropin releasing hormone 

have not succeeded because we could not detect the signal using fluorescent probes, only 

when DIG-AP probes were used (Tijana Knezevic, pers. comm.).  Early experiments 

using an DIG-AP probe for ST6Gal2 appeared to show a signal in either the pancreas or 

liver (identified by F. Biemar, Temple Univ.)  I performed double FISH with probes to 

both ST6Gal2 and insulin using 48 hpf embryos, and was able to show a co-localization 

of both probes in the pancreas (Fig 4.2). This observation led me to investigate whether 

DmST in flies is similarly expressed in insulin producing cells.  Although, I could not get 

FISH to work in adult fly brains, I have indirect genetic evidence that the sialylation 

pathway is present in the insulin producing cells of Drosophila and have shown that flies 

carrying a null  mutation in the sialic acid synthase gene display a diabetic-like phenotype 

(Chapter 3) suggesting that the IPC cells of the mutants function abnormally. The finding 

of expression of  ST6Gal2 in the zebrafish pancreas suggests that sialylation plays an 
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important role in the regulation of insulin secretion in both fish and flies and likely in 

humans as well. 
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Figure 4.1: ST6Gal2 expressed in brain throughout embryonic development 
mRNA expression of ST6Gal2 (a) and ST6Gal1 (b). ST6Gal2 has a strong staining in the 
brain and specific parts of the brain (arrow) and retina (arrowhead). ST6Gal2 staining 
throughout embryonic development (e). the expression gets more specialized in the brain 
(arrow) as the embryos get older. Scale bars represent 100 microns.   
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Fig 4.2: ST6Gal2 is expressed in Danio rerio pancreatic β cells. 
Fluorescence in situ hybridization of ST6Gal2 mRNA shows its expression in the brain 
(arrow) and retina (arrowhead) (a), and also in pancreatic beta cells (dotted arrow). 
Insulin mRNA is expressed only in β cells (dotted arrow)(c) at 48 hpf embryo. The guide 
lines are showing the borders of fish head and body, except yolk. Magnified view of the 
box in (c) is shown in (d). A cross section of Z stack is shown (e). Images were obtained  
using a Leica confocal microscope at 100X (a, b and c) and 400X (d)  
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Knockdown of ST6Gal2 by morpholinos causes heart edema, developmental delay, 

tail abnormalities, failure to utilize yolk  and escape response defects  

A common method for achieving a knockdown of gene expression in model 

organisms like zebrafish makes use of  morpholinos. Morpholinos are oligonucleotides 

with a non-ionic phosphorodiamidate backbone instead of the normal  phosphodiester 

backbone of   DNA or RNA (Eisen and Smith, 2008). This non-ionic structure allows 

morpholinos to diffuse through membranes and thereby knockdown gene expression. 

Another advantage of morpholinos is that because of their non-physiological  backbone, 

morpholinos are not targeted for degradation by nucleases, so they are stably present in 

the embryo (Eisen and Smith, 2008). Their use is especially attractive when there is no 

knockout for the target gene available. I have used two  different morpholinos to 

knockdown ST6Gal2 expression in zebrafish. The two morpholinos rely on different 

mechanisms to achieve gene knockdown;   one binds to the ribosome binding site and 

blocks translation (ST-MO1) and one binds to the region of a splice site acceptor to 

inhibit splicing of the mRNA (ST-MO2).  Selection of sites and morpholino design were 

done by Gene Tools, LLC  as was their manufacture. MO1, the translation inhibitor  

showed an optimal effect at a relatively high dose of 9 ng, while ST-MO2, the splicing 

inhibitor showed an optimal effect at a dose of 3 ng/injection . The phenotypic effects of 

the morpholinos were not obvious until 48 hpf, and became progressively more severe as 

embryos aged to 5 days (Fig. 4.3). Most morpholino-injected embryos were dead by day 

7. I show images displaying the phenotypes I observed such as:    edema around the heart 

(Fig 4.3), fish with a curved or kinked tail (Fig. 4.3) and fish with an enlarged yolk sac 

(Fig. 4.3).  By 48 hpf,  fish started to have locomotion defects resulting in  paralysis and 
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gently touching the fish with a probe, failed to elicit an escape response.  Fish also 

exhibited a developmental delay, displaying a smaller than normal head and undeveloped 

eyes. 

 

 

 
 
Fig 4.3: ST-MO1, the translation inhibitor morpholino and ST-MO2, the  splicing 
inhibitor  morpholino caused similar phenotypes.  
5 day old embryos are shown. Morpholino injected fish display defects in yolk, and have 
edema around heart and an enlarged yolk sac (arrow), in addition to curved or kinked tail 
(arrow, bottom row). Control embryos (left) have a straight tail (bottom left, arrow), 
small yolk sac (middle left, arrow), and developed head/eyes (arrowhead), while fish 
injected with either ST-MO1 and ST-MO2 edema around the heart, an enlarged  sac, and 
small head and eyes. Row 1 50X magnification, row 2 and 3 are 200X magnification. 
Injection of 3 ng of ST-MO2 showed similar phenotypic e effects as injection of 9 ng of 
ST-MO1. Scale bars represent 100 microns. 
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One important disadvantage of using morpholinos, I have learned,  is validating 

the specificity of the morpholino for its target, and hence whether the observed 

phenotypes result from the knockdown of the gene of interest or interference of an 

unrelated gene. One important control experiment is obtaining a rescue of the MO 

phenotypic effects by injection of rescuing RNA along with the morpholino. This is often 

difficult to achieve because one is limited to performing injections at the 1-2 cell stage 

and RNA expression from the gene of interest may be required later in development.   

High or ectopic expression of RNA may be toxic to the fish and unlike morpholinos, 

injected RNA is rapidly degraded. A limitation to my rescue experiments is that the 

prominent phenotypes induced by the morpholinos starts to become clear at 48hpf, just 

about the time injected RNA is degraded.  I therefore chose to look for rescue at 48 hpf. 

When I initially attempted the rescue experiments I was expecting to observe a relatively 

normal fish if the rescue succeeded.  From reading the literature however,  I should have 

been scoring a lessening of the severity of the observed phenotypes and I should have 

been analyzing the fish at an earlier age.  Tijana Knezevic has continued this project and 

has documented a partial rescue by injection of RNA in MO injected fish. Here I present 

representative images for mild, moderate and severe phenotypes I observed at 48 hpf 

(Fig. 4.4).  
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Figure 4.4: Mild, moderate and severe phenotypes observed by injection of  3 ng of ST-
MO2, shown at 48 hpf. 
Images shown were done with a 50X magnification. Scale bars represent 100 microns.    
 

I did perform other experiments to determine whether the morpholino induced 

phenotypes were specific or caused by non-target effects that result from morpholino 

induced apoptosis (Robu et al., 2007). To eliminate the possibility that the MOs induced 

apoptosis due to off target RNA annealing, I  co-injected the ST6Gal2 splicing blocker 

morpholino, ST-MO2 along with a standard MO that blocks translation of p53. Since p53 

is an apoptotic gene, inhibition of p53 protein expression should inhibit apoptosis, and 

therefore any non-specific morpholino effects I did not observe any difference between 

the type or severity of phenotypes observed in ST6Gal2 morpholino injected embryos and 

ST6Gal2 and p53 morpholino co-injected embryos at concentration ranges typically used 

in other published articles (Fig 4.5). This result supports the assumption  that the 

phenotypes we are observing in our morphants are due to the knockdown of ST6Gal2 and 

not a non-specific apoptotic effect. 
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Figure 4.5: Co-injection of ST-MO2 and a translation blocking MO to p53 does not 
differ from the phenotypes observed when ST-MO2 is injected alone. 
3 ng ST-MO2, a splice blocker alone or with 4.5 ng p53 translation inhibitor morpholino 
was injected at the 1-2 cell stage.  The same phenotypes were observed as were seen with 
injection of ST-MO2 alone.  These include: edema around the heart, an enlarged yolk 
sac, a kinked tail, small head, undeveloped eyes and paralysis.   Representative images of 
5 day old embryos are shown. All images are 50 X magnification. Scale bars represent 
100 microns 
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Knockdown of ST6Gal2 causes cranial defects in the developing embryo 

Early neural death and loss of neural tissue caused by morpholino targeting could 

potentially affect later craniofacial development. I detected a strong expression of 

ST6Gal2 in brains (Fig. 4.1). Therefore, knockdown of ST6Gal2 could also cause cranial 

defects. Craniofacial defects visualized by Alcian Blue staining of the cartilage of 4 day 

old embryos. The morphants  clearly had cranial defects compared to un-injected control 

fish (Fig. 4.6).  

 

Figure 4.6: ST6Gal2 knockdown causes craniofacial mispatterning 

Brightfield images of 4 day old embryos stained with Alcian Blue to visualize  
craniofacial structures. Fish embryos were injected with 3 ng of ST-MO2, the splice 
block morpholino. Morphants display mispatterning of craniofacial structures. Scale bar 
represent 100 microns. 
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4.4 Discussion 

  
Sialylation of proteins is  important for both protein  stability (Varki and Varki, 

2007) and function (this thesis and (Bennett et al., 1997; Bennett, 2002; Johnson et al., 

2004; Ufret-Vincenty et al., 2001)).  With their negative charge at physiological pH, 

sialic acids plays role in receptor recognition, cellular communication, and also in 

pathological situations like viral protein recognition. Aberrant sialylation is seen in 

malignancies (Varki and Varki, 2007). An obstacle to elucidating the roles of specific 

sialyltransferases is the large number of sialyltransferases present in higher organisms 

(Angata and Varki, 2002) and redundancy between these enzymes. There is a need for 

new model organisms to study the roles of sialylation, as mice with a knockout of 

enzymes in the sialic acid pathway are  embryonic lethal (Angata and Varki, 2002). It 

was therefore desirable to find a new model organism and to study the effects of 

eliminating a specific sialyltransferase rather than the entire sialic acid pathway. In my 

studies of the role of the sialylation pathway in Drosophila, I identified  only  three 

protein  targets of sialylation by the Drosophila sialyltransferase (DmST). DmST is 

expressed in a small subset of neurons (this thesis), and loss of sialylation caused 

neurodegeneration. One of the  targets of sialylation of known function was the Shaker 

voltage gated potassium channel. Loss of sialylation changed the gating parameters of 

Shaker  at the larval neuromuscular junction and presumably in other tissues as well. 

Loss of sialylation also caused metabolic defects in flies that got progressively  worse and 

resembled a diabetic phenotype. I wanted to investigate whether the roles of sialylation in 

the nervous system and in metabolism in Drosophila would be conserved in vertebrates. I 

chose  zebrafish as a vertebrate model organism because of the large numbers of progeny 
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it produces, its ease and low cost of culturing fish and its short development time, when 

compared to mammals.  It is also easy to create knockdown mutations of zebrafish genes 

using morpholinos.  

Danio rerio has three homologs of DmST;  ST6Gal1, ST6Gal2, and ST6Gal2bis 

(Harduin-Lepers et al., 2005). When the amino acid sequences of all four 

sialyltransferases are compared, DmST is about 38% identical to each and therefore either 

the zebrafish enzymes all have redundant functions or DmST was an ortholog of only one 

of them.  I performed in situ hybridizations to see the tissue expression patterns of 

ST6Gal1, ST6Gal2 and ST6Gal2bis. ST6Gal1 showed  weak expression in the brain (Fig. 

4.1), but its expression was found in numerous other tissues as well. (unpublished 

observation). The published expression of mouse ST6Gal1 also was reported to be in the 

brain and other tissues. (Takashima et al., 2003). The expression pattern of zebrafish 

ST6Gal2, was much stronger in the brain and it was restricted to specific clusters of 

neurons(Fig. 4.1) A signal was also detected in the insulin producing cells of the pancreas 

(Fig. 4.2). Using RT-PCR it was shown that mouse and human STGal2  also are 

expressed mostly in the brain (Krzewinski-Recchi et al., 2003; Takashima et al., 2003), 

but pancreatic expression was not reported.   As the insulin producing cells make up only 

2% of the pancreas, STGal2 expression levels in total pancreas may not have been 

significantly higher than that of most other tissues.  Based upon the metabolic 

dysregulation observed in sialic acid synthase null flies, I proposed that the sialylation 

pathway was functional in the insulin producing cells, and therefore the role of this 

pathway in metabolism may be conserved in zebrafish and likely mammals as well.    The 

expression of KV1 in human pancreatic β cells was recently published (Ma et al., 2011). 
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Since Shaker is one of the major targets of sialylation in flies, the Shaker homolog KV1, 

could also be a target of ST6Gal2 in pancreatic βcells of zebrafish, and perhaps in 

humans as well.  Understanding the role of the sialylation pathway in maintaining energy 

homeostasis in vertebrates may help to identify the molecular mechanisms that underlie 

the complex metabolic dysfunction that is characteristic of patients with type II diabetes 

(T2DM).  
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 

Since I found that loss of sialylation causes diabetic phenotype in flies, I will use 

them to understand the early and late events in the development of diabetes. I have good 

evidence that sialylation pathway is functional in insulin producing cells in fly brain. I am 

working on ways to isolate insulin producing cells from fly brains. Once I achieve that, 

we will be able to analyze the gene expression profile of these cells by microarray 

analysis by using 2, 4, days or 21, 30 days old fly brains and compare the differences in 

the gene expression levels.  I am hoping to able to detect changes of early and late events 

of diabetes in insulin producing cells. In humans, early event of diabetes are almost 

practically impossible to detect, because by the time someone is diagnosed he/she is 

already at the advanced stage of the metabolic dysfunction.  

Expression of KV 1 was recently shown in pancreatic beta cells (Ma et al., 2011). 

We found that sialylation changes Shaker channel function in vivo. If we can generate 

compounds that will modulate the function of Shaker, that may change the level of 

insulin release from insulin producing cells, which may then be applied to higher 

vertebrates and eventually humans. Shaker like KV1 channel plays a role in repolarization 

of beta cells, the phase in which 70% of insulin is released from pancreatic beta cells. If 

we are able to modify the function of Shaker homologue KV1 channel, we could 

modulate the amount of insulin release from pancreas. Since release of insulin is glucose 

dependent, if we modulate the release of insulin by modulating repolarization of the cell, 

there will be no risk of insulin overshoot in diabetic patients. 

 Another approach our lab is going to start is applying forward genetic screen to 

detect mutants reverting the phenotype of sialic acid null flies. We will create random 
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mutations by ethylmethanosulfonate (EMS) in our SAS2d/SAS2d mutant background. The 

mutants that are reverting the diabetic phenotype of sialic acid null flies will then further 

analyzed and the genes will be identified. This approach will help us identify the genes 

responsible from regulation of metabolism. We are expecting to identify new target 

genes/proteins that may play a role in controlling insulin release, or controlling insulin 

response in tissues. 

Deletion of sialic acid synthesis is lethal in mice (Angata and Varki, 2002). The 

best way tackling the role of sialylation in vertebrates will be creating mutants of specific 

sialyltransferases. Our experiments showed that zebrafish ST6Gal2 is the homolog of 

Drosophila ST. Right now there are no sialyltransferase mutants available in zebrafish. It 

would be very valuable to generate ST6Gal2 mutant zebrafish to study the role of 

sialylation in glucose homeostasis.    
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